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-4 OVERHEATING

COMMUNICATIONS

connector or receptable is useable, the corrosion preven
tive should be applied as indicated above.

The Bureau of Ships has received reports that Radio
Transmitters AN/URT-2, AN/URT-3 and AN/URT-4 ore not
functioning properly because of overheating.
An investigation of this problem indicates that in a

Corrosion-Preventive Petrolatum, Class 1 hard film
compound, stock number WM8030-244-1301, is recommended
for this purpose. Although this compound normally re
quired heating and should be applied while hot, for this

majority of cases the cabinet heaters have been inadvert

purpose, it is recommended that it be applied without

ently turned on instead of the crystal oven heater.

heating in order to get the maximum protection.

The transmitter cabinet heaters ore needed only during

If this

compound is not available, Dow-Corning DC-4 should be

operation under extreme cold weather conditions. The cab

used. Regardless of which compound is used, it should

inet heater circuit may be disabled (on shipboard installa

be applied liberally.

tions) by removing fuse F-3001 from the medium voltage
power supply.

AN/URT-2, -3 AND -4 INSPECTION OF BRUSHES
The crushes in the Power-Amplifier Blower Motor
(B-1304) require inspection after approximately 1,000

The plate-overload alarm switch S-1381 is a radiant
heat thermal switch, not a convection-heat thermal

hours of operation. Unless the brushes are inspected

switch. Operation of switch S-1381 is dependant on the

regularly, the commutator of B-1304 will be damaged. If

color of the 4-400A power-amplifier tube. To check for

the blower motor fails to operate, the transmitter thermal

proper operation of switch S-1381, connect the radio

overload will trip, rendering the transmitter inoperative.
Blower Motor B-1304 must be removed from the RFA to

frequency amplifier to the extension test cable. With
transmitter AN/URT-2 and AN/SRT-14 operating at the

check the brushes. There are three mounting screws and two

100-watt level, or transmitter AN/URT-3, AN/URT -4 ,

motor leads which must be removed before motor can be

AN/SRT -15 and AN/SRT -16 operating at the 500-watt

removed from the chassis.

level, observe the color of the PA tube plate when the

A number of blower motors have been found in which

(

AH/URT-2, -3, -4, AND AH/SRT-14, -15 AHD -16
RADIO-fREQUENCY POWER AMPLIFIER

transmitter is keyed. Normal operating color is dull red

the brushes had worn away and the motor was attempting to

at the 100-watt level, or bright red at the 500-watt level.

run on the brush spring instead of the brush. The commu

Alarm switch S- 1381 should not operate under these

tator was so bodily worn that the whole assembly had to

conditions. If the color of the PA tube plate becomes a

be replaced.
It is recommended that field activities insure that
1000-hour brush inspection is observed as a port of pre
ventive-maintenance routine. The filament elapsed-time
meter is

a

convenient means for verifying 1000-hour

intervals.

bright orange, then the alarm should sound, indicating
excessive dissipation. The following checks should
then be made:

..

1. Operation of PA tube blower. If blower is
operating, air is forced through the P ll� Tube chimney.
Air blast may be observed by holding hand about 6 inches
above the tube chimney.
2. On the AN/URT series, check PA stagetuning

AN/URT-2, -3 AND -4 AN/SRT-14, -15 AND -16 COR
ROSION OF CABLE CONNECTORS AND Rl:CEPTACLES

by placing "Operation Selector" switch (A) in the manual
tuning position and manually tuning the PA state for
maximum power output. Note whether returning corrects

Excessive corrosion of cable connectors and recep
tobles on rf tuners and couplers used with AN/URT-2,

overheating of PA tube. If autotuning does not tune PA
stage to maximum power output, overheating of PA tube

-3, -4 and AN/SRT-14, -15, -16 Radio Transmitters

will occur, and corrective maintenance of the P A autotune

has been reported.

stage will be required.
3. Check lixed grid bios on the PA stage as

Upon installation of the rf tuners and couplers, a
hard-film, corrosion-preventive, petrolatum compound

follows:
a. Connect the de probe of Multimeter ME-25A/

should be applied to all portions of the connectors and
receptables exposed to the weather. Care should be

U, or equivalent, to the junction of L-1311 and R- 1344.

taken not be apply the compound to the inserts, pins, and

Place meter on the 250-volt scale and set meter-function

sockets of the mating ports. The connector shoud be dis

selector to minus. The junction of L-1311 and R-1344 is

assembled to the extent that the compound can also be

accessible from the right side of the RFA, at the rear,

placed on the gland housing and inside of the coupling

beneath the PA tube socket.
b. After equipment has been tuned to carrier

nut.
Connectors and receptables which are corroded should
be disassembled and thoroughly cleaned. This should be

P-1301 on the AN/URT series, or turn the excitation

done by wire brushing and then polishing. After cleaning,

control

inspect carefully for pitting. If connector or receptab1e is
badly pitted. a new one should be insallted. If the

{

ready condition, disconnect the RF extension c able from

ORIGit-IAL

(ZZ) to

zero excitation on the AN/SRT series.

c. At 100-watt level, adjust bias control R-

1345 for a meter reading of minus 105 volts.

AH/URT-2:1
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d. Repeat step "b" at 500- watt level. Adjust
bias control R-1348 for a meter reading of minus 155 volts.

4. The 4 -400A power amplifier tube may be defec
tive. Change tube. If alarm switch S-1381 operates

.
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audio response can be obtained from the low-level radio
modulator if the ::814 tube, V- l l2L is changed to a 12ATI
tube.

-�

Where improved audio response is required for proper

operation, this change should be made.

when the PA tube is only a bright red color, switch S-1381
is defective.
"i
i

Switch should not operate until tube plate

becomes an orange color. Change switch if a replacement
is available. Be careful in replacing the switch not to
the black metal strip. To do so will effect switch

touch

MORE IN FORMATIOH ABOUT AH/URT-2,
MITTERS

-

3 -4 TRANS
,

operatioo. As an emergency where a replacement is not
available, S-1381 may be adjusted by resetting the adjust

The Electronic Supply Office has initiated action t o

ment nut on the back of the switch as follows:
a. With equipment operating at m aximum power

procure and stock the gaskets used i n the AN/URT trans

output in

the manual-tuning position, slowly detune the PA
stage from maximum power output. Observe the color of the

(Symbol H-442 and H-444) and the stock number will appear

PA tube plate while detuning.

in a later issue of the EIB.
After an investigation of the above gaskets, the

b. When plate becomes a bright-red color, turn

adjustment

nut on the thermal switch, S-1381, slowly clock

wise until the alarm is cut off.
comes

an

mitter-series tuning units. The availability of these gaskets

Electronics Technician School, Great Lakes, discovered
that by tiqhtening the connectors and the antenna-lead-in
stuffing tube in the end plates of the tuning unit, the loss

c. Detune PA stage until the PA tube plate be

of pressure was practically eliminated. The gaskets on the

orange color. Switch s-1381 should operate and

end plates, H-442 and H-444, were not renewed and special

soond alarm.

attention was given to the antenna stuffing tube. After a
maintenance overhaul of one tuning unit, the unit was
pressurized at 10 lbs. The 10-lbs pressure was maintained

AH/URT -2, 3
4 TRANSMITTING EQUI PMENT IM
PROVED AUDIO RESPONSE
-

,-

Improved audio response can be obtained from the low

for several weeks without loss. Before the overhaul, the
unit would lose 2 - l/2 to 3-lbs pressure biweekly. The
above information was forwarded to the Bureau for publica
tion by Electronics Supply Office.

l evel radio modulator if the 5814 tube, V-1121, is changed
to a 12A 17 tube. Where improvd audio response is required

)

for proper operation, this chan:Je should be made.

AH/URT-2:2
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AN/URT-3, AN/URT-4 AH/SRT-15, AN/SRT -16 ABNOR
MAL FUSE FAILURES

. .
COMMUNICATIONS

In many case�, arcing has occurred in the b ase struc
ture of the 3B28 High Voltage Rectifier Tubes, V-1501
through V -1506. Since these tubes are used in a three

Performance and operational reports on the A N/URT-3,
-4 and AN/SRT-15, -16 (radio transmitters) indicate ab

phase bridge circuit, arcing in one tube may, and probably
will, damage the other tubes. DO NOT CHANGE one tube

normal, inoperative periods. Several periods have

at a time, but replace all the tubes in this circuit before

amounted to 700 hours or more. The reports usually at

the equipment is energized.

tribute these prolonged breakdowns to the failure of primary
line Fuses F-1501, F-1502 and F-1503.
Repeated fuse failures may indicate that high voltage is
arcing to ground through an air path or that incorrect fuses

Another possible cause of failure is high-voltage arcing
from the filament terminals of the rectifier tube sockets to
the chassis. If the underside of a socket is marked with
carbon deposits, replace the socket. Finally, check and if

have been used. The following procedure will aid in loca

necessary, redress the cabinet wiring at all high-voltage

ting the source of trouble.

terminals. All cabinet wiring should be kept at least one

(a) Check to see that the correct fuses are in the
power supply. PP-707/URT- Fuse, Cartridge; 600V; 3.2
amps; slow-blow; Buss type FRS-3-l/10. PP-1096/SRT

inch away from the high-voltage terminals.
Based on material complied by 0. Pedersen, Fed. Elec.
Corp. F.E.

Fuses, Cartridge; 600V; 3.5 amps; slow-blow Buss type
FRS 3-1/2.
(b) With power off (Power Supply still connected to
the transmitter), measure the resistance to ground at

AH/URT-3, -4 HIGH VOLTAGE FUSE FAILURE DUE TO
3824 TUBE SOCKET CARBONICATION

Terminal 2 of Choke L-1501, PP-707/URT: approx, 200,000
ohms; PP-1096/SRT: approx. 1 00,000 ohms.
(c) Disconnect the high-voltage power-supply drawer
from the transmitter. Again measure the resistance to
ground at Terminal 2 of Choke L-1501: This resistance

Fiberglass washers, 5/32-inch thick, should be sub
stituted for the l/16-inch washers on 3824 Tube sockets
which have become carbonized and are causing high-voltage
fuse failures.

should measure infinity for both power supplies. If the
resistance measurements are correct, the trouble is pro
bably due to arcing.

(

(
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BLOWER UHIT ADAPTER FOR SERVICING TED OR AN/

blower unit adapter shown ir. the accompanying sketches.

URT-7 TYPE TRANSMITTERS

The recomrr.er.ded �.1aterial is 0.043" alumim;m. It is
necessary to remove the plastic impeller housing from the

Bench servicing of TED or AN/URT-7 Type Trans

TED or AN/UF\T -7 blower unit and rotate the housing ninety

mitters may be simplified by fabrication and use of the
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Figure 1

RADIO TRANSMITTERS AN/URT-7 THROUGH AN/URT-7C
AND TED THROUGH TED-6
See article in TED section under same title.
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KEY CONTROL VOLTAGE G ROUND IH AH/URT-18
A recent report of difficulty in the operation of AN/
URT-18 transmitters equipped with sleeve-tvoe antennas
revealed the followmq information.
Alter the mstullation of sleeve-type antennas at the
Naval Air Station, it was found that when the AN/URT-18
transmitters were first connected to the antennas, the
tranc;mitters would not key.

An investigation revealed that

the sleeve antennas were not provided with a ground path
for the key control voltage.

The 28-volt key-control

voltaCJe from the exciter requires a path to ground throu<Jh
the antenna output circuit.

This is a safety measure to

prevent keying of the transmitters whe� the antennas are
disconnected. The trouble was remedied by connecting an
8-ohm resistor across the Circuit to ground, thus permitting
the AN/UFiT�l8 transmitters to be safely operated with thl?
sleeve-type antennas.

It should be noted that thi,; problem

does not exist when utllizing conical monopole antennas.

AH/URT-18-Key Control Voltage Ground

A recent report of difficulty in the cperation of At�/UFiT-18
transmitters equipped with sleeve-type antennas revealed
the following information:
After the installation of sleeve-type antennas at a
Naval Air Station, it was found that when the Al':/UHT-18
transmitters were first connected to the antennas, the trans
mitters would not key.

An investigation revealed that the

sleeve antennas were not provided with a ground path for
the key control voltage.

(

The 28-volt key-control voltage

from the exciter requires a path to ground through the antenna
output circuit.

This is a safety measure to prevent keying

of the transmitters when the antennas are disconnected.

The

trouble was remedied by connecting on 8-ohm resistor across
the circuit to ground, thus permitting the AIVUF\T-18 trans
mitters to be safely operated with the slcevC?-type antennas.
It should be noted that this problem does not exist when
utilizing conical monopole antennas. (568)

AH/URC-32 & AN/URT-18- Alinement of Reference
Oscillator
See article in AN/URC-32 section under the some
title.

(

(548)
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AH/URT-19( ), AH/FRT-39( ), AH/FRT-40( ), and AN/
FRT -62( ), Radio Transmitters, Improved Alignment
Procedure for Side-Band Exciter Model CBE-1, -2

See article in AN/FRT-39 section
under the same title.

(EIB 887)

(
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AHIURT-23 TRANSMITTER- PRELIMINARY
IHSTALLATIOH DRAWINGS

SERVIC E HOTES

Installation Plans

AHIURT·23(V) HAVSHIPS RE-82695923 THRU D·
2695928.
AHIURA-38 HAVSHIPS RE-82695929 THRU D2695932.

Preliminary type installation drawinqs have been
distributed by BUSHIPS letter serial 679C4s-3329 of
26 Nov. 1965. These drawings supersede BUSHIPS R&D
model drawinqs RE 52 0 2231, R E 52 D 2232,

Technical Manuals

RE 52 0 2233, RE 36 D 2165, RE 36 0 2166, and

AH/URT-23(V) HAVSHIPS 0967-191-7010 AHD 0967·032·

RE 36 0 2167.

0010.

The preliminary drawings are for the production version

AH/URA-38 HAVSHIPS 0967-204-001 0.

of the equipment, and are the first drawings submitted by
the equipment contractor. They ore to be used for equip
ment and system fomiliorization only, and should not be used
for film installation planni ng. Final drawings will be pre

unit is operable in 0.5 kHz incremental steps.

preproduction tests.

equipments delivered will have the T-8278/URT that tunes
in 0.1 kHz increments. A field change (to be provided later)
to the AN/URT-23, AN/WRC-1 and R-1051/URR equipments

contains a number of conductors not normally used in

will permit modification of the earlier equipments to 0.1

existing standard radio remote control systems (i.e.,

kHz tuning similar to later models.

C-ll38/UR). Extra remote control provisions (wire

Identification Plates

The nomenclature-identification plates are located o n

special installation3 or futoJre remote control systems,

the back of the RF Amplifier unit. This is t h e orange

wherein it is desired to have the functional control as

colored plate. The equipment serial number is that which

provided in the AN/URT-23 system.

appears on this plate. This is the serial number that should

For existing

C-1138/UR type remote control systems, only those
conductors actually required need to be connected, and
a MSCA type cable having fewer conductors that the

3 phose, 60Hz operation. Use on other voltages requires

Antenna Coupler Group AN/URA-38 is the associated

wiring chanqes. This information is contained within the

antenna tuninC] device used with the AN/URT-23 in surface

equipment technical manual.

ship installation. It is on accessory unit and not

The time meter located within the RF Amplifier is a
resetable type. When the RF Amplifier has been operated

supplied as a port of the AN/URT-23 (674)

AH/URT -23(V) RADIO TRAHSMITTER -GENERAL NOTES
Radio Transmitter .li.N/URT-23(V) is

its initial

appearance in fleet use. The transmitter is a !000-wott,
2.0 to 30 MHz USB, LSB, ISB,

AM,

CW and RATT equip-

ment intended for CJenerol use and as a standardized re
placement for the

existin�J AN/':IPcT-2 u:1d AN/Uf�C-32

type

of equipments. The equipment uses the T-827( )IURT (a
unit that is also used in Radio Set AN/WRC-1 and Radio
Transmitter AN/URT-2-l) as on exciter to drive
wott power amplifier.

o

!000-

Optional selection of primary power

supply units is occomrhshed at ume of installation.
Supply PP-3916/UR

is for

Power

use wlth 208V/440V, 60Hz input

and the PP-3917 /UR is for l l5V, 4 00 Hz input.

The PP-

3916/UR is a sPparate unit that is stock mounted with the
Exciter an,] Rf� Arnpli!ier ur:its; the PP-39!7/UR is a "plug
in" type, installed within the RF Arnpliher.

RF output of
the RF Amplifier is 50 ohms, and may be used direct into

suitable antenna systems, antenna multicouplers, or
antenna.

an

Associated Antenna Coupler AN/URA-38 is normally

used in surface ships and shore stations wherein the use of
on antenna tuner is specified.
The followinq general interest notes me provided for
reference information:

ORIGINAL

/

be used in records and correspondence.
RF Amplifier Unit

The RF Amplifier, when delivered, is wired for 440V,

specified MSCA-30 may be used.

(

All other

noted that the cable for remote control use of the AN/URT-23

nos. 8 through 14, and 20 and 21) are included for

(

A small quantity of the first AN/URT-23(V) equipments
will be provided with the T-827/URT exciter unit. This

pared and distributed upon completion of the equipment's
On prclimir:ary drawitq No. 391-0018, it should be

t

Incremental Frequency Tuning

1000 hours, on indication will appear by lighting of the
OVERLOAD light on the front panel. This is an indica
tion only; the equipment con stil l be operated. The time
meter may be reset with a screwdriver.
The RF Amplifier heat exhaust is in the rear of the
cabinet. Tapped holes are provided to enable the attach
ment of a duct, d iesired, for carrying away the heated air.
The duct must be a flexible type so as not to impair the
action of the equipment shock and vibration mount, if used.
The equipment, when delivered from the contractor, has
a fixed "tune" power of 200 watts for use with associated
Antenna Coupler AN /URA-38. The equipment is capable of providing a 50- to 250-watt "tune" power for other
systems by a change in value of resistor A6R25 located
in the PPC circuit.

Information on this is in the AN/

URT-23(V) technical manual
Frequency Standard In put

For maximum frequency accuracy, the ships central
Frequency Standard AN/URQ-9 or AN/URQ-1 0 should be
cabled to the T -827( )IURT external frequency standard
input receptacle. This frequency is 5 MHz and should not
exceed 3 volts. This reference frequency is derived from
the AN/URQ-9 or AN/URQ-!0 throuqh OistributJOn Amplifier
AM-2123 ( )!U (rpf er to NAVSHIPS plan RE - F2687915E).

AN/URT-23:1
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Power Supply PP-3916/UR (60Hz)

boards 2AlTBl and 2A2TB1 whenever the power
supply interlock switches AlS2, AlS3, and

The high-voltage power transformer in this power supply

is a part of the c ase. Should failure occur, the sub-assembly
chassis is removed and retained.

A r�lacement case, in

cluding the component high-voltag e tran sformer is then
obtained from stocX.
•i
-·l

(EIB

7(8)

AlS4 are by-passed.

-�

(Refer to figure 5-20 in

NAVSHIPS 0967-191-7010, Technical Manual for
AN/URT-23(V) dated April 1967, for location
of components.)
Maintenance personnel are hereby warned
to use extreme caution when making test

RF AMPLifiER AM-3924(XN-2)!URT-INFO RMA TI ON
mHCERN IHG

measurements or repairs to this power supply.

(808)

See article un der AM-3924(XN-2)/URT with the some
title. (EIB 720)

R-1051/URR, T-827/URT, AN/WRC I SERI ES, AN!URT
23 AND AI'!/URC35 FAMILY EQUIPMEMTS-11-'TER
CHANGEABILJTY DATA ON TRAN SLATO R S YNTHESIZERS
See article under AN/WRC-1 with same title

(EIB 761)

AN/WRT-2, AN/URC-32, AN/URC-35, AN/WRC1, AN/
UR T-23-CA RE AND FEEDING OF SSB TRANSMITTERS
"

See article under AN/WRT-2 with same title.

{

(734)

AN/URT-23 Radio Transmitting Set-Electrical Shock;
Warning of
Maintencmce personnel have experienced an elec
trical shock when attempting repairs to Radio Fre
quency Amplifier AM-3924(P)/URT after the three
phase primary power bulkhead switch was set to the
OFF position. An electrical shock hazard exists un
der this condition at the exposed terminals of power
Input Line Filter FLl/]5 (figure 5-17) cmd the termi
nals of OpPratp R.elay Kl (figme 5-8). This shock
hazard develops as follows:
When the primary power is applied to the terminal
transmitter, the capacitors inside the metal case of
Line F ilter FLl/J5 charge up to the line voltage
used, either 115, 208 or 440 volts. These capacitors
continue to remain charged indefinitely after the pri
mary power is shut off, thereby constituting a shock
hazard condition.
Maintencmce personnel are therefore warned that
after settin.g the three-phase primary power bulkhead
switch to OF F, be especially sure to discharge these
line f ilter capacitors, if either FL l/J 5 or K 1 is to be
serviced or replaced. Discharge these capacitors by
grounding the exposed terminals marked A, B, C, on
the filter case, with a safety shortincJ probe (shorting
bar). (761)

AN/URT-23(V) Radio Transmitting Set, Electrical
Shock in PP-3916/UR Power Supply-Warning of

Dangerous high voltages (up to 2250 VDC)
exist on the exposed terminals of terminal

/,

ORIGINAL

AN/URT-23(V) Radio Transmitting Set - Reduce
Failure of the 66-Pin Connector Plug 1A2P3;
Maintenance Hint

A number of failures have occurred in the
56-pin connector plug 1A2P3 located in the
case assembly for the radio frequency ampli
fier �3924 ( P )/URT.
Connector 1A2P3 fail
ure occurs when the insulation between the
connector pins that carries the 440 VAG
input power and the connector metal hood
cover breaks down.
To reduce arcing and
probable failure of the connector, a strip
of high voltage insulation tape is applied
to the inside of both halves of the metal
hood on connector 1A2P3.
This article applies to all AN/URT-23 ( V )
sets.
The purpose of this maintenance hint is
to provide an interim fix until further
investigation of this problem results in a
permanent change.

)

�terial Required:
One roll of insulation tape, Federal
Stock Number 9G5970-66o-9179

Tools Required:
Screwdriver, common, 6 inch
Screwdriver, Phillips
Screwdriver, small
Knife, electricians

Procedure:
Proceed as follows to apply the insu
lation tape to the metal hood of the con
nector plug.
NOTE
Observe all safety precautions.

1.
Remove primary power from the
AN/URT-23 ( V ) by placing the bulkhead switch

AN/URT-23:2
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to the OFF position.

Set the PRIMARY POWER

SLOTTED

switch 1A1S4 on the AM-3924(P)/URT Power
Amplifier to the OFF position.

BRACKET

Loosen the

eight front panel screws of AM-3924(P)/URT
and slide out the chassis drawer.
2.

Locate connector plug 1A2P3 which

METAL

is shown in figure 5-17 of the Technical

HOOD

Manual, NAVSHIPS 0967-191-7010, and figure
5-17 of the Technical Manual, NAVSHIPS
0967-879-5010.

Remove the two Phillips

INSULATION
TAPE

screws that secure the slotted bracket to
the chassis.
3.

Disconnect coaxial plug 1A2P1 from

J1 and 1A2P4 from J2.

Disconnect plug

1A2P3 from 1 A1 J3 by unscrewing evenly the
When performing
NOTE:
two jack screws.
this step it may be necessary to push the

BRACKET

chassis drawer slightly into the case to
relieve the strain on the cable harness.
4.

On plug 1A2P3, remove the two

METAL
HOOD

small Phillips screws located just below
the slotted holes of the bracket.

Remove

the two flat head screws from the other

INSULATION
TAPE

half of the metal hood which is marked
11P3. II
5.

At the bottom side of the plug,

remove the four filister head screws and
then separate and remove both halves of
the metal hood.
6.

Inspect each wire connection to the

plug pins and push any insulation sleeving,

Figure 1. Method of Applying Insulation Tape to Metal Hood.

that has worked loose, down over the pin.

(

7.

Wrap a 6-inch length of insulation

tape around the cable harness to hold the
outside row of insulation sleeving in place.
8.
At the location shown in figure 1,
apply half the width of a 1-3/4 inch length
of insulation tape to the outside of either
half of the metal hood and press the tape
firmly in place.

ANiURT-23(V) RF Amplifier AM-3924(P)/URT Bias
Adjustments-Proper Setting of

Fold over the remaining

portion of the tape to the inside of the
metal hood and press the tape firmly in
place.
9.

Repeat procedure for other half of

metal hood.
10.

Reassemble connector plug 1A2P3 in

the reverse order that it was disassembled.
11.

Reconnect connector plug 1A2P3 to

J3 and fasten the metal bracket to the
chassis.
12.

To nllnimize heating effects and to main
'

tain normal operation of the AN/URT-23(V)

radio transmitting set, it is important to
p roperly set the driver and p01ver amplifier
bias adjustment controls.

An improper setting

o f these bias controls will cause non-linear
with result

operation in the amplifier stages
ant distorted transmitter signals.

Improper bias settings which result in
excessive plate current flow in the' driver and

Reconnect plugs 1A2P1 to J1 and

1A2P4 to J2.

power amplifier tubes will cause overheating
of the transmitter, will place an abnormal
load on the transmitter power supply,

and will

reduce the reliability of the transmitter set.

13.

Push drawer into its case and

fasten the eight panel screws.

(794)

For optimum transmitter operation,

should be performed according to the ins truc
tions given in AN/URT-23(V)

·i

the

driver and power amplifier bias adjustments

NAVSHIPS 0967-191-7010,
5-8,

Technical Manual

paragraphs s�s through

for "A" serial sets.

For "B" serial

sets,

follow instructions given in AN/URT-

23(V)

Technical Manual NAVSHIPS 0967-879-5010,

paragraphs 5.2.1 through 5 .2.2.

(
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WARNING

NOTE
Only authorized maintenance personnel

shall pe iforlli the bias adjustments.

OBSERVE ALL SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
Procedures:

(EIB 859)

1.

De-energize and secure all

electri

cal power to the AN/URT-23( V).
2.

Loosen eight front panel captive

screws on AM-3924(P)/URT and pull chassis

AN/URT-23(V)-Final Transformer Assembly Switch
Wiper Contact Arms; Proper Positioning of

drawer out until chassis slides lock.
3.

Remove metal protective cover from

over final power amplifier tubes by removing
ten screws.

Arcing of the switch contacts is a cause
of failure of the final transformer assembly
1AlA2 in the RF Amplifier AM-3924(P)/URT .
Arcing results when the wiper contact arms of

4.

Remove cable clamp from coaxial

cable that connects to VSWR bridge assembly.
Disconnect cable connector 1AlA2Pl
5.
from Jl of VSWR bridge.
6.

Loosen screw that secures contact

the switch are not properly positioned on

strap (or solder lug) to contact block of

their stationary wafer contact of the switch.

final transformer assembly 1AlA2.

Each switch wiper contact arm must make full

7.

Carefully loosen four captive

contact with its stationary wafer contact for

screws and lift final transformer assembly

proper operation of the

1AlA2 from chassis.

1AlA2 assembly.

As a precautionary measure,

it is advis

able to check each final transformer assellibly
for proper switch a lignment.

This may readily

be observed by energizing the equipment in
standby
MHz.

and setting the

frequency at 2 8.000

Remove the final transformer assembly
If the final transformer assembly switch

wiper contact arms are not properly posi
the "code deck" wafer of the driver

transformer assembly switch must be adjusted,
since it is the "code deck" that determine!>
the switch position of the final transformer
assembly.

The "code

deck" should

be

adjusted

as per instructions in the AN/URT-23(V ) tech
nical manual NAVSHIPS 0967-191-7010,
5-23,

steps ah.

sets);

and

thru ao.

page

(for "A" serial

technical manual NAVSHIPS 0967-

879-5010, page 5-23,

steps aj.

thru aq.

(for

"B" serial sets).
If

a new 4river transformer assembly

1AlA4 is installed, the switch alignment of
the 1AlA2 assembly should be checked and cor
rected if necessary before keying the trans
former at full power.

(EIB 875)

Disconnect each plate cap connector

1AlV2.
9.

Remove the button plug located on

the wall plate exposing the 3/8" hole and
lower screw fastened to capacitor 1AlC4.
10.

and note the switch position.

tioned,

8.

from top of power amplifier tubes lAlVl and

Remove the lower screw from

11.

•'')·.
..

capacitor 1AlC4.
Remove the two top Phillips head

screws from the insulator board to which the
small coil and 33 ohm resistor are connected.
12.

Remove the top, rear brass screw

located near rf choke lAlLl.
13:

Lift out the entire assembly to

which capacitor 1AlC4 is attached.
14.

Remove the top screw from capacitor

lAlCI+.
15.

Remove capacitor 1AlC4.

16.

Replace 1AlC4 with a new one.

17.

Reassemble all parts by reversing

steps 3 through 15.
18.

Release chassis locks and push

chassis into case.
19.

Secure the eight front panel screws.

(EIB 881)

AN/URT-23(V) Radio Transmitting Set-Proper Pro
cedure for Removal of Fixed Capacitor 1A1C4 from
AM·3924(P)/URT

Difficulty in removing 1AlC4 capacitor
has been experienced by some maintenance
personnel.

The following proc edure outlines

the proper method of removing the fixed,
mica,

capacitor 1AlC4 from Power Amplifier

AM-3924(P)/URT.

J
AN/URT-23:4
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*AN/URT-23( )(V) Radio Transmitting Set; Air Filters

3924(P)/URT RF Amplifier Case - Dislodging

1 MP1 (AM-3924( )(P)/URT) 2A1 MP1 (PP-3916/

of Threaded Inserts and Bending of Front Panel

UR and 2A1 MP43 (PP-3916A/UR) - Main

Captive Screws

tenance Hint

The purpose of this article is to instruct

maintenance personnel in preventing the dis
lodgement of the threaded inserts on the RF
amplifier case and the bending of
captive screws.

front panel

The threaded inserts located at each corner

of the AM-3924(P)/URT case may become dislodged
when the RF amplifier chassis drawer is pushed
into its case.

Dislodging of the inserts is

caused by the captive screws striking the in

serts when the chassis drawer is pushed into its
case.

To prevent dislodgement of the corner in
serts,

be sure to pull each front panel captive

screw fully away from the front panel before

�i

.. .

,.
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pushing the amplifier chassis drawer into its

case.

This practice will also prevent bending

of the captive screws.

(EIB 921)

The purpose of this article is to advise

maintenance personnel that the filtering action

of the filters may be improved by applying a
filter adhesive.

Fleet activities have indicated that
through the respective air filters.

tions In - Maintenance Hint

The par

ticles contaminate components and restrict

the air flow through the tubes by covering

the air ports in the tube socket and cooling
fins.

"Filter Coat" is the trade name for a
filter adhesive that has been used on the
AN/URT-23( )(V)

of success.

filters with a great deal

Instructions for the applica

tion of the adhesive are printed on the
container.

The periodicity of application

shall be dictated by the filter cleaning

schedule prescribed on Maintenance Index
Page (MIP) C-364/l-26.

AN/URT-23(V) Radio Transmitting Set, Oscilla

par

ticles of soot and dirt enter the units

One pint container of "Filter

Coat"

may be ordered from the supply

sv�rPm

using NSN 9G 4130-00-860-0042.

( E i B 9 3 5)

The purpose of this article is to alert

(

maintenance personnel of an undesired transmitter

feedback condition.

Undesired feedback sometimes occurs when

operating the AN/URT-23(V) at any frequency but
especially

in the 26-28

of the equipment.

i·H-lz

band during testing

This condition occurs only

when the T-827 ( )/URT and AM-3924(P)/URT drawers

are both open at the same time which causes an

interaction feedback condition between both

units.

This results in a false excessive RF out

put meter indication on the AM-3924(P)URT unit.
This feedback condition is an inherent

property of the equipment and does not indicate
any failure.
tion,

To prevent this undesired condi

be sure only one unit drawer is open and

that the other drawer is closed and securely
fastened.

(EIB 921)

AN/URT-23( )(V) Radio Transmitting Set; Diode
Stack 2A1 CR2/CR3 (PP-3916( )/UR)
1 A1 ABCR1 /CR2 (PP-3917( )/UR- Maintenance
Hint
The purpose of this article is to advise
maintenance personnel that the non-encapsu

lated diode stack, lN 5961-00-140-07 25,

will

not be available from supply until l June

1977 and that the installed diode stack must
be repaired if a failure occurs.
Field Change 7-AN/URT-23 installed a

non-encapsulated diode stack in the

high

voltage power supplies and the AN/URT-23(A)
was delivered with a similar diode stack.

All equipments should now have a non

encapsulated type diode stack which

may be

disassembled and repaired during emergency
conditions.

The technician should exercise extreme

care when separating the three printed cir

cuit boards that contain the diodes.

The

board will be damaged if too much heat is
applied.

A soldering iron rated at 50 watts

or less is sufficient to separate the boards
and remove the defective diodes.

i
(

The individual diodes are JANTX-1N5554

and may be ordered from the supply system
using NSN 9N 5961-00-650-9 659.

ORIGINAL

(EIB 935)
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AN/URT-23 Parts Support-Information Concerning

)

AN/URT-23's at the bottom of the letter,
fold and mail.

Many activities failed to

forward the equipment serial numbers and
The purpose of this article is to
advise maintenance personnel of

%P

error

other activities have failed to forward the
return receipt for registered/certified

that exists in the Allowance Parts List

mail.

(APL) for the AM-3924(P)/URT and

activities to review their corresnondence

AM-3924A(P)/URT.

and complete and forward the requested data.

The part number and

NESEC Portsmouth requests all

NSN for resistors 1AlR25 thru 1AlR28 and

Activities that did not receive the extender

lAlAlRl, lA1AlR2 are incorrect.

boards may request the boards from NESEC
Portsmouth.

The resistor value is 10 ohms,
3 watt,

1% tolerance and the correct part

number is RWR89Sl0ROFR.

The applicable

NSN is 5905-00-466-1487.

Note that requests must be

y-;-serial

accompanied b

number listing of

AN/URT-23( )'s that are installed at the

(EIB 951)

activity.

AM-3924(P)/URT APL #52389025,
section A dated 3-1-76,
5-76,

section B dated

lists the NSN as 5905-00-945-7053

which identifies a 10 ohm 1 watt resistor.

*AN/URT-23( ), AN/WRC-1( ) . AN/URC-35( ).
AN/URT-24( ) Radio Sets-Maintenance Hint

AM-3924A(P)/URT APL #52389000,
section A dated 3�1-76 lists the NSN as
5905-00-945-7053 and section B dated 5-76

The purpose of this article is to identify

lists the part number RW70Wl0ROF which

a simple inexpensive method of fabricating a

identifies a 10 ohm 1 watt resistor.

CH test key.

Activities holding hard copies of the
APL's should enter the correction;

those

Technical manuals,

reference standard

books and PMS procedures that are applicable

activities that have APL's on microfiche

to the subject equipments indicate a CW hand

should note the error in the parts list of

key is required for conducting test in the

the appropriate technical manual.

CH mode.

A revised AM-3924(P)/URT APL will be

The CW hand key is an excessively

expensive item for this application and is

available 1 July 1977 and a revised

not available in large ouantities in the

AM-3924A(P)/URT APL will be available

supply system.

l November 1977.

Both documents will

contain the correct part number and NSN.

A telephone plug PJ-068,

)

l92-4753 mav be used effectively in lieu of
the hann

(EIB 951/9'55)

NSN 9N5935-00-

�ey.

The following

assembly procedure is

recommended:

AN/URT-23(

) (V)

Extender Boards for Printed

Circuit Boards (PCB's) IAIAS and IAIA6Availability of

.

Using the terminals and screws supplied
with the plug connect a short length of
insulated wire (#20 AWG) between the TIP
TEID1INAI. and the RING TERMINAL, refer to
Figure 1.

Replace the outer shell.

The purpose of this article is to
advise AN/URT-23( ) maintenance personnel
that extender boards for PCB's lAlAS

and

1AlA6 are available from the Naval Elec
tronic Systems Engineering Center (NESEC)
Portsmouth P.O.
23705,

Attn:

Box 55,

Code 610.

Portsmouth,

VA

The extender

boards position the PCB's above surroundin�

Figure I.

Fabrication of CW Test Key.

surfaces to permit easy access to critical
test points and greatly reduce repair time.
NESEC Portsmouth had 500 sets of the
extender boards made and distributed 415
sets to 334 ships and 7 shore stations.

The plug may now be used to key the
transmitter in local CW mode by inserting it
into the CH KEY

jack o n the T-827( )/URT.

Mark the plug in some way (paint,

The forwarding letter (NAVAL ELECTRONIC

or label)

ENGINEERING

as a "dummy" CW key.

OFFICE Serial 194) that was in

the shipping container had NESEC Portsmouth
return address printed on the back.

The

tape,

so that it can be easily identified

(EIB 9">1/9'5">)

letter requested the receiving activity to

,)

enter the serial numbers of installed

AN/URT-23:6
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AN/WRC( ), AN/URT-24, and AN/URC-35( ) PA Tube
High Voltage Protection Shield-Ordering of

See article under AN/WRC-1( )
with same title.

(EIB 827)

AN/URT-24 and AN/WRC-1 B Radio Sets-Identification
of Installations

See article in AN/WRC-1 section
(EIB sGS)
under the same title.
AN/URC-35, -35A, AN/URT-24, -24A;
AN/WRC-1, -18--Alteration Equiva
lent to Repair (AER) on DC-DC
Converter Part Number 0026-2200-
Information on
See article in
under the

AN/URC-25 Section
(EIB 968)

same title.
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AN/WRR-7 Digital Data Receiving Set
and AN/URT-30 Digital Data Trans
mitting Set--Limitation on U se of
Maintenance Standards Books (MSB)
See article in

AN/WRR-7 Section
(EIB 924)

under the same title.

t
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Programming centers and training activities ashore must

between the transmitter and the receiver of the AN/SRC-17.

be capable of simulating the complete operation of the ,\�U

Simulation of the AN/USC-2 link by use of the AN/SRC-17

USC-2 link. Other activities may also find this capability

and the AN/ARC-75 would overcome the programming

The AN/USC-2 link

useful during training operations.

SERVICE NOTES

puter program to compensate for the loss of cross coupling

A N/USC-2 Lin� Simulator Ashore

'
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problems but is undesirable because it requires the use of
critical RF channels.

normally involves the following equipments: AN/SS\,-1/1.,

AN/SRC-17, AN/USQ-20, AN/ARC-75, and Ai'UAS\'.-13.

The INDMAN FIVE has successfully fabricated and used

( l).

The AN/SSW-1A test set-up involves the CV-803/AS\\'-13

the cross coupling adapter unit shown in figure

and the Test Adopter (sometimes referred taos the End

unit, when fabricated and installed as described below,

Around-Test Box and procured under contract NOw 62-

will completely simulate the operation of the AN/USC-2
link and will eliminate the need for both program modifi

0740-d for shore activities) and simulates the AN/USC-2
link.

This

cation and Rf radiation.

However, this wire connected test set-up in lieu of

the normal RF coupling requires a modiiication to the com-

-t::>V

+IOV

-15V

"'
"'
ori

"'
"'
<D

�

•6g����

+IOV

+ IOV -15V

ALL CAPACITOR S IN MMFD
ALL RESIS TORS 1/2 WATT

-15V
+IOV

"'

'!;�
"'

'!;

2K

2K

'!;

MATERIALS

1 02,03, AND 06 TYPE 2NII74 (PNP)
0,
04 AND 05 TYPE 2N560 (NPN)

07 TYPE 2Nt173 (NPN)
510
RMSG
�PIN 450F P6

;tl�"g'f:;g�
::.:::
+!OV N
-1 5V

+IOV
15V

'-----7----<

(

GND
"25 OF J3

----ill

>----

SG 4 OF J3
� S S .::1�

TO CARRIES ON S IGNAL TEST POINT
"TP3 OF G-292568 CONVERTER
W AVE FORM MODULE IN CV-803
OR PIN *33 OF P6

CMSG-P
S SW-lA

PIN "38 OF P6

Figure 1. Cross Coupling Adopter Unit, Schematic Diagram

When coupling the AN/SSW-lA C.1SG output (see figure

2) to the Rt,1SG input, impedance and level problems exist.
To overcome these problems, the circuit in fi qure ( 1) was

developed and through impedance matchincj, level adjust
ment, and "OR gate" coupling, successful operation of the

A separate power supply could be provided for the cir
cuit in figure

(l)

803/ASW-13.

The interconnection of the CV-803/ASW-13

or power could be obtained from the cv-

and the AN/SSW-1A using the adapter unit is shown in
figure (2) and is accomplished as follows:

AN/SSW-1 test set up has been a ccomplished.

(

,
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Figure 2. Interconnection Diagram for CV-803/ ASW-13 and
AN/SSW-lA when Using Adaptor Unit

(l) The CMSG (Control Message) lead is connected

adapter. This results in a circuit between test point 2 of

from pin 6 of J3 which is the "Radio Cable Jack' in the

the CV-803/ASW-13 "Filter Synchronizer• and the RMSG

AN/SSW-1A, to the CMSG input in the adapter and to pin 38

input in the adapter.
( 3) The RMSG-R (Reply-Message-Radio) lead is

of P6 which is a part of the turn around box cable assembly
CX-8781/ ASW-13 normally used to connect to the AN/ ARC75. This results in a circuit between test point 2 of the
filter assembly in the CV-803/ASW-13, test point CMSG on
the front panel of the AN/SSW-1A, and the CMSG input to
the adapter.

Pin 12 of J3 is also connected to the CMSG-G

(Control Message-ground) input to the adapter.
(2) The RMSG (Reply Message) lead is connected

connected from the RMSG-R terminal on the adapter to the
RMSG input, pin 24 of J3 (mentioned above). This couples
both CV -803/ ASW-13 responses and 0.1SG signals from the
AN/SSW-1A into the RMSG input of the AN/SSW-lA.
(4) All units should have adequate interchasis
ground. (7S)

from 45 of P6 (mentioned above) to the RMSG input to the
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AN/USQ-69(V), AN/USQ-69X(V), and AN/
USH-26(V)--Identification of Mainte
nance Hazards

See article in AN/USQ-69 Section
(EIB 972)
under the same title.
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AH/USQ-20(V)-DATA SYSTEM GROUP; SPECIAL TOOLS
;

,-

SERVICE NOTES

The associated t echnical publications fort he AN/USQ20(V) G roup l!st these special tools under Manu:acturer

.J

The purpose ofthis article is to provide Fedeml Stock
Numbers for the most comm ly used sp:;cial tools required

Number only and difficulty has b een experienced

m

pro

curement.

m servicing the AN/USQ-20(V) G roup in order to enable
activities to cross reference between Federal Stock Num
bers and nunufac turer's part numbers.

Item

Nomenclature

AWG Size

Mfg. No.

F.S.N.

l.

Taper Pin Crimp Tool

24/22

AMP-48698-3

9G-5120-662-8751

2.

Top:;r Pin Crimp Tool

20/18

AMP-47043

9G-5120-662-8823
9G-5120-522-2714

3.

Taper Pin Insertion Tool

24/22

AMP-380306-2

4.

Taper Pin Insertion Tool

20/18

AMP-380306-6

IA-1720-6.50-792/

.5.

Taper Pm

24

AMP-41646

2R-5940-621-2195-E22 2

6.

Taper Pm

22

AMP-41649

lN-5940-874-1013

7.

Taper Pin (2 wire)

20

AMP-41652

2RS-5841-822 -951 O-E22 2

8.

Taper Pin (2 wire)

18

AMP-41658

9G-5940-561-7863

It is recommended that the a bove list be copied and retained within the maintenance complex for future
reference. (657)

AN/USQ-20(V) (NTDS), AN/USQ-34 (IOIC),
AN/UYK-5 (3M/Moonbeam/U-1500), AN/UYK-4(V),
AWCLS, SINS, MPDS, IFTDS--Wire Wrapping
Inform ation

(

Many fleet and shore activities having
maintenance responsibility of the subject
systems have encountered difficulties in
acquiring replacement sleeves and bits for
wire wrap tool, Model 14R2, and the 24
AWG/30 AWG wire required to accomplish
field changes and repairs.
The following information is provided to
assist Data Systems Technicians in procure
ment of the required parts.
Item

0

""

3
4
5
6
7

(

FSN

9

10

11

Nomenclature/
Description

6145-401-5298 Wire, solid, 24 AWG,
white, teflon coated
6145-401-5297 Wire, solid, 24 AWG,
red, teflon coated
6145-255-0769 Wire, solid, 30 AWG,
white, teflon coated
6145-255-0756 Wire, solid, 30 AWG,
blue, teflon coated
5120-051-3858 Bit, wire wrap 24 AWG
(P/N 26263, Mfg.
Code 24047)
5130-987-7057 Sleeve, 22/24 AWG
(P/N 18840, Mfg.
Code 24047)
5133-854-9886 Bit, wire wrap, 30 AWG
(P/N 504221, Mfg.
Code 24047)

ORIGINAL

3

12

13

.

5130-731-5941

Sleeve, 30/32 AWG
(P/N 500350, Mfg.
Code 24047)
5120-104-9022 Dual, LF/RH, unwrap
tool, 20/26 AWG
(P/N 500130 Mfg.
Code 24047)
5120-854-9888 Dual, LF/RH, unwrap
tool, 30/32 AWG
(P/N 505244 Mfg.
Code 24047)
5130-919-3486 Tool, wire wrap,
battery operated
(Model 14R2) Gardner
Denver (Mfg. Code
24047). This FSN
applies to the tool.
Bits and sleeves are
not providedo Cost
approx. $95.00
None availBattery, rechargeable
able
(P/N 503885; Mfg.
Code 24047, cost
approximately $29.55).
Available Gardner
Denver, 732 So.
Sharon-Amity Rd,
Charlotte, N .C.
Tool, wire wrap, 60 hz
None available
powered (Model 14XA2)
Mfg. Code 24047, cost
approximately $100o00o
Uses same bits and
sleeves as listed in
items 5, 6, 7, and So
(80 1)
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RD-243/US0-20(V), RD-261/US0-34, RD-270(V)/UYK,
RD-294(V)/UYK Magnetic Tape Recorder-Reproducer
Read/Write Heads-Information on

See Article under RD-243/US0-20(V) with same
title. (753)
RD-243/US0-20 Signal Data Recorder-Reproducer
Maintenance Hint

See Article under RD-243/US0-20(V) with same
title. (754)

AN/US0-20(V) General Purpose Stored Program
Computer Set - Maintenance Hint and Avail
ability of

This article announces the availability of
and maintenance hint
for the

for Connector Dust Caps

AN/USQ-20(V) 90

Some of the

pin connectors.

90 pin connectors on NTDS

computers and peripheral equipment are not
such as CP-642B/USQ-20(V), CP-789(V)/

used,

CV-2036(V)/USq-20(V) and SB-1299B/USq-

UYK,
20(V)

)

(especially on the 5 position switches).

The exposed connector pins on these unused
connectors are subject to

damage.

Also,

foreign matter may collect in the connector.
Dust caps can eliminate

both these problems

and their use is strongly recommended.
The dust
NAVSECNORDIV.

caps may be obtained from
Letter requests must specify

the required number of dust caps to protect
all unused 90 pin connectors on AN/USq-20(V)
computers and peripheral equipment and should
be addressed to:
Officer in Charge
Naval Ship Engineering Center,
Norfolk
Norfolk,

Division,

Naval Station

Virginia 23511

ATTENTION:

SEC 6623B

(ETB 914)

J
/'
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AN/USQ-69(V), AN/USQ-69X(V), and AN/USH26(V)-Identification of Maintenance Hazards

(

Certain items associated with the AN/USQ69(V),

AN/USQ-69X(V),

and AN/USH-26(V) are to

be considered as hazardous to maintenance
personnel,

and are identified below.

Actions

are presently being taken to eliminate these
hazards.

These hazards are all associated with

the internal parts of the devices and, as such,
do not affect operational personnel.
Hazardous Items Associated with the
AN/USQ-69(V) and AN/USQ--69X(V) are:
Exposed voltages of +400 VDC and

1.

-110 VDC exist on the high v

l t ge power supply.

o a

These terminals are labeled +400 VDC and -110
VDC.
2.
16,000

The video monitor assembly contains a
VDC supply.

This potential is not

removed when maintenance personnel open this
assembly.

I

3.

There are exposed sharp or rough edges

in the following five
a.

(5) areas:

The corners on the slides securing

the circuit cards.
b.

The corners on the top lip at the

video monitor assembly.
c.

The edges of the cover at the

CRT shield.
d.

The front panel plates of the

video monitor assembly.

(

e.

The front panel plates of the

logic chassis assembly.
4.

The exhaust fan is not guarded when

the logic chassis assembly is extendeda

Avoid

placing fingers in back of the unit behind the
fan housing.

5.

The shielded window mounted in front

of the CRT has an EMI coating on the inside
surface.

This surface should not be cleaned

until further notice.

The outside surface may

be cleaned as per instructions in the mainten
ance manual.

Maintenance personnel should not

remove the shielding window from its assembled
position when cleaning the outside surface.
Hazardous Items Associated with the
AN/USH-26 are:
l.

The electrical connections to the

on/off switch

(circuit breaker) have exposed

terminals containing

115 VAC or 208 VAC.

(EIB 972)

(
/
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AN/UXH-2 MAINTENANCE AND TEST PROCEDURES
TO IMPROVE AND DETERMINE PROPER OPERATION

SERVICE NOTES

7. Loosen three knurled screws in front center of
electrical chassis and open hinged panel to expose its
circuitry.

Reports from the field indicate repeated failures of the

8. Connect, temporarily, a capacitor (range 0.10 to
0.50 mfd.) between TP 10 and left-hand terminal of

stylus and belt drive of these facsim1le recorders. A modi
fication kit has been developed which replaces the present

R l06 which is mounted on the resistor board under the

stylus and wire belt drive system. Their installation should

hinged panel. A 0.10-mfd. capacitor has worked well

result in greatly increased reliability and reduced mainten

on some sets for all three speeds.

ance requirements.

signal at sync motor frequency to secondary of input

There are operational and maintenance features of the
AN/UXH-2 which, if not strictly adhered to, will cause

transformer, T30 l .

excessive failures of bands, stylii, and mechanical parts.
These maintenance requirements will still exist after instal

9 . Set a multimeter t o 100 V A C scale a n d connect to
TP16 and TP17.
10. Move Start Record/Stop Record switch S304,

lation of the modification kit described. The most over
looked of the maintenance requirements are the RUN

to "Start Record" position momentarily.

MOTOR ADJUST CONTROL settings, one for each of the
three speeds.

speed.

Page 6.3-0, section 6.3-2, paragraph l, of NAVSHIPS
93158(A) states that these adjustments are made at the
This statement has evidently been interpreted by operating
and maintenance personnel as indicating a one-time-only
adjustment.

The run motor torque required to drive the

mechanism when it is new and tight is excessive when the

l l. Adjust 120 scan potentiometer, R132, to ex
treme clockwise position. This places maximum power
on run motor.
12.

signal provided in step 8 above, and this signal is now
amplified and recorded as shown in figure 1 (a).
13. Adjust 120 scan potentiometer R132 slowly in
counterclockwise direction until copy becomes degraded

on the stylii band and causes the run motor to draw exces

14. ·Adjust R132 slowly in clockwise direction until
copy again becomes legible as upper portion figure 1 (a).

the run motor to drive the stylii belt drive mechanism to
synchronism between the synchronous mechanism and the
run mechanism, the stylic belt and the slip clutch on the
run motor assembly must absorb the impact because of the

as shown in figure 1 (b).

Note voltmeter reading and fu:ther adjust R132 in a
clockwise direction to a five-volt higher reading than
noted. This is proper run motor adjustment of 120 scan
speed.
Steps 1 through 14 should be repeated for testing and

excess speed of the run motor mechanism. I This is the

adjusting at 90 and 60 scans to produce copy shown in

moment of greatest stress on the belt and is undoubtedly

figures 2 (a), (b), and (c) and 3 (a), (b), and (c), respec

the cause of belt breakages.

tively.

The foregoing is based on an analysis of trouble reports

It may be necessary to select different value ca

pacitors within the recommended range for the 90 and 60

received by the Bureau of Ships and the experience of the

scan tests and adjustments.

manufacturer, Westrex Corporation, with the AN/UXH-2 and
their commercial equivalent. The following Run Motor
Adjust procedure was devised jointly by BUSHIPS and

One lead of the voltmeter should be on TP16 and the
other on TP15 and TP l 4 for the 90 and f:O scan speeds,
respectively.

Westrex engineers.
It is intended to replace the Run Motor Adjust proce
dures contained in section 6.3-2(b), (c), and (d), pages
6.3-0 and 6.3-l , of NAVSHIPS 93158(A). Before proceeding
with the run motor adjustments, perform the semiannual

Successful production of suitable test patterns as shown
in figures l (c), 2 (c), and 3 (c) during the tests and adjust
ments described above proves the AN/UXH-2 recorder to be
functioning proper! y and independently from all ancillary
equipment.

Copy degradation subsequent to successful

equipment lubrication as shown in figures 6-1 through 6-4,

completion of the above tests must be corrected in other

and adjust the Run Motor Slip Clutch as described on page

equipments concerned with receipt of facsimile signals

6.3-7 and shown in figures 6-7, 6-8, and 6-9.

such as converters and radio receivers.

Refer to figures 3- l and 6-24 of NAVSHIPS 93l58(A) and
perform the Run Motor adjustments as described below:

having facsimile transmitters, keyers, and modulators

l . Remove plug JlOlA, signal input.
2. Set selector switch, S302, to "120 scans".
3. Set Auto/Man Switch, S305, to "man".
4. Set Gain control, R30l to 11 Auto".
5. Bring recorder up to "Run" as described on
control panel door.
6. Open recorder as shown in figure 3-2, page 3-3.

(

Depress and hold Start Switch, S103, on hinged

panel. This removes ground shunt from sync motor

equipment has been broken in and the mechanical friction
decreased. The excessive torque then places undue stress
sive current during the run mode of operation. When the run
motor system is energized, the excessive current causes

(

The run sys

tem should start and drive stylus band to synchronous

factory for optimum operation under normal conditions.

t

This provides a

ORIGINAL

Ships and stations

should check these for proper operation also.
Recommend that all ships and naval facilities using the
AN/UXH-2 facsimile recorder perform the maintenance and
tests described herein. Their performance should result in
increased maintenance capability and understanding by
maintenance personnel and an overall functional improve
ment of equipment operation and more legible facsimile
copy.
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FACSIMILE RECORDER IMPROVEMENTS

It is pointed out that shipment of conn iba lized recorders
will slow down the mod Jf1catwn J:lOgrom.

In response to the many inquiries received concerning

to

modlficotwn

!Xogress on the long-awaited AN/UXH-2 recorder modifica

and overhaul will be set aside to awmt future contract

tion program being undertaken by 8USHIPS, a general sum

negotiations between 8USHIPS and Westrex.

mary is !Xesented here. Modifications to AN/UXH-2 equlp
rrents in the Fleet, at overseas shore stations, and at sorr:c
cams shore stations were regarded as being too complex

quested therefore that all parts of the rosie equipment be

for field application.

This, coupled with the recognized

It is re

shipped regardless of condi t1on.
In addition to the actwn being taken to modify all
AN/UXH-2 recorders as mdtcated a bove, a recently com
pleted Westrex contract will also provide a large number of

need for a complete overhaul of the AN/UXH -2's for the
first time s ince their issue, resulted in the p:esent plan to

new AN/UXH-2(8) recorders for Navy use.

re turn each recorder to Westrex for modification and reha

on this contract are due during October 1965.

bilitation.

When reissued..the equipments wi II then be like

Modification to AN/UXH-2 will include changeover to t he
!Xessure"'Sensitive recording technique, thus elimina ling
the old electrical arcing principle whereby tl\e irrnge was
"burned" into the paper.

The modified AN/UXH-2(A)

utilizes a conventional paper feed drum in combiootion with

While first

call for these recorders will go to new constructwn ves
and some will be prov1ded to FW C/FWF's and other over
seas shore stations as replacements for older gear.
Other facsimile recorders which continue in operational
use include the following (note the differences in scan
capabilities):

sty Iii driven from a heavy, rigid, grooved rubber belt which
is both stable and, best of all, t rouble-free during Its long
life.

Fnst delivefles

sels, there will be some rock fittmg mto large combatants

new.

--.

Equ1pmen ts re

quirmg major replacement parts m addition

The t hree sty Iii {:Cess the image on the back of one

time carbon paper.

This carbon paper and t he plain white

Scan
Recorder

Capability

Associat ed

Transceiver

(LPM)

Converter

paper on which the irrnge fioolly appears are fed from
separate supply spindles to avoid the slippage and birrling

RD-92/UX

30-QO

CV-172/UX

CCI!lmon with mtegrated paper and carbon paper feed tech

R0-160/UX

60-120

niques during longer periods of unattended operation.

R0-171/UX

60-90

CV-1066/UX
CV-1066/UX

R0-172/UX

90-120

CV-1066/UX

in the c ase of the AN/UXH-2(A), to avoid some of the

TT-418/ TXC-18

30-QO

MD-168/UX

{Xcblems of this nature which have so seriously detracted

TT-321/UX

60-120

MD-168/UX

Attentioo is being given to improved parts provisioning

(

from the efficient employment of the AN/UXH-2 to date.
In the case of the new type of paper requ ired with AN/UXH2(A), plans inc Jude the provision of six rolls of the new

As may be plainly seen from this summary, considerable

reliance mus t still be placed on the older types of equip

type paper and six rolls of carbon paper with each modi

ment and meteorological officers shculd ensure that equip

fied recorder issued. This is app-oximate!y a me month
supply. Adequate pre positioned supplies have been

ment on bcxnd is compJtible w!th that type of recorder
designed to copy required broadcasts.

stacked in the supply system.

p-OfXiate or necessary, the Communica tions, Electronics,

The Federal Stack Number

Where either ap

or Ground Electronics Officer should be consulted in the

for this paper is FSN-1N7530-9CX3-8283.
Priorities have been established for initial issue of

command effcrt to maintain fac.simile recording capability

modified equiprrre nts to those Fleet units and shore stations

during t he transition to more mo dem reccrders,

with t he greatest operational ne ed for them. This modifica
tion program is not underway. At this time, there is no

directed toward the time saving features of cornp-essed

sound estimate of the elapsed time from first AN/UXH-2 on

sigool transmission in connection with facsimile and other

to last AN /UXH-2(A) off the Westrex assembly line.

A

In the RDT&E area, o great deal of atteention is being

graphics.

A practical means is bemg sought whereby the

simple ooe-for-one exchange of equipments in the Fleet and

tirre consurred in present day transmission of the blank

Jt shore stations is pk;mned; i.e.. , a modified and over

spaces may be eliminated an:l only the roor ks or actual in

hauled AN-/UXH-2(A)will be received and the same shippmg

telligence pass r:Ner the transmission path.

container will be utilized; for shipping the ship or statwn
AN/UXH-2 to Westrex.

Compare the

ratio of line coverage to open chart s � ce contained in the

average weather chart and the communication advantages
of such a rrethod become obvwus. (666)

(
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AH!\IXH-28 FACSIMILE RECORDERS-FINAL TECHNICAL
MANUAL HAVSH IPS 0967-158-6010
The above NAVSHIPS manual is applicable to all
AN/UXH-28 model facsimile recorders. The early recipients
of this model fr om contract NObsr 93420 (shown on name·
plate) received two (2) copies each of a preliminary manual
with order card instructions to obtain the final manual.
Request that these cards be filled out and returned to

expedite delivery of the final manual.
All recipients of the AN/UXH-28 model from contract
NObsr 93088 (shown on nameplate) received two (2) each
commercial manuals, number l80C-34-00-C6. In this case,
the final technical manual should be requisitioned throuoh
the regular naval supply system. Upon receipt of the final
manuals, the preliminary or commercial manuals received
with the AN/UXH-28 equipments should be destroyed.

NAVSHIPS 0967-098-7010 (formerly NAVSHIPS 93158(A))
and NAVSHIPS 0967-098-7013 (formerly NA VSHIPS
93158 ( A) -l Supplement) are the apphcable manuals for the
AN/UXH-2A (factory modified) facsmile recorders. Two (2)
copies of the supplemental manual NAVSHJPS 93158(A)-l
are shipped with each AN/UXH-2A recorder. When orderinq
technical manuals for this model recorder throuqh the naval
supply system, both manuals are required and both the
current and former NAVSHIPS numbers shown above should
be referenced on the ordering document.
Both the AN/UXH-2A and AN/UXH-28 facsimile re
corders use the same type paper which should be ordered
through regular naval supply channels under FSN IN

)

7530-9C6-8283. (EIB 724)

_),
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AN/SYA-l(V), AN/SYA-4(V), and AN/UYA
l(V) Communication Headsets-
Maintenance Information

See article in AN/SYA-l(V) Section
under the same title. (EIB 720)

AN/SYA-4(V), AN/UYA-l(V) and AN/UYA4(V) Data Display Systems PC Card
Repair--Maintenance Hint

See article in AN/SYA-4(V) Section
under the same title.
(EIB 943)

(
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COMMUNICA liONS

OA-7979(V)/UYA-4(V)-Maintenance Instruction
Modulat:on of the sweep intensity has been de
tPcted tn some instollat;ons of tbe

OA-7979(V)/LJY A-

This modulation ·esults from the

4(V) Consoles.

couplinq of the 400 cycle tnput power irtto the mtPrt
si ty circuits.
To detect a nd correct this probl ern, perfo;rn the
followinq steps..
l.

Tu:rt

011

2. Select

po vve r to the console to he c heckA].

011

operatirtg �odor with thP antertno :n

a

fixed position to obtain a stotion arv video sweep.

3.

Tum down all briqhtnpss controls so thot the'

CRT is totally hlrnked.
,t_ Slowly tum up the sweep hriqhtncss con t,o] one�
look for modul ation ;11 the intensity.
5 ..

If modulation is detected, tu:n off power to thP

console and aCl!n access to the me di um/hi r;h \'Oltaqe
power supply ( 1537673) in area

Al2

O bse r ve all

safety prec autions.
6.

Locate transformer Tl in the lower naht hund

'��orner of the power supply, and re··/e,se the l e ads to
terrmnals 5 and 6.
7. Restore powe: on:i check for normal ope:ot'Or,.
(7 53)

(

PT-490/UY A-4 (V)-Installatian and Maintenance
Instruction
Th1s instruction

..-

•

,-

SERVICE !'kn'

AN/UYA-4(V) Data Display Group, Unattended
Equipment Drain Plug--Maintenance
Instruction

A reported casualty to the Analog to
Digital Converter CV-2095(V)1/UYA-4(V),
was attributed to a leak developing in the
heat exchanger of the subject equipment
that was undetectable by normal visual
inspection.
Investigation by NAVSECNORDIV confirmed
that the housing of the heat exchanger in
the subject equipment could fill up with
water and overflow into the equipment
causing a serious casualty,
To prevent a reoccurence of the above
problem, remove the drain plugs in the
heat exchanger of the following equipment
by performing the steps under procedure.
Equipment
AM-4534/UYA-4(V), Dual Pulse Amplifier/
Symbol Generator
AM-4968/UYA-4(V), Single Pulse
Amplifier/Symbol Generator
CV-2095(V)/UYA-4(V), Analog to Digital
Converter
SB-2780/UYA-4(V), Radar Data Distri
bution Switchboard
SM-441(V)/UYA-4(V), Video Signals
Simulator
Procedure
1
Turn off all power to the equipment.
Observe all safety precautions.
2.
To gain access to the drain plug,
loosen the fourteen captive screws on the
access plate at the top of the heat
exchanger and remove the plate.
•

lS

to e nsure correct operation of

Oimminq Control (Rl) of Radar Data Plottmq Board
PT-490/UY A-4 (V).
All Roder Data Plotting Boards, PT-490/UYA-4(\f)

3.
Remove the drain plug located in
the bottom of the beat exchanger.
Reinstall the access plate removed
4.
in Step 2.
5.
Restore power to the equipment and
check for proper normal operation. (79 5)

should be c hecked prior to installation on
Consoles OA-7979 (V )/UYA-4 (V)

as

follows:

the Oimmmg ControlR1 (refer to I�AV

SHIPS 0967-238-7010, page 5-97) to verify that the
w1per, pin 2 at R l, is connected to pm l of DS-3.
If the above c ond1tion does NOT ex1st,

m

the wires at DS-3 so that pin l cl DS-3 1s w11ed

•o

p1n

2 of R l and the qround side 1 s connected tu E-4. (770)

AN/UYA-4(V) Trackball Assembly Micro-Switch Instal
lation-Information Concerning

AN/US0-20(V) (NTDS), AN/US0-34 (IOIC),
AN/UYK-5 (3M/Moonbeam/U-1500). AN/UYA-4(V),
AWCLS, SINS, MPDS, IFTDS-Wire Wrapping
Information

USS RICHMOND K.

TURNER (DLG

1219322 of July 1972 reported

rate of OA-7979(V)l0/UYA-4(V) trackball
assembly (HAC P/N 360736-011) micro-switches
(HAC P/N 7218 0 8-9) due to

See Article under AN/USQ-20(V) with same
title. (801)

(
,/

ORIGINAL

20) msg

a high fai lure

l ation of the switches.

imprope r instal
The subject switches

are also used on the follo wing equipments:
1.

OA-7979(V)l 2/UYA-4(V)

2.

OJ-194(V)3/UYA-4(V)

3.

OJ-194(V)4/UYA-4(V)

4.

OJ-195/UYA-4(V)

5.

OJ-197/UYA-4(V)
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Holders of affected equipment are di
rected to refer to figure

1 and ensure that
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CV-2095 (V)/ U YA-4(V) Servo

Gear Train Assembly
(581306-100)-Maintenance Instruction
Holders of the subject analog to digital

converters have experienced numerous gear
train assembly failures caused by contamina
tion of the unit by filings which result from
wearing of

the

36 speed control transformer

(CT) drive gear.
_Present NTDS operations do not utilize
the 36 speed capability of the servo gear
train assembly; therefore,

equipment holders

should refer to pages 581306-5 and -6 of
NAVSHIPS

0967-238-7100 dated

11 May 1972 and

remove the 36 speed CT �rive gear MP22 (item
52) from the assembly.
Drive gear MP22 and associated gear clamp
MP22-l (item 51)

should be stored with equip

ment spares in the event that 36 speed capa
bility is utilized in future operations.

The

36 speed CT B3 should be retained in the
servo gear train assembly and may be used as

14------{7

t

a spare for the one speed CT B2. (EIB

OJ-194(V)/UYA-4(V)

and

OJ-197/UYA-4(V)

858)

Data Display

Consoles, Computer Controlled Action Entry (CCAE)
Panel-Maintenance Information Concerning

FIGURE I.
The purpose of this article is to announce

all presently installed switches and all

the availability of a new ruggedized CCAE

future replacement switches are installed

panel screen switch, to provide instructions

in accordance with the following procedure:
1.

Place rubber grommet,

�

into the

switch adapter (P/0 Trackball assembly
cover

plate).

2.

Place teflon' tubing,

button assembly,

(1).

{]).

To improve the life of CCAE panel screen

on switch

@

Install ring retainer,

5.

Screw in switch adapter assembly

6.

of switch,
shoul der.
7.

(]),

@

down to switch

greater resistance to wear due to excessive
and features bonded elements

providing improved light transmission in addi
tion to ruggedized performance.
different size apertures, one of

Holding switch button depressed

slowly into switch adapter bushing,

�

un ti l

Release switch button

and screw switch in an additional l/2

revo

lution to provide overtravel necessary to
ensure positive switching action.

8.

The new two-piece con

Each indivi

dual switch, unlike the earlier models has two

so lidly against adapter stop, screw switch
switch just actuates.

(lEE P/N 20372-02).

operator pressure,

on mounting base

and screw nut

Inc.

of beryllium copper, which has exhibited much

against adapter shoulder.

Mount jam nut,

Industrial Electronic Engineers,

figuration of the switch uses wider conductors

4.

�

switches,

has developed a ruggedized switch assembly

grommet hole to button shoulder.

bushing,

for removal/replacement of screen switches,
and to provide other useful information for
performing CCAE panel maintenance.

Push switch button assembly through

3.

)

Screw jam nut against switch b ushing

to lock switch in p lace.

(8441

of 0.250 diameter.

0.375 and one

The smaller hole working

inside the larger gives uniform actua t ion force
after extended use and a stronger switch with
more durability.
The new switch has replaced the old unit
in the supply system and is available under
the same stock number

(NSN 5930-00-197-4216).

No general retrofit is recommended.

Replace

ment of old switches should be on an on-fail
basis.
The following provides instructions for
replacement of the old one unit construction

_)
/
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"--ITEM 2 (ROW 4 ONLY)

-�ITEMI(ROW40NLY)

GASKET

(

GASKET

'

l{jj

lJJ
Figure 1.

Screen Switch Item Identification

CAUTION

switch assembly lEE No. 20372-01 with the new,
two piece configuration,
20372-02.
1.

See

switch assembly lEE

figure 1 for item identification.

Loosen eight screws on front of CCAE

panel.
2.

Pull panel approximately 1-1/2 inches

away from housing and pivot panel forward on
bullnose.

denote four rows of aper

tures starting with row one at the
display)

•

at the top.

3.

Rows 1, 2,

or 3:

(See

(static screen

figure 1 for

item identification.)
Remove screw,

item 3,

places to remove support plate,

With the hinge and harness being at

bottom and row four

only when soldering/unsoldering
screen switches.

a.

NOTE

the top,

Use the small 5 Watt soldering iron

light shield
locator,
plate,

(not shown),

item 5,

black

switch assembly

and clear plexiglass backup

item 7.
b.

Fold back insulator strips

shown) seven places.
item 8,

four

item 4,

(not

Unsolder switch assembly,

and remove.

j

t
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Install front half of new switch
c.
Install rear half of
and solder one place.
new switch and solder six places.
CAUTION
When screen switches are being in
stalled, care should be exercised
to insure that the projection screen
(See figure 1) is installed
The non-emulsion side
correctly.
of the screen should be installed
to face the front (operator) side
of the panel as indicated by in
scription, "Install this side up".
If the screen is incorrectly in
stalled, the emulsion will be
damaged, impairing operator view
ing capability.
Discard clear plexiglass backup
d.
plate, item 7, and reassemble by reversing step
3a.
(See figure 1 for item
Row 4:
4.
identification. )
Remove screw, item 1, three
a.
places to release lamp board assembly, item 2.
Remove screw, item 3, four
b.
places to remove support plate, item 4, switch
assembly locator, item 5, and diffuser, item 6.
Fold back insulator strips (not
c.
shown) seven places.
Unsolder switch assembly
and remove.
Install front half of new switch
d.
Install rear half of new
and solder one place.
switch and solder six places.
Reassemble by reversing steps 4a
e.
and �b.
Reverse steps 1 and 2 to reassemble
5.
CCAE PANEL.
The readout assemblies of the CCAE panel
Careless in
must be installed carefully.
stallation could result in damage to the film
When installing, do not
shifting mechanism.
press on the white dot on the front of the
A decal warns persons working on the
readout.
unit not to apply pressure on the white dot
which indicates the location of the relay
armature. Even a slight pressure may damage
the armature.
The acknowledge lamps on the CCAE panel
may be set when switching on console power.
The lamps should be reset with tne panel master
clear message that is output as a one word
buffer when each console is brought on-line.
If this message is not included in either the
Operational Program or the POFA, it can be
implemented at the Test Message Generator (TMG)
in the symbol generator. The coding of the
Special Purpose Readout Word is as follows:
Console address;
Bits 0 through 5:

.

,-
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Bits 6, 18, 19, and output acknowl
All remaining
edge: Logic "1".
Logic "0".
bits:
Each on-line console addcess must be coded
sequentially from the TMG front panel switches.
This message will turn off all CCAE panel
( EIB 904)
readouts and acknowledge lamps.

,

AN/UYA-4(V) Low Voltage Power Supply
(360713-011)- Maintenance Hint

The purpose of this article is to cor
rect a reassembly problem with the +5.75V SCR
heat sink mounting plate in the 360713-011
low voltage power supply manufactured by
Scott Electronics. The +5.75 SCR heat sink
mounting plate is removed much more easily
than it is replaced and the following proce
dures provide a correction for the reassembly
problem.
NOTE
Units with 360713-021 Power
Supplies manufactured by Novatronics
have this maintenance hint incor
porated.
The equipments affected are OA7979(V)l0/UYA-4(V),
UYA-4(V),

numbers and up,
4(V).

OA-7979(V)l2/

OA-7980A/UYA-4(V),

C

s er.

and OJ-194(V)4/UYA-

)

This modification should be

accomplished when the 360713-011
power supply is removed for modi
fication or

repair.

Procedure:
NOTES
1.
2.

3.

OBSERVE ALL SAFETY PRE
CAUTIONS.
Retain all hardware re
moved in the following
steps for reinstallation.
Exercise extreme caution
to avoid dropping hard
ware into inaccessible
areas of power supply.

Remove nine (9) screws from the lower
1.
left perforated screen and sixteen (16) screws
from the upper left perforated screen and set
screens and mounting hardware aside.
Remove (12) screws securing the rear
2.
perforated screen to the power supply frame and
set screen and mounting hardware aside.
Remove five (5) screws securing the
3.
cable channel bracket to the power supply frame
and set cable bracket and mounting hardware
aside.

ORIGINAL
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Lay the power supply on its right

side and remove eight

front panel to the power supply frame.

Exercise

SERVICE NOTES
screws

Remove six (6)

9.

(8) screws securing the

·,-,

securing trans

former Tl.
The mounting plate depicted in figure

10.

the power supply by

extreme caution to protect wiring and com

1 can now be removed from

ponents, tip front panel forward away from the

carefully pushing the plate toward the rear of

power supply frame.

the power supply while rotating it slightly

5.

clockwise.

Remove four (4) screws securing

mounting plate indicated by the cross-hatched

mounting hardware aside.
6.

Remove

four (4) screws securing heat

sink assembly HS 2(A6) to power supply frame.

7.
left side,

In the lower front corner of the
remove ten (10) screws which secure

heat sink assembly HS 4(Al0) and SCR bracket
assembly HS S(A7) to their associated mounting
plate depicted in figure 1.

(The screws are re

moved from the countersunk holes indicated in
the figure.)

8.

Remove (6) screws and associated nuts

and washers which secure the

Cut away the material from the

11.

bottom perforated screen and set screen and

areas in figure 1.

Remove burrs from the edges

of the reworked area.
Inspect the right and left plate

12.

(A2 and A4).

assemblies

If relays are labeled

RY1-RY4 delete these designations and relabel
using India ink and marking pen and add Kl-K4
in their respective places.

13.

Reassemble the power

reversing steps

supply by

1 through 10.

foregoing mounting

plate to the power supply.

0
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+5.75V SCR Heat Sink Mounting Plate.
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AN/SYA-4(V), AN/UYA-4(V) and AN/UYA4(V) Data Display Systems PC Card
Repair--Maintenance Hint
See article in AN/SYA-4 Section
(EIB 943)
under the same title.
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AN/UYA-4(V) Data Display System- Mainte
nance Aid

Using common hand tools and Universal
Crimper MS 3191-4,

the adaptor cable may be

fabricated to the desired length by making
straight through connections between cor
The purpose of this article is to provide

responding pins of the two connectors,
l and 2,

which can be used to connect the AN/UYA-4(V)

pin item 4 with item l and contact socket
item 5 with item 2. ) Pin numbers to be
,connected are l, 2, 4, 10, 12, 14, 16, 22,
: 24, 26, 28, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 43, 44, 46,
48, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58, 60, 63, 64, 66, 68,
<70, 72, 74, 75, 76, 78, 80, 82, 90, 91, 92,
.93, and 94.

test message generator to OA-7980/UYA-4(V) or
OA-7980A/UYA-4(V) height size consoles without
removing the console intercom station.
The adapter cable,
R.

Sitz,

suggested by DS2 Glen

U SS CORAL SEA (CV 43),

can be fab

ricated from material readily available in
the Naval Supply

System.

(Use contact

The recommended

cable length is approximately 12 inches,
ever,

using items 3, 4 and 5.

items

instructions for fabricating an adaptor cable

NOTE

how

any convenient length may be selected.
The pin connections specified also

A list of material required to fabricate

make the adaptor cable compatible

the adaptor cable is provided as follows:

with OA-7979(V) and OJ-194(V)/
UYA-4(V) consoles.

Qty

Item

NSN

Description

1

1

Connector

5935-00-988-1594

2

1

Connector

5935-00-988-2775

3

As Req.

22 Ga.

44

4

44

5

As Req.

6

Wire,

6145-00-729-9166

Insulated

Contact Pin

5935-00-988-2721

Contact Locket

5935-00-988-2716

(EIB 923>

Lacing Twine

AN/UYA-4(V) Trackball Assembly Micro-Switch
Installation -Information Concerning

7.

Holding switch button depressed solidly

switch adapter bushing
actuates.

The purpose of this article is to dissemin

over-travel necessary
ing action.
8.

OA-7979(V)l0/UYA-4(V)

OJ-194(V)4/UYA-4(V)
OJ-195/UYA-4(V)

OA-194(V)3/UYA-4(V)

OJ-197/UYA-4(V)

to

ensure positive switch

Screw jam nut against switch bushing to

lock switch in place.

OA-7979(V)l2/UYA-4(V)

until switch just

switch in an additional 1/2 revolution to provide

installation of micro-switches (HAC P/N 721808-9)
in Trackball Assemblies (HAC P/N 360736-011)

(D

Release switch button and screw

ate important information concerning the proper

used in the following equipments.

)

against adapter stop, screw switch slowly into

(EIB 969)

Improper installation of the foregoing
switches is likely to cause switch failure.
Therefore,

holders of affected equipment are

directed to refer to Figure 1 and ensure that
all presently installed switches and all future
replacement switches are installed in accord
ance with the following procedure:
1.

Place rubber grommet

adapter (P/0
2.

Place teflon tubing

CD .

assembly

3.

Q) into

the switch

Trackball assembly cover plate).

G) on

switch button

Push switch button assembly through

grommet hole to button shoulder.

ing

8) .

4.

Install ring retainer

5.

Screw i n switch adapter assembly bush

G)

6.
switch

against adapter shoulder.
Mount jam nut

Q)

Q)

on mounting base of

and screw nut down to switch shoulder.

AN/UYA-4:6

Figure 1. Trackball Assembly Micro-Switch
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AN/UYK-20(V) Data Processing Set-General
Information on

n
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ew container is larger than the old foam

container

which required added protection for

shipment.

The new container includes a heavy

cardboard outer protective layer allowing ship
I.

foam is soft,

Alignment

Since 1/77

These new

containers should be retained for later use.
Older containers should be destroyed.

EIB 960)

control and data boards and all spare and re
paired boards have the stiffeners.

allows easy insertion and with

drawal and fits all memory boards.

Computers produced since 8/75 contain
array boards Hith stiffeners bolted parallel tc
and just above the connectors.

The inner

ment without additional protection.

Memory Board Stiffeners/Wire Wrap Panel

These

stiffeners should reduce handling damage due
to board flexibility and should insure better
connections.

However,

the stiffer boards are

AN/UYK-20(V) and AN/UYK-20X(V) Data
Processing Sets-Alteration of Memory

less tolerant of a misaligned back panel than
their more flexible predecessors.
A small percentage of computers produced

Addresses

prior to 8/75 may have inadequately aligned
back panels.

(Computers produced since 8/75

are checked with special tooling.)
ment is adequate for the older,

The align

A design deficiency in the AN/UYK-20

more flexible

7125666 memory circuit card allows a "WRITE

boards but not for the stiffened ones.

INIT" command to be issued to the memory on

Univac field engineers have tooling and

power-up.

procedures for checking and aligning back
panels.

Univac field engineers will routinely

check and align back panels during site visits.
Tools and procedures are available on loan for
those wishing to perform the alignment them
selves.

Contact Dave Saxerund,

Engineering,
II.

(

This causes an alteration of a mem

ory address.

Univac ECP 0134 modifies the

memory control circuit card and will prevent
the "WRITE INiT" command from being issued to
the memory during the power-up condition.
Consequently the "WRITE INIT" flip-flop will

Univac Field

only reset during "MA CLR" power-up.

at 612-456-2334.

All 7125666 circuit cards returned to
Sperry Univac will be reworked,

New Memory Board Shipping Container
An improved memory board shipping container

has been designed and tested to MIL-P-116G.

reidentified

to the new 7150220 configuration and returned
to the user.

Return the circuit cards to:

Sperry Univac

This reusable container minimizes handling

P.O.

damage during insertion and withdra\val of boards

Box 6000

Sr:ar:e Road 584

and provides improved protection during transit.

Clearwater,

All memory boards have been shipped from

Attn:

Univac using the new containers since 1/l/77.

FL

33518

Returned Goods Crib

(EIB 972)

AN/UYK-20(V) Technical Manuals-Availability
of

This article informs EIB readers that the
Naval Electronic Systems Command has made its
AN/UYK-20 technical manuals available through
the Naval Publications and Forms Center,
Tabor Avenue,

Nomenclature
AN/UYK-20(V)

Philadelphia,

Publication
AN/UYK-20 Technical
Manuals

5801

PA 19120.

Ordering Number
NAVELEX 0967-LP-598-1000

- Vol 1-6

AN/UYK-20 Technical
Manual - Vol 1

(EIB 960)

(
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NAVELEX 0967-LP-598-1010

Vol 2

NAVELEX 0967-LP-598-1020

Vol 3

NAVELEX 0967-LP-598-1030

Vol 4

NAVELEX 0967-LP-598-1040

Vol 5

NAVELEX 0967-LP-598-1050

Vol 6

NAVELEX 0967-LP-598-1060
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HASH SUPPRESSION RESISTORS

OF SMALL t.()TORS
The use of higher wattage hash suppression resis tors
A method hus been :;ubmitte':! to prevent failure of the

(Rl and R2) in Radio Set AN/VRC-2 has been suggested.

bearings of the qenemotors of the AN/VRC-2 equipment

These resistors, located in the vibrator power supply, are

when they havl· been in stora �e for a considerable length of

rated

time.

operating conditions. Poor ventilation, high humidity and

The genernotors and many other small motors have

�

watt which may prove inadequate under adverse

prolonged transmitting periods may cause these components

sealed type bcarmgs des1gnated by the manufacturer as

to fail at an abnormal rate. This is due primarily to the

lubricated for the life of the motor. However, it has been

resistors bemg operated very near maximum dissipation

found that when the AN/VRC-2 equipment is stored for

during the receiving periods and at or slightly above this

some time, the lubncatwn may dry out or coagulate. The

point during transmisswn. The use of 2-watt resistors

bearings are thus apt to fad when the equipment is placed

will correct this type of failure.

in operatwn.

Bureau Note.- Shde this suggestion is another good

To prevent this trouble, �he end plates are removed
thus exposing the sealed bearings to view.

When faulty

lubrication is observed, it is easily corrected by placing

example of fuilure "isolation," "investigation" and
"solution," it is recommended that the 2-watt resistors
be used as

u

repbceme�. t only when the YL-watt unit fajls.

a few drops of 3 in 1 oil (or teletype light oil) on the bear
ings to mix with and thin the lubricant in the bearing
retainer; then, followinq up with lubricant, in the bearing
end plate durinq reassembly. No lubricant failures occurred
after this procedure was followed.

(

(
/
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AN!VRC-16, -17, -18 ANTENNAS

(

·,-.

Attention has been called to a discrepancy between the
p resent installation requirements for AN/VRC-16, -17, and
-18, and Bureau of Ships drawin� RE52F2012. (BUSHIPS
drawin 1 RE52F2012 does not show the ccrrect type of in
stallation. It is bPin(] revised to show the installation re
quirements described below and will be ready for distribu
tion in the near future.)
Normally, each installation of these equipments con
sists of one radio transmitter-receiver combination, plus
one additional radio receiver. Each complete installation
requires two antennas. Use a pair of AT-252/SR ship
antennas cut to the length specified for the frequency
coverage of each equipment. One antenna serves the radio
transmitter-receiver combination and the other is for the
second radio receiver. This type of installation will

. . ...

-

SERVICE NOTES

continue to be used until a suitable antenna multicoupler
Is developed permitting the use of a single antenna per
Installation.
Instollotioos on submarines may deviate from shore
practices. However, in such cases, the Bureau of Ships
will provide instructions as to proper installation require
ments.
In connection with the some equipments, Field Change
No. 2, NAVSHIPS 98573, has recently been issued. (This
change also applies to the AN/VRC-8, -9, and -10
equipments. The change replaces the right angle Adaptor
UG-3CX3/U and Connector Plug UG-941A/U, with right
angle Radio Frequency Adaptor UG-27C/U and radio
frequency Receptacle UG-58A!U. It eliminates the need
for the additional Adaptor UG-349/U, and simplifies the
Installation. (See Field Change Distribution article in
EIB 408).

t
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Activities servicing Radio Sets AN/VRC-46 ore advised

that the 0.011! fd, fixed ceramic disc capacitors, u sed
extensively throu·Jhoct the set, hove been a hiqh failure
rate i tern . Defective capacitors s'love all beer. sr.orteJ and,
in most cases, the capacitor is the only defective com

ponent in the offe:: ted mod ule.

Although the capacitor is rated at 100 volts, the hiqhest
voltofJP cpr-ll:::d �G r.�o::L�e.� .�.�lr:-; t;-.i.: ,:o�a c i t or is 25.5
volts. In 'Jie·:: of t�.e :::c�::e: Joltw.;e

versus

the rated

voltage, the >Lt-je·:t CQ�OCltCr is oelie•;eC tO be >:Jefective
in manufact�re.
Defective capacitors hove been replaced with fixed
ceramic capa·:itor3 FS�l 9r15910-06l-5422

or

FSN 9N5910-

878-5648. No failures Gf replacement capacitors have

(EIB 721)

AN/VRC-46 R adio Set-Information Conc erning

(

.

The following m ainten ance assist ance items are
provided by the U.S. Army Electronics Command as
a result of .continuing failure analysis:
a. Resistor R-352- Samples of the defective
resistors were examined. Examination revealed
that the cause of noise was insufficient pressure on
the wiper arm. It is recommended that defective
Resistors R-352 be replaced with new ones, using
FSN 5905-853-6516. Temporary repairs m ay be ac
complished by opening the housing and cleaning and
bending the wiper to increase pressure.
b. Spring Mount, part of Matching Unit MX6707/VRC - Review of the records at this head
quarters indicates no problem with breakage of these
sprinq mounts. An Antenna Tie Down Kit , FSN
5820-908-6416, is available for securing the antenn a
when not in use. Application of this tie-down may
prevent spring mount breakage due to excessive
whipping of the antenna.
c. Modules A-1000 and A-6000 -Intermittent
output from these assem blies ha s been previously
repo rted. Investigation revealed that the most
probable c ause of this fault is corrosion at the point
where the ground wiper touches the silver plate ring.
The intermittency of these modules may be corrected
by applying a lubricant, Anderol Type 793A, with
10% by volume of 325 me sh mica (or equal) per MIL
S-G-23827A, to the ground rings of A-6000 (both
sections) and T uner A-1000 (four section s). After
application of the lubricant, each unit should be
cycled several times to clean the ground rings.
d. Matching Unit MX-6707/VRC- Several
thousand of these units were made prior to a pro
duction change which co rrected the problem of
moisture entering the top of the u nit near the mount
ing bolts of the spring mount. The maintenance
concept for this item is being revised to require all
defective units to be returned to the depot for repair.

.
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AHIVRC-46 RADIO SET-HIGH FAILURE RATE OF
CAPACITOR TYPE

occured since installation.

.

..-

AN/VRC-46 Antenna Matching Units, Type MX-6707
Corrosion Prevention-Recommendations for
The purpose of this article is to promulgate to the
Fleet recommendations for corrosion prevention of

Antenna Matching Units, MX-6707, used with the AN/
VRC-46.
The coil spring should be enveloped with an elastic
film approximately l/16-inch thick.

This film should

be made from a high-strength elastomeric silicone
resin such as Sylgard 182, FSN 9G5970-77l-7670 or
equivalent. A silicone primer, No. SS4004, FSN
908030-083-8403 or equivalent, should be applied to
the hexagon nut at the top of the coil and on top of the
mounting flange. The surfaces must be thoroughly
cleaned before the primer will adhere p roperly.
Apply a silicone compound, FSN 9G6850-880-7616
or equivalent, to the

"0" Rings and bolted flanges of

the top and bottom molded plastic housings.

This will

prevent water f rom accumulating between these sur
faces and prevent corrosion f rom attacking the metallic
parts. The same compound should be applied to the
control shaft and electrical connector seals to resist
the passage of moisture.
Cover the control cable plug and the RF cable plug
with sealing compound, FSN 908030-297-6677.

Work

the sealing compound we II up around the plastic hous
ing where the jacks ore located and down the cable
approximately 2-inches below the plugs. Care should
be taken to insur� that no pin holes exist in the
finished coating.(780)
NOTE:
It has been brought to the attention of
the Naval Ship Engineering Center,
Division,
pound,

San Diego

that application of silicone com

FSN 9G6850-880-7616,

to the top and

bottom flanges of the molded plastic housing
of the Antenna Coupler MX-6707/VRC as de
scribed in EIB 780, fails to eliminate cor
rosion due to moisture and salt seepage under
normal at-sea conditions.
Installation of a 1/16 inch rubber gasket
as a sealant between the flanges of the molded
plastic housing of the Antenna Coupler MX6707/VRC during assembly will help to allevi
ate this problem.

This gasket can be manu

factured from bulk material,
9597,

FSN 925330-291-

using Perm-a-Tex Type 3,

656-1426.

FSN 9Q8030-

This will reduce the possibility

of minute cracks occuring in the plastic
housing by over-tightening of the four bolts
holding the housing together.

(812,1

(750)

(
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AN!VRC-46 Radio Set-Mount Tester to Check for Cor
rect Polarity

AN/VRC-46,

SERVICE NOTES

Sliding Contact Switch Assembly-Mainte

nance Hint

Activities

servicing Radio Set AN/VRC�

The sliding contact switch assembly in

46 or other members of the AN/VRC-12 ser1es

modules A-1100, A-1200,

are advised of a suggested device to ald in

A-6400 of the RT-524 are failing at an u nusu

the installation and checkout of the equip

ally high rate, necessitating replacement of

ments.

According to the suggestion,

pin

in the RT-524/VRC connector P401 or

(A)

R-442/VRC connector P-201

ground

is burned

(P-401�

off when attempting to mou nt the receiver
transmitter or receiver on·its associated

mount if the polarity was reversed to the
It was stated that the reverse polarity

mo u nt.

connection to the

mount usually occurs at

the motor pool during battery changes on
tactical vehicles.
(P-401)

A modified connector

was devised as a quick check for cor

rect polarity.

Details of this modified con

nector are shown on figure 1 for those inter
ested in fabricating one of these devices.
To test supply voltage polarity,

insert the

"test" connector into the mount connector
(J-401).

Correct polarity will be indicated

by lighting of the green lamp,
polarity

-,

while incorrect

will cause the red lamp to light.

the module.

A-1300,

Activities experiencing this

problem can conserve module replacement funds
by repairing the sliding contact switch a s sem
bly in the following ma nner.

1.

Remove the sliding switch plate by

unscrewing the two support posts .
2.

File off the b roken stud flush with

the switch plate.
ter and drill a

At the stud location,

the switch plate, using a
Tap

cen

.0890 inch diameter hole in
#43 twist drill.

for a 4-40 machine screw.

3.

Unsolder the electrical contacts

nearest the hole.

Countersink on the conta ct

side of the switch plate to accommodate a 4-40

fla t head screw.
4.

Install a brass 1/4 inch 4-40 machine

screw in the switch plate.

Coat the screw

head with glyptol or insulating varnish.

Re

place the ele tr i ca l contacts.

5.

c

Re-install

the sliding

on the printed circuit board.

MS 313 LAMPS---�

A-6300 and

switch plate

(1!22)

)

2 EACH
IN645

2 EACH
MS 313

RED

GREEN

lamps mounted on top of block.
Diode.s put into block.

1.
2.

Parts List:
1 each P401 FSN 5935-853-6673
2 each 1N645 FSN 5960-577-6084
2 each MS 313 FSN 6240-155-8714
Figure 1.
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AN/VRC-51, AN/VRC-51X, AND VRC-52- VHF-FM

(

FLEETCOM MOBILE EQUIPMENT
1. -Microphone Failure:
Information received from Naval sources, cmd confirmed
by the vendor, indicates occasional mechanical failure of
the leads on the 15-mfd 15-volt capacitor on the printed
circuit board in the microphone case.
In case of microphone failure, this capacitor should be
checked first. FSN 1N5910-823-l053 is an equivalent
replacement. Polarity may not be indicated on the printed
circuit amplifier board. The positive lead of the replace
ment capacitor shall be connected to the same terminal as
the red lead from the microphone switch. See figure MK-1-A,
Page MK-3, NAVSHIPS 9il21 or NAVSHIPS 94473. The
negative lead goes to the terminal that is diagonally located
on the printed circuit amplifier board. Remove the portions
of the defective capacitor leads from the above terminals.
2.

Speaker Failure:
Information received from Fleet Activities, and confirmed
by the vendor, indicates occasional mechanically induced

-

breakage of the voice coil speaker leads on the forward
side of the cone.
In case of speaker failure, replacement speaker may be
ordered under FSN 5965-589-8135. This is a 3-1/2 inch,
permanent-magnet type, 3.2-ohm voice coil.

(
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AN/ VRC-52,-58, and-60- Transistor Replacement
Communication Company, Inc., (COMCO) has advised
the Bureau that transistors T2042, T2044, and T22l 0 are
no longer being manufactured by Philco. These transistors
were used in the front end of RF stages of the AN/VRC-52,
AN/VRC-60, and AN/VRC-58 transmitter-receivers. COMCO
now advises that Sprague Electric Company is manufacturing
equivalent transistors to the above Philco transistors as
their 2N2360, 2 N2361, and 2N2362, respectively. They
have been tested and found satisfactory as direct replace
m en ts. COMCO further advises that Sprague's 2Nl742, 2Nl743,
2Nl744 are also available and are given as a field replace
ment only if the 2N2360 series is not available. The above
transistors are recommended only when the present stock of
Phi1co transistors T2042, T 2044 and T2210 is depleted.

AH/VRC-51, AN/VRC-51X, AND AN/VRC-52 - VHF-FM
FLEETCOM MOBILE EQUIPMENT
See article in AN/VRC-51 section under the same title.
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AH/VRC-52, -58, AND -60-TRANSISTOR REPLACEMENT
See article in

AN/VRC-52

section under the same title.
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AH!VRC-52, -58, AHD -60-TRAHSISTOR REPLACEMENT
See article in

AN/VRC-52

section under the same title.
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must be formed into the configuration a s
shown i n figure 1.
Procedure

1.

This article describes the fabrication

Radio Set AN/VRC-77 NAVELEX 0967-LP-300-7010,

tool for the R/T unit of the subject radio

page six.

set.

The tool is designed to prevent hand

Material Required
Flat metal,

steel 1 1/2" x 20" x

Pull the R/T unit locking handle

I

l/8".

3.

Hold the removing tool with the

slotted ends facing downward.

The tool

This is a machine shop project.

.,J

2.
down.

injuries.

•

Refer to Maintenance Manual for

and use of a Specially designed removing

=r<'),(X)
r<')

:

(
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ro
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I
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L____________
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I
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SECTION "B"-"B"

Figure

1.

Removing Tool Detail Drawing
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Place the slotted ends of the re

moving tool over the 90 degree bend of the
R/T locking handle.

The 90 degree bend is

at the point where the locking handle is
hinged to the equipment.

5.

The R/T unit can be easily removed

by pulling on the removing tool,

which

shields the hands of the operator from
injury.

( EIB 897)

:>

•
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Of these equipment d ifferences,items 3,4,5, and 6 should

AN/WRA-1 RADIO SE T GROUP -MODEL DIFFERENCES

(

. . ..-

be applied to the equipments manufactured at Scm Diego.
The AN/WRA-1 equipment (TBL single sideband field

The Bureau is attempting to obtain detailed information and

change kit) was manufactured by the Long Beach Naval Ship

changes necessary so that all units will be similar.

yard.

information will be published as soon as it becomes avail

The shipyard subcontracted a quantity of equipments

to the Naval Repair Facility at San Diego.

During the course

This

able.

of manufacture, a small number of design changes were made.
For the information of those concerned, the - following is a

tabulation of model differences:

AH/WRA-1, TBL SINGLE SIDE BAND FIELD CHANGE
KIT: OPERATING FREQUENCY, CRYSTAL
FREQUENCY FORMULA

Receiver-Transmitter RT-465/WRA-l:

The AN/WRA-1 is currently being supplied for use as a

Units Mfgd. by Long Beach Naval

Units Mlgd. by Naval

Shipyard

Repair Facility, Son

field change to the Transmitter TBL series on specific

Diego

ships cmd at specified shore facilities.
This equipment contains pr ovisions for eight crystal
controlled frequencies.

1.

Antenna input and R.F. output coax- Type UG-291/U used

Heater Power Indicator Lamp lens

3. Fuse in

B+

line to protect silicone

For those concerned with requisi

tioning necessary crystals for this equipment, the following
crystal formula is supplied:

ial receptacles are type UG-58A/U.
2.

•.

Green color used.
No fuse provided.

(a) For assigned frequencies in the 2 to 8 me range, the
crystal should be the assigned frequency plus 800 KC.
(b) For assigned frequencies in the 8 to 18.1 me range,

rectifiers.

the crystal should be the assigned frequency minus 1710
Transmission Line Coupler CU-701/WRA-1:

KC.
The CR-27/U type crystals are required.

4.

Tuning meter and associated cir

No tuning meter or

cuitry added.

circuitry.

5.

Not modified.

Tube VI (amplifiers) circuit modi

fied for tuning meter.
6.

(

Not modified.

spread.

'�

(

Value of tuning condenser and

coils L4 and LS to get proper frequency

)
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Because the large quantities of R-1051/URR being pro
cured, it was decided to make a separate technical manual

Radio Set AN/WRC-1, for shipboard and shore use, is

for this equipment. For a complete AN/WRC-1 equipment

capable of 2.0 to 30 me., USB, LSB, AM, CW, FSK, and ISB

technical manual, the publications NAVSHIPS 94840(A) and

transmitting-reception. The transmitter produces 100 watts

N AVSHIPS 9484l(A) are required.

P.E.P. and 50 watts overage power. This equipment has

Information on the repair of the non-repairable onboard

been developed and service approved to meet current high

(2N) modules is not provided in the AN/WRC-l, R-1051/

frequency communications requirements. The equipment

URR Technical Manuals. This information is contained

was orginally intended as a Radio Set TCS replacement;

only in the publication NAVSHIPS 95700 intended for ac

however, because of today' s communications needs, the

tivities concerned with the detailed repair of these specific

equipment was designed for more universal use.

modules. This publication is not furnished with the deliv

The AN/WRC-1 consists of a Receiver (R-1051/URR),
Transmitter-Exciter (T-8 27/URT), RF Amplifier (AM-3007/
URT), Junction Box (J-1265/U), Handset and Cord (H-169/

ered equipments; however, it is available in the publications
supply system stock and may be obtained by requistion.
The delivered equipments will be provided with equip

U), set of interconnecting cables, shock and vibration

ment Maintenance Standard Books and Performance Standard

mounting system (MT-3115/WRC- l), Antenna Coupler CU-

Sheets. Because the simplicity of operation of the equip

9 37/UR and associated publications. The CU-937/UR

ment, an Operator's Instruction Chart has not been prepared.

is intended for surface ship and shore installations, is
Antenna Coupler CU-937 /UR.
The AN/WRC-1 equipment was initially developed with
tuning in l-kc increments. The equipments currently being

The publication NAVSHIPS 94255, which was in the
supply system, was the technical manual for the SERVICE
TEST model of the AN/WRC-1 equipment. Copies of NAY
SHIPS 94255 should be considered obsolete.

delivered will provide synthesized frequencies in 0.5-kc
incremental tuning steps and will have better than l part in
108 frequency stability. The R-1051/URR receiver unit will
have an additional capability for continuous "vernier" tun

NA VSEC has provided for contractor field engineering
services. These services should be utilized if installation

ing between l-kc increments. New requirements specify

or equipment problems are encountered beyond local capa

incremental tuning in 0. He steps. The R-l051B/URR

bility. Services may be requested from, NAVSEC 6l8lB.

and later versions of the equipment will have this capability.
The unitized makeup of the AN/WRC-1 is such as to

(

IN STALLATION ASSISTANCE/CHECKOUT/TRAINING:

The maintenance and training concept is similar to that
of Radio Set AN/URC-32 inasmuch as both radio equipments

permit separate and independent use of the various units.

employ single sideband techniques, transistors, synthesis

For example, the R-1051/URR receiver is being procured

of frequencies, and modular plug-in assemblies, some of

for use as a separate receiver. TheT-827/URT transmitter

which require higher echelon of repair. Plug-in assemblies

exciter unit will be used with a 1000-watt (AVG/PEP) RF

will be repairable on board except for the frequency sny

amplifier. This 1000-watt transmitting system will be

thesizer, frequency standard, and RF tuner plug-in assem

known as the AN/URT-23(V).
Many of the plug-in modules used in the T-827/URT and

blies. These assemblies are currently designated for repair
at the repair facilities located at the Norfolk and San Fran

the R-1051/URR, aside from being interchangeable between

cisco Naval Shipyards. The allowance parts list (APL)

these two units, are interchangeable with a new radio trans

for the AN/WRC-1 and R-1051/URR provided for spare re

ceiver nomenclatured AN/URC-35. The AN/WRC-1 RF amp

placement assemblies for these three non-repairable on

fier Unit AN -3007/URT and the CU-937/URR Antenna Cou

board (2N) assemblies SRF SUBIC and SRF YOKO.

pler is also used with the AN/URC-35 equipment.

Installation of the equipment is considered within the
capability of ships force or station personnel. Installation

INSTALLATION PLANS:
Distribution of the following plans has been effected:

personnel should become throughly familiar with the equip
ment, verify installation connections, and such prior to ap

AN/WRC-1 Outline and Mounting-RE 46 0 21280

plying power to eliminate initial equipment damage or

AN/WRC-1 System Interconnection-RE 46 0 2129C

failure.

CU-937/UR Outline and Mounting-RE 50 0 2099C
JUNCTION BOX J-1265/U:
TECHNICAL PUBUCATIONS:
AN/WRC-1 & CU-937/UR

The AN/WRC-1 is provided with an Interconnection Box
J-1265/U for the interconnection of all units and external

Technical Manual (basic) 0967-971-0010 and

cabling. The interconnection box should be located in close

0967-971-0020-(Formerly NAVSHIPS 94840(A))

proximity to the equipment and should be accessible. It is

R-1051/URR

intended for bulkhead mounting. Interconnection cables

Technical Manual-NAVSHIPS 0967-9 70-9010

furnished with the AN/WRC-1 are 5 feet in length. Cable

(Formerly NAVSHIPS 9484l(A))

slack should be allowed so that operation of the equip

Manual for repair of 2N Type Modules-NA VSHIPS
0967..()34-2000 (NAVSHIPS (Formerly 95700))

ment's shock and vibration mount is not compromised. The
equipment technical manuals and the NAVSEC installation
plans provide detailed external connection and interunit

(
!'
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FSK OPERATION:
The T -827/URT contains F S K transmission capability

WRC-1 overall nomenclature plate and serial number.

with selection of transmitted tones centered on either 2000
SHOCK AND VIBRATION MOUNT MT-3115/WRC-1:
If the AN/WRC-1 equipment is to be installed in a shore

or 2550 cps. This feature has been included to meet dif

installation, the equipment's shock and vibration mounting

also contains a recptacle and circuitry to permit connec

supplied with the equipment is not required and need not be

tion of a "local" teletype if required.

fering operational circuit requirements. The T-827/URT

installed. The unused mount should be returned to the Navy
supply system for spare unit support purposes. When instal
ling the AN/WRC-1 on the mount, allow 4 inch clearance

The T-827/URT contains rear mounted audio input re

on all sides of the equipment.

ceptacles for direct audio connection as may be required.

Equipment damage from extended vibration or high shock
can be expected if the AN/WRC-1 equipment is installed

TRANSMITTER EXTERNAL AUDIO INPUT:

on

board ship without the shock and vibration mounting sup

Each audio channel input is designed for a maximum of 250
millivolt input at 6 00 ohms. The audio amplifiers contain
audio compression circuitry. Should the audio level input

plied. The mount has been designed to withstand the ex

be in excess of this figure, possible distortion of output

treme conditions now required of all electronic equipment.

signals may be encountered, such as might occur with

The Receiver R-1051/URR has a separate mount for use

transmission of multiplex signals.

when it is used as a receiver only. This mount is nomen
clotured MT-3114/UR.
PERFORMANCE AND OPERATIONAL REPORTS:
P&O reports on the AN/WRC-1 equipment are desired

·�.

i

CU937/UR ANTENNA COUPLER:
The transmitter power output is designed for a 50 ohm,
3:1 (maximum) VSWR antenna system, Normally, the AN/
WRC-1 will be used with Antenna Coupler CU-937/UR in

for a period of 6 months after installation and operational

surface ships and shore installations. This antenna. tuning

use of the equipment. Detailed remarks concerning the

device is designed for maximum efficiency when used with

equipment, problems, performance and such are requested
to provide close follow up action if necessary.

used also with shorter antennas, such as 28-, 25-, or 15-

a standard 35-foot whip type antenna. The coupler may be
foot types at some sacifice in efficiency.

REMOTE CONTROL OPERATION:
The equipment's design is such as to permit selection

The CU-937/UR •rough' tunes automatically when the
associated frequency selection knobs on the AN/WRC-1 are

of mode of operation for remote control units by switching

changed. "Fine" tuning is accomplished by the operator

at the ship's transmitter and receiver switchboards. The

using the knobs and VSWR meter on the AN/WRC-1 RF amp

USB and LSB audio channels of the receiver ore connected

lifier unit. There is a flashing red light associated with the

to switch positions on the receiver board whereby they can

antenna coupler comtrols that operates when antenna tuning

be routed to desired remote positions or speakers. The
iransmitter auclio input channels are routed to the transmit

is in process. By logging the number of flashes as ex
plained in the equipment technical manual, it is possible

ter switchboard in a similar fashion. Additionally, the

to return to a previously calibrated frequency without radi

transmitter control circuits are carried out to the switch

ating an of-the-air signal. This is advantageous during

board and then parallel wired at the USB and LSB audio

radio silence periods and also avoids disruption of circuit

channel switches. The control circuitry is common for USB

for lengthy tuning.
The AN/WRC-1 equipment will be delivered programmed

and LSB use.

)

for use with a 35 foot whip antenna. In the event that other
FREQUENCY STANDARD INPUT:
The AN/WRC-1 equipment is designed to permit the use
of

an

external ship (or shore) frequency standard with an

input frequency of 5 me. This external input may be used
as the equipment's frequency standard or for the purpose of

The antenna coupler should be installed within 12 inches
of the base connection for the associated whip antenna.

calibration of the equipment's internal frequency standard.

Cleanance whould be provided for removal of the tuning
elements from its protective case.

The T-827/URT and R-1051/URR units each have an inter
nal frequency standard. ln the event of the failure of one

mounts are not supplied and should not be used with the

the equipment's cabinet, thereby allowing one of the stand
!

the programming connections in the J-1265/U junction box
as detailed in the AN/WRC-1 technical manual.

The AN/WRC-1 provides internal switching for this purpose.

unit, the opposite unit may be patched over on the rear of

·I'

than a 35 foot antenna isused, it will be necessary to alter

Shock and vibration

CU-937/UR.
This antenna coupler is also used with Radio Set AN/
URC-35. The assigned Federal Stock Number for the CU-

ards to be operable with both units. The frequency stand

937/UR is F582D-964-9673. Detailed information on the

ard modules have a comparator device for use during

antenna coupleris contained in the AN/WRC-1 Technical

recalibration.

Manual NAVSHIPS 0967-971-GOlO (Formerly N AVS!-ITPS
94840(A)). If the CU-937/UR is not used, such as in suD
marine installation, it should be returned to stock under
the above listed stock number. Normally, the CU-937/UR

)
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will not be used when the AN/WRC-1 is operated directly

antenna tuner bypass switching directly at the front of the

into a 50 ohm system, i.e., antenna multicoupler, broad
band antenna system.

desired, and if the antenna tuner control unit (C-1360/SRT

AN/WRC-1 (power amplifier unit). If this feature is not

·

or equivalent) is in the near vicinity of the AN/WRC-1,

AH!WRC-1 RADIO SET; SHOCK AND VIBRATION MOUNT
The shock and vibration mount supplied with the AN/
WRC-1 was designed specifically for the weight and center

WRC-1 is not required and it should not be installed.

of gravity for the equipment. It has come to NAV SEC'S

Nomenclature

attention that in a recent installation of the equipment,

equipment,

as

first produced, provided

R-1051/

were using the equipment for a seat. The additional weight

URR, additionally had provisions for continous tuning. The

loading caused by the person sitting on the equipment re

AN/WRC-18 and later equipment, will include the capa

sulted in a damaged shock and vibration mount.

bility for tuning in 0 .1-kc increments. The R-10518/URR
will also be capable of 0.1-kc synthesized increments and

not as a device to replace a chain.

additionally will retain the continuous tuning capability.

AHIWRC-1; GENERAL INFORMATION

AH/WRC-1 RADIO SET; RF .AMPLIFIER UHIT
The RF Amplifier Unit (AM-3007/URT) of Radio Set

It has come to NAVSEC'S attention that the mode selec

AN/WRC-1 has been designed for interchangeable use with

tor switch in early models of the T-827/URT and R- l05V

another equipment, nomenclature AN/URC-35. The AN/

URR may encounter a failure after a period of operational

URC-35 is basically a single sideband, AM, CW transceiver

use cycling. This condition appeared in early serial num
bered equipments delivered under contract NOBSR 87614.

version of the AN/WRC-l radio set. The AN/URC-35 uses
the same RF Amplifier AM-3007/URT as well as any of

Although this is a standard MIL switch and had been sub

the same module assemblies and the antenna coupler unit

jected to many qualification and inspection tests, this
failure had not become evident. In the event that this fail

of the AN/WRC-1 version. The AN/URC-35 is capable
of operation from 115 VAC, 48-450 cps, external 24 VDC

ure is encountered in operational use, the switch should be
replaced by a stock repair unit.

stalled).

Radio Teletype Use

To be operationally compatible with the various equip

m

input, or from a self-contained 24 VDC battery (when in
The AM-3007/URT, as furnished with the AN/WRC-1
equipments, contains receptacles and circuitry that are

ments used on radio teletype circuits, Transmitter Unit

used with the AN/URC-35 configuration when used on 24

T-827 /URT should be set 2 kc lower in frequency than the
operational assigned frequency. For receiving radio tele

units delivered as AN/WRC-l's for the purpose of standard

type, Receiver R-1051/URR should be set 3 kc lower than

ization of design, common support, and interchangeability.

the assigned frequency, switched to "VERNIER" position,
and tuned to approximately 450 cps. This method of receiv

power input.

ing is preferable to the use of the BFO control because of
the higher stability of the vernier circuit.

CW

Reception

When Receiver R-1051/URR is switched to the CW
mode, the bandwidth is 7 kc. An alternate method of opera
tion for reception of CW makes use of a 3.2-kc bandwidth

VDC operation only. This circuitry had been included in

The AN/WRC-1 cannot be operated on 24

VDC

primary

AH/WRC-1, R-1051/URR SHOCK AHD VIBRATION MOUNTS
The AN/WRC-1 and R-1051/URR equipments are
supplied with shock and vibration mountings that have been
designed specifically for each of the equipments to meet
the rigorous requirements of specification MIL-E-16400.

filter that normally is used in single sideband mode. To

The mounts are not interchangeable, although they appear

copy CW in this manner, switch the emission selector to

alike. The AN/WRC-1 shock and vibration mount is nomen

USB, tune the receiver to 2 kc lower than the assigned

clotured MT-3115/UR (Barry part no. 18870-6 ( )) and the

nequency, switch to VERNIER, and adjust the vernier con

R-1051/URR shock and vibration mount when used sepa

trol for a desired tone pitch.

rate from the AN/WRC-1 configuration is nomenclatured
MT-3114/UR (Barry part no. 18870-5 ( )).

In the SSB mode, a better sensitivity and an approximate
4 to 1 signal improvement will result. The equipment was
designed primarily as a single sideband radio set, with the
additional capability for CW and AM use. The AM 7-kc filter
for the CW mode was used for the purpose of saving cost
and circuitry.
Submarine lnatallatlona

The AN/WRC-1 technical manual pages 2-21, and 2-22,
figure 2-7, indicates that the addition of a relay for antenna
tuner bypass is essential. This is not the case. The re
lay need only be installed if it is desired to provide for

(

AN/WRC-1

tuning increments of 0.5 kc. The receiver portion,

Mode Selector Switch

(

The

AN/

wherein it had been mounted on the deck, ship personnel

The equipment was designed for communications use-

·�

this antenna relay addition is not required.
Use of the CU-737/URC coupler-monitor with the

ORIGINAL

NAVSEC has received reports that some shock and
vibration mounts supplied with the AN/WRC-1, R-1051/URR
equipments appeared to be interchanged. Investigation
disclosed that the prime contractor, General Dynamics, had
inadvertently applied nomenclature plates incorrectly; that
is, applied MT..,3115/UR plates to the MT-,3114/UR shock
and vibration mounting on an unknown number of delivered
equipments.
Each of the equipment shock and vibration mountings
have the associated equipment identification stenciled on
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equipments should verify use of the �oper mount by citing

Test Sets.
The AN/WRC-1 and R-1 051/URR techn ica l rrnnuals

the stenciling appearing on the top plate as well as confirm

(NAVSHIPS 94840(A) and 94841 (A) ) provide reference to
requirements fa Test Sets TS-2132/WRC-1 through TS-

ing the vendor's number:

2135/WRC-1.
Equipment

·�

These test sets are for the purpc:se of check

Correct

Correct Vendor

ing mdividual modules ( electronic assemblies) of the

Nomenclature

Part Number

AN/WRC-1 and R-1051/URR equ ipments.

The test sets

hcove not been procured for general issue as an on-board

AN /WRC-1
R -1051/U RR

Barry no. 18870-6 ( )

MT-3115/UR
MT-3114/UR

-,

Barry no. 1887G-5 ( )

Installation of the AN/WRC 1 R-1051/URR aboard ship
or in vehicles without the associated shock and vibration
mount can incur serious damage to the equipment if vibration
and severe shock is encountered.

AN/ WRC-1 INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE
ADJUSTMENT
The attention of installing personnel is invited to the
necessity for power amplifier (AM-30(1]/URT) bias adjust

allowance item. The test sets have only been supplied to
repair facilities San Francisco and Norfolk Shipyards and
SRF SUBIC and YOKO.

Technical Manual Change.
CHANGE 2 to the AN/WRC-1 and R-1051/URR Technical
Manuals has been published and stocked at Naval Supply
Depot, Philadelphia.
Repair Manual.
The rrnnual "Repair of AN /WRC-1 and R-1 051/URR 2N
Modules," NAVSHIPS 09 67-034-2000, is now available at
NSO, P hiladelphia.

This manual supersedes the earlier

version NAVSHIPS 9 5700.

The manual is intended for use

ment during initial installation of the equipment as well as

in conjunction with the test s ets supplied to the module re

during periodic maintenance inspections. Adjustment

pair activities, however, a bulk stock of the manual has

information is contained in the AN/WRC-1 Operator's Hand

been obtained for general reference use. Copies of NAV

book ( NAV SHl PS 0967-97Hl020). page 3-2, paragraph 3-18
(C).
Initial installation l'foblems have been attributed to a
failure in making this adjustment.

SHIPS 95700 should be destroyed.

R-1051/URR.
It is recomrrended that the receiver unit be left in a
"standby" condition if not being operationally used. Th1s

AN/WRC-1 CW BREAK-IN TIME
After a recent INSURV trial, a request concerned a
change in the equipmenthold-in time during CW operation.
The equipment contractor was advised that the present

will increase reliability and retain the internal frequency

hold-in time is approximately one second and that this hold

feed-in on the antenna mput, damage could be caused to

standards stability.

When the rece1ver is turned completely

"off" the existing front-end protective circuit (A9 subas
sembly) is de-energized and in the event of high-level rf

in time can be reduced to 0.5 second by the elimination

the equipment.

of an existing capacitor.

sure retention of this circuit e ven though the receiver is
II
off. II

Refer to AN/WRC-1 technical manuai figures 5-5 and
5-29, printed circuit board AS, capacitors C lO and C l l.
Capacitors C lO and C l l determine the hold-in time con

A field chang e is being investigated to as

Hew Production.
The AN/ WRC-18 and any later production will include

stant. By disconnecting oneof the capacitors, the time

provisions for tuning in 0.1 KC high-stability increments

can be decreased to approximately one-half.
The above procedure is for information only to those

in lieu of the 0.5 kc of the present AN/WRC- 1 models. All

desiring a shor ter hold-in time. A formal field change will

translator-synthesizer units. The later 0.1 kc version will

not be published at this time.

�)

modules will be interchangeable with the exception of the
be interchangeable with the 0.5 kc type of the AN/WRC-1,
however, interchanging the 0.5 kc type into the AN/WRC-lA

AH/WRC-1; GENERAL NOTES

at later versions will not be possible (i.e., 0 .l kc circuitry
will not be available). Depot modification of the 0.5 kc

AM-3007/URT R F Amplifier.
In the event of an equiprrent failure having a symtom of

translator-synthesizer unit is under consideration and will

continuous rotation of the unit's turre t assembly, check re

AH;WRC-1 - Increased Reliability aad Stability

lay 3A2A5K6.

be accomplished upon the availability of funding. (663)

Welding of internal contacts will cause

continuous power to be applied to the turret mo tor.
Repcrts of f a ilure of DC-to -D C converter unit components
Ql, 02 and CRS have been attributed to ship's external
cabling problems. BUS HIPS message 0316352 June 65 ad

A decrease in equipment failure and an in:: rease
m d frequency stability can be realized

in reliability

by leaving the equipment in a power "on" status at
all times. When the equipment is in a non-operational

vises checking of remote control unit's 12 vdc terminals and

use status, the transmitter (T-827/URT) and receiver

"Microphone" jack receptacle for the absence of any
groond. A ground at these points w ill cause a direct s hort

(R-1051/URR) mode relector switches mould be

on

the 12 vdc power supplied from the DC-toDC converter

placed in "STANDBY" position in lieu of the "OFF"
position.

umt and resllltant component failure.

ORIGINAL
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l. Remove power to the R-1051/URR or

T-827/URT.

2. Open receiveror exciter drawer.
3. Set the frequency knobs to 15.555 MC.
4. Loosen the four captive hold down screws an d

AH/WRC-1; PLUG-IH ASSEMBLY (MODULE) REFERENCE
INF ORMATIOH
The follomng chart is provided for rapid refere nce
purposes:

lift out the translator/systhesizer electronic assembly.
(Suggestion: Lift the screws and turn al:out one-half
turn into thecaptive nut. Then use the screws for
handles to lift the assembly).
Replace defective panel lamp, assuring new lamp

Mcxiule, Plug-In

Symbol

Federa l Stock

Assembly

No.

Number

is tight in socket.
6. Replace translator/synthesizer.

7. Restore power and check operation.
Trans !a tor-

lA2A6

2N5820-078-472 0

lA2A4
lA2A5

2N5820-078-4721

Receiver IFIAudio

lA2A2

lN5820-078-4725

Receiver Mcxie

lA2Al

1N58 95-078-4723

Synthes izer
R F Amplifier
Frequency

B. Replacement of panel lamps located between 1 MC
2 N66 2 5-078 -47 1 8

S tandard

l. Remove power to the R-1051/URR or

Selector
Transmitter Mode

T-827/URT.

2. Open receiver or exciter drawer.
3. Set the frequency knobs to 15.555 MC.
4. Loosen the four captive hold down screws an d

2A2Al

1N5820-078-4724

lift out the R F Amplifier electronic assembly.

2A2Al0

1N5820-969-4216

Code Generator assembly.

FSK Generator

2A2A9

lN582 0-078 -4722

mounting plate. This screw is somewhat difficult to

A P C/ PPC/Dir.

3A2A2

lN5820-078-47l7

locate. It is shown at the bottom of Fig. 5-102, NAY

3A2A5

1N5820-07B-4719

URR)), or Fig. 5-141, NAV SHIPS 0967-971-0010 (for

3A2A3

IN6130-969-4217

located about l/2 inch directly below the fuse holder.

2A2A2

1N5820-078-4726

Selector
Trans mitter IF

5. Remove the two screws from the bottom of the

Amplifier

6. Loosen the screw on the top of Code Generator

Coupler
DC/D C Con-

SHIPS 0967-970-9010 (formerly 9484(A), Vol. l (R-1051/

verter
A C Power

(

and 10 MC digit knobs.

merly 94840(A}, Vol. 1 (T -827 /URT)). This screw is

Supply
Transmitter Audio
Amp.

NOTE: In the T-82 7/URT unit, remove the protective
support bracket, located behind the front panel, to allow
access to the screw.

NOTE: Assemblies lA2A6, IA2A4, 1A2A5, 1A2A2, and

lA2Al a re used in the R-1051/URR receiver unit of
the AN;WRC-1 Radio Set as well as the R-1 051/
URR Receiver wren used separately. (66Hi65)

7. Remove the two nuts securing Code Generator
plug P8 and remove plug from jack.

8. Remove the Code Generator.
9. Replace defective panel lamp, assuring the new

R-1051/URR Radio Receiver and T-827/URT Exciter of
AH/WRC-1, Panel Lamp Replac•ent-Maintenance Hint

lamp is tight in its socket.

10. Reinstall the code Generator, mounting plug,
and RF Amplifier.

The problems encountered in the replacement of the

l l. Restore power and check operation. ( 700)

frequency indicating panel lamps in the R-1051/URR and
T -827/URT can be minimized to a great extent by using
the replacement procedure provided in this article.

AH/WRC-1 Radio SET-In formation Concerning DC-to-DC
Converter Failures

The subject panel lamps are a special assembly manu
factured by Grimes Mfg. Ca. P/N A-9906-l. They are in

Many failures of the DC-to-OC Converter Assembly

the federal supply system under FSN 9G6240-623-3618. Be

3A2AS in the AN/WRC-1 have been attributed to an inad

cause the lamps have high internal resistance and are in

vertent ground appearing in the 12 volt remote control

parallel, if one lamp burns out, the other lamp will operate

power supply. The undesired ground is caused by missing

brighter. To prevent the remaining lamp from burning out

isolation (insulating) washers on the microphone recep tacle

shortly thereafter, replace defective lamps as soon as

J-102 in Radio Set Control C-1138/UR series.

possible.

The missing isolation washers cause a ground to be
introduced at terminal TB7-l of the AN/WRC-1 Intercon

Procedure:

necting Box J-1265/U. This same ground will also appear
at terminal TBlOl-8 of the C-1138/UR.

A. Replacement of panel lamps located between the l
KC and 10 KC digit knobs.

(

"
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This ground at TB7-l causes short-circuiting of the12
VDC power supply i n the DC-to-OC Con verter ana re sults
in serious da mage to the assembly.
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AH/WRT-2, AN/URC-32, AN/URC-35, AN/WRC- I, AN/
URT-23-THE CARE AND FEEDING OF SSE TRANS.
MITTERS

)

All holders of theAN/WRC-1 eqUJprrent ore un]ed to in
vestigate the poss1bility of m1ssrng i sola tion washers at J-

See article under AN/WRT-2 with som e title. (734)

102 in all Radio Set Controls C-1138/UR.
The g round conditwn m ay be checked at the C-1138/UR
simply by de terminin<J whether the locknut for J-102 is
grounded to the chassrs. Neither the lock nu t nor the re
CEptacle barrel of J-102 should be CJ�aunaeci. Replacement

washers to isolateJ-102 !rom !)round rroy be tabrrc ated
from fish paper, rubber, or other srmrlar insrrlatincJ materral.
The NA VSECNORDIV rs currently procurmg a field
change kit for t heAN/WRC-1 to "Uoot" the 12 V DC remote
control power supply ancJ to prov rde a ! u se far tru s supply.
(702)

R-1051/U RR-MO TE S
Excessive RF into the !rant end will ruin the RF tran
sistors i n sh ort or der.

If either the upper sideband or lower sraehand mociule
goes out, either one con be rnter -chanqed but cautron should

be exercised that no troubles exrst rn the other sectwns at
the receiver which may have caused the urrgrnol b urn-out.

N o attempt should be made to make any measurements
except with the equipment recornn1ended 1n the technical
manual.

Some test equrpments have damagrnq voltages

either in their p robe or rn the ur11 t rtsel f \vhich can rui n the
trcmsist or s in the R-10 51/URR.
Operating the R-1051/URR vvrthout audro laa1i can rurn
the output transr stars.

:>

The proper sphlkrr rrnpPdonce

should also be checked f or thJ s

reason.

A simple measuring device to oscertam the operatron of
the oscillators can be nrooe by utrlrzrng
a

on

R-39J/LJRR as

sensitJve " sniffer" tun1ng to the mop e rou ve ireqs on the

R-1051/URR and then checkinq wrth

CJ

prece ol coax as a

probe to the quilty oscrllotor. I t !S not neccessory to n,Jkc
metall1c ccntact w1th the suspected olleniler.

The R-39J/

URR uc t s as a very s en s r tr ve volt-rneter Ul-,d o ct1r o l read
ings on the carrier l e vel rneter wrJi tell

!l

th:s part ui the

circuit is or is not f u nctwnrn.J.

AH/WRC-18, R-10518/URR-NEW PRODUCTION
The rnost recent production of the AN/WRC-1. R-1051/
URR series at equipment has bee'' G;;sliJned

o

"E" su ff r x

nomenclature(r.e., AN/WRC-IB, R-10�18/UHR).

m

The

major differences in thi s equipment irorn previous productron
is the inclusion ol 0 .1 kc 1r.crer;;entul tun!lq rn lreu of 0.5
kc, i n clu cling o chanqe in the tronsJ,:Jtor-,,ynthesrzer rnodrrle

assembly and the re plocerr , en t

at

the fre'1''ency standard

modular as sEmbly wrth a new 'Jpr;ccrcn.
It is requested that reference to equrpment (CASREPs,

NAVSHIPS 4110's etc . ) include the rdentrlicatron

at

rnodel

cmd equipment serr ol number that uppears on the orange
cclored nomenclature plate. (EJB 718)

1 J)
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The following chart summarizes the above
information:
FSN

Use

4G5820-078-4720
4G58 20-879-7577
4G5820-167-7673
4G5820-133-9033

R-1051, T-827
R-10518
T-8278, T-827E, R-10518
AN/URC-35

AN/WRC-1( ), AN/URT-24, and AN/URC-35( ) PA
Tube High Voltage Protection Shield-Ordering of

All AM-3007/URT units manufactured as a

RF Amplifier Module (A2A4)

(

There are three (3) different types of RF Amplifier
modules used in this family of equipments. Each one
has a different stock number. These assemblies also
cannot be interchanged between certmn equipments
without d amage to/or malfunction of the assembly or
equipment.
1. FSN 4G5820-078-4721 (A2A4) RF Amplifier,
GD/E (58189) P/N 666230-019, should be installed
in R-1051/URR, R-l051B/URR, or T-827/URT. DO
NOT INSTALL this module in any T-8278/URT,
AN/URT-23 (T-827B/URTL or AN/URC-35 equipment.
2. FSN 4G5820-167-7675 (A2A4) RF Amplifier,
Bendix (06845) PIN 2058994-050 l, must be installed
in any T-827B/URT, T-827E!URT, AN/URT-23
(T-8278/URT or T-827E/URT) or AN/WRC-18
(T-827B/URT). This module may be Installed m any
T-827/URT, R-1051/URR or R-10518/URR equipment.
DO NOT INSTALL this module in any AN/URC-35
equipment.
3. FSN 4G5820-133-9032 (A2A4) RF Amplifier,
GD/ E (58189) P/N P 69350-001, should be installed
only in AN/URC-35 equipments. DO NOT INSTALL
this module in any R-1051, T-827, AN/WRC-L or
,��N/URT-23 equipment.
The following chart summarizes the above
information.
FSN

Use

4G5820-078-4721
4G5820-16'/-7675

T-827, R-105 L R-1051b
T-827, T-827B, T-827E/URT,
R- lOS L R-10518
AN/URC-35

4G5820-133-9032

The physical and mechanical appearances of the
four Translator/Synthesizers ore the some, as ore

(,

the appearances of the RF Ampli!Jers. Caution 1s ad
vised when replacing or exchanging these assemblies
to ensure a gainst damaging equlpment. Only the Elec
t ronic Assembly Repair Facilities at San F;anctsco
Bay Naval Sh1pyard (Hunter1s Point Division) and
Norfolk Naval Shipyard are presently capable of re
pairing these assemblies. Ships and other activities
do not have the test equipment and fixtures requned
to align these assemblies. Exchanging of subassem
blies within these assemblies requires realignment to
ensure proper operation at all frequenc1es and is not
to be done by anyone other than the above Electronic
Assembly Repair Facilit1es. (761)

ORIGINAL

unit of the AN/WRC-lB,

AN/URC-35,

AN/URC-35A

and AN/URT-24 were delivered with the PA
tube protective cover installed.

AN/lVRC-1

radio sets were back-fitted with the pro
tective cover by Field Change Kit 2A -AN/WRC
l,

FSN 225820-999-8 869.
This PA tube protection

Cover is an

in s ulated shield for protection against high
voltage shock hazards during service and
maintenance of the AM-3007/URT.

The cover

is labeled:
DANGER HIGH VOLTAGE
and should ALWAYS be reinstalled if removed
for any reason.

A replacement should be

ordered if the cover is lost or damaged.
The protective shield is doc umented as
A2AlMP11,

Mfr.

58189 Part Number A09448-001

in the AN/URC-35A and the AN/URT-24.

The

AN/URC-35 and the AN/WRC-1,-lB Technical
Manuals and APL's are currently being revised
and will inc l ude doc umentation for A2Al!Wll.
Use l1fr.

58189 Part Number A 09448-001

to order replacement PA tube protection covers
for all AM-3007/URT RF power amplifier units.

(827)

AN/WRC-1 Radio Set-Family Installation Configuration

The purpose of this article is to iden
tify the various mounting config urations that
are applicable to AN/WRC-1 Family Equipments.
When installed in a shipboard envir onment,
any deviation from the following configura
tions may degrade the equipment performance
below the minimum requirements of the appli
c able Military Specification and Reference
Standard:
MOUNTING
CONFIGURATION

EQUIPMENT
R-1051( )/URR

Shock Mount

MT-3114/UR

R-1051( )/URR

Equipment

CY -4516 ( )/S

AN/WRC-1

Shock Mount

MT-3115/WRC-1

AN/WRC-lB

Shock Mount

MT-3115/WRC-1

AN/URC-35(

Shock Mount

MT-3761( ) I

AN/URT-24(

Shock Mount

MT-3761( )/

�T-82 7/URT or

Shock Mount

MT-3761( )/

Cabinet

URC-35
URC-35
URC-35 or

T -827B/URT

MT-3115/WRC-1

and
AM-3007/URT
AN/URT-23(V)

Shock Mount

MT-3399/U

AN/WRC-1: 7
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*This configuration results when the
R-1051 or R-1051B is removed from the AN/

WRC-1 or AN/��C-lB configuration.

R-1051B/URR use the type of module specified
in the R-1051B/URR APL,

if possible,

using another type of module.

before

constructed vertical racks as described in

APL for the equipment being repaired.
example,

tions for ships section 400d.

is not recom

mended unless the applicable shock mount is

I

-1
i

In addition to mounting configurations
listed above,

shore activities may install

the equipment in electrical equipment racks
meeting the requirements of MIL-STD-189.
Blower motors must be provided to remove the
heat if the rack is enclosed.
Special consideration must be given to
compartment ventilation to displace the heat
generated by a large concentration of equip
ments in one area of the compartment.
Technical manuals and installation con
trol drawing

will be corrected to reflect

these modified mounting configurations.

As an

when ordering a receiver mode selec

tor for an R-1051B/URR use NSN 5895-00-0784723 rather than one of the other mode selec
tors.

used.

requi

sition only the type of module listed in the

NAVSHIPS 0902-001-5000,

general specifi ca

,

.

When orderir.g

replacement modules on the other hand,
t1Ultiple unit mounting in specially

.

..

..

..

..

This will prevent the supply system

from becoming over drawn on any particular
module for an extended period of time.
System adjustments should be checked,
and made if necessary',

after replacement of

any module or assembly for optimum system
performance.

C aution should be exercised

when replacing or exchanging these assemblies

to insure against equipment damage.

Do not

make any substitutions other than those
listed as follows.
MODULE NSN

U SED IN

R eceiver Mode
Selector

(EIB 855)

5895-00-078-4723

R-1051 ,

R-1051B,

R-1051D,

R-1051E
5 825-00-439 -2387

R-1051,

R-1051B, R-1051D,

R-1051E
5 820-00-168-9562

R-1051 ,

R-1051B,

R-1051D,

R-1051E
Transmit Mode
Selector
T-827, T-827B, T-827D,

5 820-00-168-9558

T-827, T-827B,

T-827E,

T-827F

T-827E,

AN/WRC-1 Family Equipments, Including R-1051/URR,
T-827/URT, AN/URT-23, AN/URT-24 and AN/URC-35
Series-Module Interchangeability Data

The purpose of this article is to update
the information published in EIB 761 of 22
Sep 6 9 ,

re garding module interchangeability

of AN/WRC-1 Family equipments.

The intent of

this article is to provide technicians with a
list to use in facilitating interim repairs
with units on hand,

while modules are on

order.

)

'

5820-00-078-4724

T-827D,

T-827F

Transceiver Mode
Selector
5820-00-727-8716

RT-618,

5999-00-439-2374

RT-618, RT-618A, RT-618B

RT-618A,

RT-618B

5 820-00-168-9630

RT-618 , RT-618A,

RT-618B

5820-00-078-4 725

R-1051,

RT-618

5825-00-439-2375

R-1051D,

Receiver IF/Audio
Amp
R-1051B,
R-1051E,

RT-618A,

RT-618B
5 820-00-168-9561

R-1051D,

R-1051 E,

RT-618A,

RT-618B
Transmit Audio

Since EIB 761

was published,

the WRC-1

Family of equipments has expanded to such an

Amp
5820-00-078-4726

extent that there are presently 4 different
receivers, 5

exciters,

3 transceivers,

and

T-827 ,

T-827B, T-827E,

RT-618
582 0-00-4 65-6 241

T-827 , T-827B,

7 power amplifiers which a re configured to

T-827E,

make up the different systems that are in

RT-618A,

cluded in the family.

5820-00-168-9554

The following list of module National
Stock Numbers (NSN)

is supplied without ref

erence to the major systems to alleviate some

RT-618,

RT-618B

T-827, T-827B,
T-827E,

T-827D,

T-827F,

T-827D,

T-827F, RT-618,

RT-618A, RT-618B
RF Amplifier

of the confusion which has been encountered

5820-00-078-4721

R-1051 , R-1051B, T-827

in replacing modules.

5820-00-167-7675

R-1051 ,

However,

every effort

should be made to secure the module that is

R-1051B,

listed in the APL for the equipment being re

T-8 27D,

paired.

RT-618A,

For instance,

ORIGINAL

when repairing an

R-1051D,

R-1051E, T-827, T-827B,
T-827E, T-827F,
RT-618B
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USED Iii

MODULE NSN

5820-00-168-9559

R-1051,

R-1051B,

R-1051D,

R-1051E, T-827,

T-827B,

T-827D,

T-827F,

T-827E,

RT-618A, RT-618B
5820-00-133-9032

R-1051,

R-1051B,

R-1051D,

R-1051E, T-827,

T-827B,

T-827D,

T-827F,

T-827E,

R-1051,

R-1051B,

RT-618B

R-1051D,

R-1051E, T -827,

T-827B,

T-827D,

T-827F,

T-827E,

RT-618, RT-618A,

RT-618B

T rans lator/
Synthesizer
R-1051,

AM-3007 "F" Ser

AM-3007,

AM-3007 "F" Ser

5820-00-179-8081

AM-3007,

AH-3007 "F" Ser

5820-00-168-9628

AH-3007, AM-3007 "F" Ser,
AM-3007A
AM-3924,

AM-3924A

AM-392 4,

AM-3924A

5820-00-988-8033

AM-3924,

AM-3924A

5820-00-334-7637

AM-3924,

AN-3924A

AM-3924,

AM-3924A

5820-00-879-7577

R-1051B
RT-618

5820-00-167-7673

R-1051B, R-1051D,
T-827B,
R-1051B,

5820-00-836-9140
Power Control PCB
Assy
5820-00-988-8039

AM-3924,

AM-3924A

5820-00-334-7635

AM-3924,

AN-3924A

5820-00-988-8043

AH-3924,

AM-3924A

5820-00-334-7633

AM-3924,

AM-3924A

T-827F,

(EIB 893)

RT-618B

R-1051D,

T-827B,

Driver XFMR Assy

R-1051 E,

T-827E,

RT-618A,

S820-00-836-298S
VSWR Bridge Assy

APC/PPC PCB Assy

T-827

5820-00-133-9033

5820-00-168-9560

AN-3007,

Final XFMR Assy

RT-618, RT-618A,

5820-00-078-4720

5820-00-078-4719
5820-00-133-9034

5820-00-988-7994

S tandard

6625-00-160-0623

DC-DC C on verter

Driver Tube Assy

RT-618

Frequency
6625-00-078-4718
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R -1051E,

T-827D,

T-827E,

T-827F, RT-618A,

RT-618B

FSK Tone
Generator
5 820 -00-078-4722

(

T-827, T-827B,
T-827E,

5 820-00-168-9556

T-827,

T-827B,

T-827E,
Transmit

T-827D,

T-827F
T-827D,

T-827F

IF AMP

5820-00-969-4216

T-827,

T-827B,

RT-618A,
5820-00-168-9555

T-827,

T-827D,

T-827F,

T-827E,

RT-618,

RT-618B

T-827B,

T-827D ,

T-827E, T-827F,

RT-618,

RT-618A, RT-fi1 RB
Noise Blanker
5820-00-727-8726

RT-618, RT-618A,

5825-00-439-2378

RT-618, RT-618A, RT-618B

5820-00-168-9629

RT-618,

RT-618A,

RT-618B
RT-618B

APC /FPC/
Directional
Coupler
5985-00-078-4717

AM-3007

5820-00-006-2031

AM-3007,

AM-3007 "F" Ser,

AM-3007A
5985-00-168-9635

AM-3007,

AM-3007 "F" Ser,

AM-3007A
A C Power

Supply

6130-00-969-4217

AM-3007,

AM-3007 "F" Ser,

AM-3007A
6130-00-168-8603

AM-3007,

AM-3007 "F" Ser,

AM-3007A

(
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AN/URT-24 and AN/WRC-18 Radio Sets-Identification
of Installations
CU-937/UR
ANTENNA COUPLER

In many instances AN/WRC-lB transmitters
are installed aboard ship and the local oper
ating position labels identify
menta

as "AN/URT-24."

in data reporting,

Contract Number

these equip

NObsr

This causes confusion

in the determination of

I

field change applicability and in using the
correct APL

for ordering replacement parts.

THE SIGNIFICANT DATA ARE THE CONTRACT
NUMBERS ON THE NAMEPLATES.

CU-937/UR
ANTENNA COUPLER
Contract Number
N00039-68-C-l585

l

I
J-1265/U
INTERCONNECTION BOX
Contract Number
N00039-68-C-l585

I

AM-3007/URT
RF AMPLIFIER
Contract Number
N00039-68-C-l585

I
T-8270/URT
RADIO TRANSMITTER
Contract Number
N00039-68-C-l585

93204

J-1265/U
INTERCONNECTION

r

I
I

BOX

Contract Number
NObsr

93204

f

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
i

I

I
I

r-------1

AM-3007/URT
AMPLIFIER

RF

Contract Number
NObsr

93404

I

)

T-827B/URT
RADIO TRANSMITTER

I
L ----1
1

I

Contr('l.ct Number
NObsr

93204

R-1051B/URR

RADIO RECEIVER
Contract Number

L

�

��::

NObsr
tal

93204

tely

I

�j

AN/WRC-lB CONFIGURATION
(Local Operating Positions labeled

AN/URT-24 CONFIGURATION

"AN/URT-24")

(EIB 865)

J
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AN/WRC-1 Family Including AN/WRC-1( ), AN/URT23( ), AN/URT-24( ), AN/URC-35( ), and R-1051( )/
URR Series-Configuration Control of and Unauthor
ized Alterations to

...-

to correct the situations existing at some
activities may be extensive.

equiprnents and with emphasis being placed on
configuration control, it has become neces
sary to correctly identify equipment instal
lations at the local operating positions.
The purpose of this article is to pro
vide significant characteristics and instruc
tions by which the equipment may be identified
and redesignated at the local position.
It has been brought to the attention of
NAVELEX that there is a great deal of

confu

sion in the Fleet concerning the maintenance
of AN/WRC-1 family equipment.

Most of this

confusion stems from the fact that the local
operating positions of the equipment are in
many cases mislabeled.

The prime example of

this is the AN/WRC-lB labeled as AN/ URT-24.
In many instances the AN/WRC-lB1s were sep
arated by removing the receiver and installed
as an AN /URT-24, which it is not.

This action

causes confusion among the maintenance per
sonnel in that the AN/URT-24 APL1s, field
changes, and technical documentation do not
apply to the AN/WRC-lB transmitter t hat they
are attempting to maintain.

An article in EIB 865 identified the dif
ference

between the AN/WRC-lB and the AN/

URT-24 configurations.

The article did not

however, give instructions for redesi gnating
the local operating position of the AN/WRC-lB

transmitter to alleviate the problem.
Since the family has expanded to include
different models of each system which· are not
identical, from the support aspect, it is also
necessary t o redesignate them as to their re
spective configurations.

For instance the

AN/URC-35, AN/URC-35A, and AN/URC-35B all dif
fer to some degree.

However, when installed,

all are normally labeled AN/URC-35.

This la

beling fal lacy applies to all series of the
family.

There are circuitry differences be

tween thes e various models which may cause
irreparable damage to some of the modules if
installed in the wrong model.

In order to

preclude this occurrence, a strict program of
configuration control must be established, and
this redesignation process is one of the first
steps to that end.
The intent of the relabeling process i s
not to change t h e scheme of radio r o o m status
boards or operating procedures, but to iden
tify equipment for maintenance, accountability
and data reporting purposes.

It is realized

that the hardware and documentation required
r

(

ditional documentation such as APL1s,

MRC's,

Hardware, in this case "local op

erating position labels," may be manufactured
by the using activity .
The equipments o f the AN/WRC-1 family
are, therefore,

to be identified and labeled

at the local operating positions t o ref lect
their t rue configuration.

By referring t o

the Integrated Logistic Support Plan

(ILSP)

for the AN/WRC-1 Family Radio, (NAVELEX
P4110.45 of A ug 1974) the different configu
rations may be identified by using Appendix B,
Technical Documentation.

A ppendix B

lists

each system configuration as well as separate
units such as the R-1051( )/ URR series.

When

using Appendix B, the significant data is the
contract number column.

The equipment name

plate also bears the contract number for that
particular model.

By matching the numbers,

the system may be identified and labeled,
Refer to pages 12 and 13 of the ILSP for
the identification of AN/WRC-lB which has been
separated and the AN/URT-24.

L ocal o perating

positions for the AN/WRC-lB from which the
R-1051B/URR has been removed, should be re
designated "AN/WRC-lB Transmitter Only" vice
"AN/URT-24".

Likewise, AN/WRC-1 radio sets

which have the respective R-1051/URR removed
should be redesignated "AN/WRC-1 Transmitter
Only" at the local operating position.
This process should also be followed to
identify and label all series of the family
includir� R-1051, -B, -D,

-

E,

URT-23, -23A,

URT-24, -24A, URC-35, -35A, -35B and WRC-1,
-lB .
Appendix B

of the ILSP also

lists other

pertinent data such as applicable APL1s, and
Once

manuals for each respective equipment.

an installation has been identified and re
designated by the contract number as t o its
configuration, Appendix B should be used to
verify that applicable APL1s and manuals are
on hand for maintenance.
It should be pointed out that there are
two different AN/URT-23(V) configurations.
The "A" serial AN/URT-231s have either T-827 /
URT, T-827B/URT, or T-827E/URT exciters with
an "A" serial AM-3924.

The "B" serial

AN/URT-

231s have a T-827D/URT exciter and a "B" ser
ial AM-3924.

This difference is pointed out

at this time because there have been numerous
instances where parts o rdered from the AN/
URT-23 "A" serial APL 1 s will not work in "B"
serial equipment.

APL1s should be acquired

to support the particular serial of AN /URT23(V) installed,

EIB 8Si8J
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)/U RF Amplifier-5MHz Output Levels

Lowered to Meet AN/WRC-1 Family Communica

AM-2123/U,

SERVICE NOTES

AM-2123(V)/U RF Amplifier SMHz

-,

Input Level Adjustment

tion Requirements
These type amplifiers have input level
adjustments for each input frequency on the
The purpose of this article is to inform

rear apron of the amplifier.

The SMHz input

all activities utilizing the SMHz outputs of

level adjustment RlO should be made in

the AM-2123( )/U RF amplifiers for supplying

accordance with the following procedure:
l.

AN/WRC-1 family equipments with a SMHz
reference frequency,

that there are new out

put level requirements.

Each activity

should

Insure the RF amplifier is opera

tional in accordance with the Technical
Manual NAVSHIPS 0967-139-1010.

insure that the new levels are maintained by

2.

Check that all RF amplifier output

performing the corrective action provided in

cables connected to J4 through Jl5 are

this article which will insure that the equip

labeled, or tag each with the corresponding

ment frequency standard compare lamp circuitry

jack number, anJ then disconnect all SMHz

operates regardless of which type of replace

output cables from the respective jacks.

ment A2A5 internal frequency

standard may be

installed in the equipment.

Currently the

ships frequency distribution system consists
of a frequency standard ( AN/URQ-9, 10,
lOA) which provides 0 .lMHz,

or

111Hz, and SMHz

3.

Connect BNC T adapter (UG-274C/U)

to one of the SMHz output jacks.

Connect a

50 ohm termination to one end of the BNC T
and an RF voltmeter to the other end of the
T adapter.

Set the SMHz input level adjust

outputs to a distribution RF amplifier (AM-

for l.OOV RMS on the voltmeter.

2123/U,

re-adjust level to obtain l.OOV RMS minimum

M1-2l23(V)/U,

or AM-2l23A(V)/U) which

provides isolated outputs in various quan

from all SMHz output jacks.
4.

tities as required by specific equipment
installations.

The minimum output level re

quirements of the distribution amplifiers has
been 4.00V RMS

into 50 ohm termination.

higher termination impedance,

With

the outputs may

Check and

Remove the 50 ohm termination from

the BNC T adapter and observe that no SMHz
output jack measures more than 2.00V RMS.
NOTE:

Adequate results withcut using an

RF voltmeter may be obtained by observing

increase up to approximately lOV R
. MS on cer

that the front panel meter reads between 20

tain type distribution amplifiers.

and 40 microamps on each SMHz output channel,

U nneces

sarily high external reference inputs
erroneously indicate module failure due to

with and then without 50 ohm termination.
5.

Remove any inline attenuators on

apparent compare circuitry malfunction within

the SMHz output cables between the amplifier

the module.

and the equipment.

It may also produce undesirable

RFI conditions.

Attenuators have been placed

inline between the distribution amplifier and
equipment to lower the levels but

)

Remove the BNC T adapter

and reconnect the cables to the corresponding
jacks.

(EIB 907)

they present

some installation and logistic support prob
lems and are costly.

The AM-2123(

ins�allation control drawing,

)(V)/U

NAVSHIPS drawing

80064 RE-D2687915 REV K is being revised to
reflect a change for SMHz ouputs which will
preclude the use of inline attenuators.
Due to various equipment interface and

module interchangeability conditions, activi
ties utilizing the various type A2A5 internal
frequency

standards

should

insure that the

distribution amplifier SMHz output level is
between 1.00

and 2.00V RMS,

without 50 ohm termination.

The only correc

AM-2123(V)/U is resetting the SMHz input
level adjustment in accordance with the
The corrective

action required for the AM-2l23A(V)/U is
the installation of Field Change l-AM2l23A(V)/U.

See article in

AN/URC-35 Section
(EIB 968)

under the same title.

with and then

tive action required for the AH-2123/U or

procedure provided below.

AN/URC-35, -35A; AN/URT-24, -24A;
AN/WRC-1, -lB--Alteration Equiva
lent to Repair ( AER ) on DC-DC
Converter Part Number 0026-2200-
Information on

Field Change 5-R-1051/URR, 1-R-1051B/
URR, 9-AN/WRC-1, 1-AN/WRC-lB and/or
2-AN/URC-35 entitled: Improved
Antenna Overload Circuitry--Instal
lation Information Concerning
See article in

R-1051/URR Section
(EIB 890/945)

under the same title.

)
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Change

1.

Infor mation

8-AN/WRC-1

..SERVICE NOTES

Figure 5-26,
a.

Concerning

tration,

the status of Field Change 8-AN/WRC-1:
prove Switching Circuit Reliability
Converter." The NSN

"Im

in the DC-DC

tion,

2.

Table 6-2,
a.
b.

At bottom of page,

procured in kit form in 1970 for accomplish

replace with:
Relay,

it was an organizational level
maintainable assembly.

meaning

12 volt,

30 VDC,

(shipboard)

DPDT,

MFR 02289,

Dwg. 0026-1402.

The DC-DC converter has

since been changed to a depot repairable "4G"
(turn-in) item. This means that all users are

column opposite 2A2K4,
add:

2A2K4 is no longer in p roduction,

"*

ment by forces afloat.

cognizant item,

Page 6-4:

In NOTES

See Below."

Field Change 8-AN/WRC-1 was originally

converter was a "lN"

on t w o

relay shown in illustration."

8081 when Field Change 8-AN/WRC-1 is installed.

At that time the DC-DC

at "K4" label.

In space at bottom o f illustra

add "* New type K4 is mounted

add "*

of this converter is changed to 5820-00-179-

(*)

draw asterisk

1/2" hex spacers instead o f t h e bracket mounted

of the affected DC-DC con

verter assembly is 5820-00-078-4719. The NSN

Page 5-91:

At extreme left center o f illus

b.
The purpose of this article is to clarify

.

.
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contact rating 2 amps at

Part Number 2BA1Bll2,
e er to

Fie ld Change

Rf

14304

14-AN/

WRC-1 in EIB 921.)"

(EIB 921/940)

directed to requisition a DC-DC converter to
replace a failed assembly and to turn the de
fective assembly in to the Navy Supply

System

for induction into the repair cycle.

Data- Correction to EIB 893

Field Change 8-AN/WRC-1 to the 5820-00-078depots are using parts from bulk

URR. T-827/URT, AN/URT-23, AN/URT-24 and
AN/URC-35 Series- Module Interchangeability

Depot Repair Facilities are installing
4719 assembly during the repair cycle.

AN/WRC-1 Family Equipment Including R-1051/

The

storage in

stead of field change kits.
In view of

The purpose of this article

the foregoing information,

Field Change 8-AN/WRC-1 will no longer be
stocked in the Navy

Supply

of

to

continue to use the

Refer to EIB
record th

DC-DC converter until it becomes defective.

1.

NSN 5820-00-179-8081 and turn the defective
in to

the nearest Navy

e

follows,

and

corrections in margin adjacent to
On page 3 of the EIB under Trans

lator/Synthesizers,

(' ,

_ ___
__
dULJIJ.J V

Activity.

89 3

the pen and ink corrections.

At this time requisition a replacement using
assembly

t

EIB

893 and correct the Hodule

Interchangeability article as

5820-00-078-4719

upd a e

to

18 Nov/2 Dec 1974.

System.

Organizational level users are advised

(

is

and correct information published in

NSN

equipment for

(EIB 919)

AN/WRC-1 Radio Set- Publications Corrections

2.

add "T-827D" to list of

5820-00-1 67-7673.

O n page 4 o f the EIB under APC/PPC

PCB assy delete,

"AN-3924A" beside

the first

NSN 5820-00-98 8 -8043.

3.

On page

4 of the EIB,

un

e

APC/PPC

dr

PCB assy dele e "AH-3924" beside the second

t

The purpose of this article is to revise
the AN/WRC-1 Technical Manual,
971-0010,
by

NAVELEX 0967-LP-

to reflect the equipment changes made

Field Change 14-AN/WRC-1.
Refer to NAVELEX 0967-LP-971-0010

NAVSHIPS 94840

(A)),

Volume 10

Change 2 dated 12 August 1966;
lowing

(formerly

with Permanent
and make the

fol

corrections.

NOTE:

Record these actions by inserting

the notation "EIB 921" on the margin of each

t!SN

5820-00-334- 7633.
All

holders of the INTEGRATED LOGISTIC

SUPPORT PLAN for the AN/WRC-1 FAHILY
ELEX 4042 publication

P4ll0.45

RADIO,
dated

1975 should make the foregoing

April
tions

ELEX

to their ILSP as well as EIB

Make the pen and ink co

ns

to the

lLSP and record the correction in the

mar gi n

e

t

c o rrec-

893.

rr c io

adjacent to the change.

l.

In APPENDIX A on page Al-2,

item

page opposite the pen and ink correction. On

8 Translator/Synthesizer,

add "T-827D "

Page

list of equipment for USN

5820-00-167-7673.

TIVE

iii just at the end of the LIST OF EFFEC
PAGES table,

enter the following informa

2.

On page Al-4,

APC/PPC PCB assembly,

tion.

the first NSN

Page Numbers

Change In Effect

3.

5-91

EIB

921

EIB

921

6-92

EIB

921

item 20 AN-3924

delete

( )

"AH-3924A" beside

5820-00-988-8043.

On page Al -4

APC/PPC PCB assembly,
6-4

to the

,

item 20 A.H-3924

delete

"A.H-3924"

(

the second USN 5820-00-334-76 33.

ElB 940/944)

(
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AN/WRN-5(V) Radio Navigation Set-Safety Precaution/
Maintenance Hint
The filter capacitors in the AN/WRN-5(V)
power supply (1AlA4) are designed to hold a
voltage and therefore do not incorporate
bleeder resistors.
As mentioned in NAVELEX
SYSENGCEN San Diego msg. 2814222 of Feb 74,
personnel should be cautioned to the fact
that injury could result when coming into
contact with the capacitors C3, C4 and C4A_
Warning labels have been mailed to all
holders of the AN/WRN-5(V). These labels
should be attached to the top of the power
supply next to the identification labels at
the first opportunity.
When m aintenance requires that the power
supply be removed, the capacitors must be
Discharge the capacitors using
discharged.
a 500 ohm 10 watt resistor. Attempts to dis
charge the capacitors by shorting them to
ground may cause component damage due to the
(EIB 888)
high current generated.

•

(

AN/WRN-5 Radio Navigation Set-SATNAV Maintenance
Hints
The following maintenance hint is recom

mended for all AN /WRN-5 users.

1.
monthly,

Clean front panel air filters
vice quarterly,

in order to mini

mize heat b uildup in the cabinet and possible resultant module or component darr�ge.
Table 4-1 on page 4-1 of NAVELEX 0967-LP453-9010 should be amended to show monthly
cleaning.

2.
any

Prior to removal or installation of

cards in the power supply,

1AlA4C3,
charged.

1AlA4C4,
This

capacitors

and 1AlA4C4A should be dis�

p rocedure

is reco�ended to

preclude board damage caused by transients
from any residual charge in the capacitors.

(EIB

(

897)
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CORRECTIHG IHTERHAL WIRIHG IH CRYSTAL
OSCILLATOR OF AHIWR R-2

This difficulty concerns the

shielding on two leads which shorts out the control grid on
the oscillator tube, with the result that the crystal is
Each equip

ment should be checked to see if the condition exists.

It

may be corrected as follows:
l. Remove subassembly A-19966 from upper deck of

IF Amplifier - Maintenance Hint
The purpose of this article is to pro
vide repairing activities

with a method of

relocating test points J502 through J506 for
easier accessibility when measuring signal
levels and making adjustments.

test points are not accessible and that elec
trical shorts could occur when making mea
surements.

of subassembly.
:l. Sleeve shield cables with insulation material in

to accomplish the relocation.

shielding at same JOints as originally provided.
4. Replace insulated shielded cables.

AH/WRR-2, -2A, AH/FRR-59M -59A COMMUHICATIOH
EGUIPMEHTS; ELIMIHATIOH OF METER FAILURES IH
The Bureau has recently been informed that the replace

ment of certain tubes can resu lt in meter failures in Radio
Sets AN/FRR-59 and AN/WRR-2 if these tubes are re

placed while eiL'ler of the sets ore energized. Like failures
con occur, for the same reason, in Radio Sets AN/FRR- 59A
and AN/WRR-2A.

The contributing cause for the reported

potential meter failllfes con be eliminated simply and effect
ively in the field, as described below:
AN/FRR-59 and AN/ii'RR-2

Observe "Caution" notice on page 3-12 of NAV
SHIPS 93550(A). Refer to figure 6-16 of NAVSHIPS
93550(A). Connect a jumper between pins 2 and 7 of
V-505 and another jumper between pins 2 and 7 of V-

It has been

noted that without special test probes these

converter unit.
2. Remove two shield cables located in under side

a manner permitting restoration of grounding of cable

(

SERVICE NOTES

-59B Receivers, Relocation of Test Points on the

internal wiring of the crystal oscillator sul:cssembly in some

damaged by the drawing of excessive current.

.

AN/WRR-2, -2A, -2B and AN/FRR-59, -59A,

A report has been received indicating difficulty with the
AN/WRR-2 equipments.

,-

.

.
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Approximately 3 hours should be allowed
Tools and

material needed are as follows:
Pliers,

diagonal

Pliers,

long nose

S crewdriver,
Drill,

flat tip

portable,

Drills,

electric

twist 11/64" and 1/4"

Soldering iron
Solder,

resin core

Refer to Technical Manual NAVELEX 0967137-3010 (formerly NAVSHIPS 94715) and
proceed as follows:
l.

Set POWER ON-OFF switch to OFF.

2.

Remove the injection IF ampli-

fier assembly per procedure in paragraph
6-5b(4)(a) of foregoing
3.

amplifier assembly,
4.

to

technical manual.

Remove the top cover from the IF
retain screws.

Unsolder leads from the existing

508. In the absence of the jumper connections, the re
moval of tubes V-505 and V-508, when the receiver is

test point jacks J502 through J506.

energized, results in excessive currents flowing through

Test jacks can be removed more easily b y

meters M-603 and M-604, to the extent of causing their
permanent damage. Although suchdamage is avoided if
the foregoing "Caution 11 notice is observed, the oddition

plastic body,

ot the specified Jumper connections affords positive

5.

Remove and retain jacks.

Hint:

pushing out the metal connector fro� the
then pressing the plastic

body out of the chassis.
6.

Drill five (5) holes in the chassis

protection of meters M-603 and M-504 when the "Cau

with the 11/64 inch drill bit at locations

tion" notice is overlooked and tubes V-505 and V-508

shown in Figure 1.

are removed when the set in which they are installed
is energized.
AN/FRR-59A and AH/WRR-2A
Observe the same corrective actions as described

abave for Radio Sets AN/FRR-59 and AN/WRR-2, ex
cept that the "Caution" notice on page 3-12 and figure
6-16 of NA VSHIPS 94715

arc

applicable. In this latter

7.

Install test jacks removed in step

5 in the new holes.

8.

Drill five (5) holes in the chassis

cover which was removed in step 3 with the
1/4 inch drill bit at locations shown in Fig
ure 1.

instance, the circuit symbols for the electron tubes and

NOTE

rnete;s in question are the same as those indicated for
radio sets

AN/FFiR-59 and AN/WRR-2. (EIB 644)

These holes must clear the test
jack heads.

(
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9.

)

Letter test jacks on cover for

identification as in Figure l.
ing may be used,

Rubber stamp

but should be covered with

a coat of clear laquer.

10.

Reconnect wiring to test points.

Use insulated hook-up wire as necessary.

11.

Replace cover plate with screws

removed in step 3.

12.

Reinstall injection IF amplifier

a s per paragraph 6-5b(4)(c) of the fore
going technical manual.

13.

Restore power to the receiver and

check for proper operation.

Check test points

for presence of proper voltages.

�

t:

I

"
DRILL 11/64 HOLE IN CHASSIS AT LOCATIONS SHOWN.
"
DRILL 1/4 HOLE IN COVER AT LOCATIONS SHOWN
R ELOCATE TEST POIN T S TO POSITIONS INDICATED

)
114.. --l

·1

Hk!�-------------------�\�
_
�

I

"

Figure I.

Top View of Injection IF Amplifier as Installed in CV-920/WRR-2 converter.
Relocated test points JS02 through JS06.

(EIB 93'i!

.J
/
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AN/WRR-3 Receivers-Front Panel Fuse Marking

{

The fuse size, in some of the older

AN/WRR-3 re

ceivers, has not been noted next to the fuse holder on
the front panel.

.

This necessitates checking the tech

nical manual to determ ine the size before the replace
ment can be made.
To solve this problem, the following action is
recommended.
l.

Determine the size and value of the f use.

2. Print this information on a tapewri ter and
attach it to the front panel adjacent to the fuse(s)

(753)

t

(

(
/'
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AN/WRR-7 Digital Data Receiving Set and AN/

SERVICE NOTES

Before replacing the noise diverter

shroud on either the MD-855/WRR-7 o r the

URT-30 Digital Data Transmitting Set - limita

C-8979/URT-30,

tion on Use of Maintenance Standards Books

or a similar product (see MIL-A-907D).

(MSB}

the screws will lessen the chance of screw

coat each screw with Molykote
Coating

damage and aid in future removal of the noise
The purpose of this article is to avoid in
consistencies which will arise if the MSBs issued
with AN/WRR-7
Atl/URT-30

(NAVELEX 0967-LP-421-9090)

(NAVELEX 0967-LP-421-9100)

diverter shroud.

(EIB 98))

and the

are used to

check out VERDIN equipment containing updated
software.
These MSBs,

intended for use in checkout

and validation of VERDIN equipment during orig
inal installation,

contain several procedures

which are inconsistent Hith the updated soft
ware now being deployed to VERDIN equipment in
the Fleet and should not be used for checkout
of such equipment.
Special Operating Instructions Manuals
NAVELEX 0967-LP-462-3010

(Rev 2)

and NAVELEX 0967-LP-462-3040
30)

(AN/WRR-7)

(Basic)

(AN/URT-

to be distributed to the Fleet in June 1976

will contain updates to and will supersede
current MSBs.

(EJ R 924)

AN/WRR-7 Digital Data Receiving Set and AN/
ART-50 Digital Data Transmitting Set- Calibra

(

tion Unit

The purpose of this article is to provide a
procedure for avoiding a loss of time during cali
bration of the 0-1612/URC and the 0-1622/AY.C
rubidium frequency and time standards.
The 0-1612/URC and 0-1622/ARC occasionally
lose one second in time when the SYNC button is
depressed.

To avoid this time loss, these stand

ards should be synchronized � setting the
second hand of the mechanical clock.
and minute hands can then be

1he ,1our

set.

(EIB 924)
AN/WRR-7 Digital Data Receiving Set and AN/
URT-30 Radio Transmitting Set-Maintenance
Hint

The purpose of this article is to provide
aid in the maintenance of the noise diverter
shroud on the MD-855/WRR-7 Demodulator-Power
Supply and the C-8979/URT-30 Control-Power Sup
ply.
1.

A visual check of the honeycomb filter

should be made daily if the MD-855/WRR-7 is
located in the vicinity of a paper shredder.
Dust from the paper shredder has been found to
be a major cause in clogging the air filter,

(

resulting in the overheating of the units.
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1\DJUSTIHG THE AH/WRT-1 FOR RADIO TElETYPE
(FSK) KEYIHG SPEEDS IH EXCESS OF 60 WORDS
PER MIHUTE
Difficulty has been experienced in keying Radio Trans

SERVICE NOTES

CABLE HARNESS ON AN/WRT-1
Relays K-101 and K-102 are both mounted behind the
radio frequency amplifier deck.

Each of these relays has

multiwire cabling running to it.

Installation of a cable

mitting Set AN/WRT-1 in the Radio Teletype (FSK) mode at

clamp on each cable to hold the cables down and to one side

speeds in excess of 60 words per minute (wpm).

will eliminate the danger of pinching or cutting the wire on

The AN/WRT-1 is capable of keying speeds in the FSK
mode up to and mcluding 300 wpm. The only adjustment

the protruding drawer edge.

needed to accomplish satisfactory keying in the FSK mode

PROGRAM TO ELIMINATE BAND-SWITCH CORROSION
IN TRANSMITTERS AN/WRT-1 AND AN/WRT-2

at speeds higher than 60 wpm is the advancement of the
wave shaping control, S450, to a higher speed setting.
Since the equipment specifications only call for a keying
speed of 60 wpm in FSK mode, the speed markings of con
trol S450 do not agree witr the FSK keying speeds. In gen
eral, the wave shaping control should be advanced one step
higher than the F SK keying speed, as shown in the follow
ing table:

(608)

(579)

Reports of corrosion of the band switches located in
the temperature-controlled oven compartments of the RF
Oscillators and Frequency Control Group of T ransmitters
AN/WRT-1 and AN/WRT-2 have been received from the
Fleet. The source of this corrosion has been isolated to a
neoprene coating found on some of the glass fiber insu
lating batts used in the oscillator ovens of these trans
mitters.

FSK KEYING SPEED
60 wpm
l 00 wpm
200 wpm
300 wpm

WAVE SHAPING
CONTROL SETTING

a fairly large percentage of the earlier WRTs (Serial No. l

FSK

through 120, AN/WRT-1, and Serial No. l through 253,
AN/WRT-2). In addition, such batts have been found in a

Neoprene-coated glass fiber batts have been detected in

much smaller percentage of the later sets (Serial No. 121

Multiplex or 200 wpm

through 155, AN/WRT-1, and Serial No. 264 through 417,
AN/WRT-2). It is relatively certain that no sets above

400 wpm
400 wpm

Serial No. 156 of the AN/WRT-1 and Serial No. 418 of the
To obtain optimum performance, the adjustments de

(

AN/WRT-2 contain neoprene-coated oven insulation.
It should be pointed out that not all sets w ithin the

scribed above must he made and the instructions given in
the Techmcal Manual, NAVSHIPS 0966-050-5010, paragraph
3-26(5). step 4, should be followed to adjust the Deviation

above serials contain the neoprene-coated glass fiber.

Calibrate Potentiometer for minimum indication on the

visually; it appears as a relatively smooth, firm coating on
one surface only of the glass fiber insulating batt. The

Calibrate Zero Adjust Meter, M60l.

This adjustment is to

be made while the transmitter is being keyed to FSK.

In

Each set will have to be examined and evaluated individu
ally.

The neoprene coating can be readily recognized

actual color varies from light tan in new sets t o various

addition, and particularly in the lower frequency ranges
(300 to 500 kc), the antenna must be resonated precisely at

stages of brown on sets with one week or more of service,

the center frequency (midway between the mark and space

perature to which the coating has been subjected.

frequencies).

This is accomplished by tuning the trans

mitter in the CW mode and carefully adjusting for minimum
VSWR indication prior to switching to the FSK mode.

to black, depending upon the age of the set and the tem
In any

case, a definite difference can be detected between the
clean yellow color of the uncoated surface and the above
described coated surface.
It is possible that in a few extreme cases, oscillator

SHOCK VIBRATION MOUNT INSTALLATION: AN/WRT-1,
AN/URC-32, AND AN/WRT-2
See article in AN/URC-32 section under the same title.

bad switches will require replacement because of having
been damaged to such an extent by the corrosion or clean
ing efforts that reliable operations will no longer be ob
tained.

Kits of material will be mode available for band

switch replacement where needed; however, s witch changes
will not be required in most instances.
In the near future, change material for the AN/WRT-1
and AN/WRT-2 will be available, with detaile d procedures
for the replacement of the glass fiber oven-insulating
material and band switches.

(,
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The following steps should be taken to exalfiine each
AN/WRT-1 and AN/WRT-2 transmitter and to evaluate the
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AH/WRT-1 AND AN/WRT-2 SERIES TRANSMITTERS
MAINTENANCE HINT

glass fiber and band-switch situation in each:
1. Check the serial number of the set to determine
whether it is within the affected groups AN/WRT-1, Serial
No. 1 through 155, and AN/WRT-2, Serial No. 1 through 417.
2. Check the batts of insulating material in both
oscillator ovens of the transmitter for the brown (black)
neoprene coating.

The purpose of this article is to inform the maintenance
personnel of the correct method for installing the air filter in
the AN/WRT-1 and AN/WRT-2 series transmitters. Figure l
illustrates the correct positioning of the air filter and guide
bar before being inserted intc the cabinet. The filter should
be positioned in the cabinet with the direction of the air flow
downward. The guide bar should be inserted below the

Note: If the coated glass fiber batts are
found only on the oven top or bottom covers,
complete disassembly of the oven will not

angle as shown by the arrow marked "A" in figure l.
clean the air filter weekly.

(EIB 727)

be required, since these covers can be re
moved without removing the oven from the
drawer. If one or more coated batts are found

• e 0 0 0

in the side walls of the oven, the oven will
have to be removed from the drawer and com

.-

,II��

tt (-,

pletely disassembled.
3. Examine the band switch for evidence of severe
corrosion or physical damage resulting from prior clean
ing efforts. An effort should be made to clean the band
switch with an approved contact cleaner such as Cramolin.
If the switch fails to respond to normal cleaning, then
replacement of the band switch is indicated. (572)

AtVWRT-1-REPLACING SOLID COPPER WIRE WITH
SILVER RIBBON
It has been reported to the Bureau that the No. 10 solid
wire used for interconnection to glass vacuum relays K-3501
and K-3502 in the AN/WRT-1 Coupler CCU-760/WRT- l)

Figure 1. Correct Position of Air Filter and Guide Bar
before Insertion in Cabinet.

places excessive strain on the relay terminals and may cause
the glass envelopes to fracture.
This desigTt defect can be corrected by r epl

a

cing

:)

the

solid copper wire with silver ribbon. The silver ribbon can
be ordered under FSN KZ9545-649-7822, length 19 feet.
The 19-foot length will be sufficient for approximately 10
couplers. (648)

AN!WRT-1, AN!WRT-2 Tuners- Procurement Informa
tion for Nylon Ball used in 8-3306 of the Blower
Motor

AN/WRT-1, AN/WRT-2-MAINTENANCE HINT
The nylon ball used with the centrifugal

Maintenance personnel are advised that transsistor 0502 (2N95), FSN 5961-583-1976, has been super
seded by type 2N l323, FSN 9N5961-814-1204.
If Q502 (2N95) fails, it should be replaced with one of
the following transistors: 2N1323, 2Nl330.
Replacement parts may be procured under the following
stock numbers:
Transistor, Type 2N1323, FSN 9N596 l -814-l204
Transistor, Type 2Nl330, FSN 9N596l-810-9912
T r a nsistor 2N95 is used in:
AN/WRT-1, sets serials 1 through 141
AN/WRT-2, sets serials l through 263 (EIB 717)

switch in the TN-342 and TN-345 blower motor
control circuitry is a non-support item and
has to be manufactured or procured on open
purchase when fo'und to be defective,

A

replacement ball can be purchased from
Winfred M,

Berg

Long Island,
599-5010.

N.

Inc.,

499 Ocean Avenue,

Y. 11518, telephone AC516

The part number is PT-1-8 and the

cost is fourteen cents each.

The nylon ball

as delivered does not have a hole in it, but
it can be drilled in the shop with a No.52
drill bit,

(803)

., J
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AN/WRT-1 Radio Tran:;mitting Set-FSK Alignment
Procedures

b.

SERVICE NOTES

Frequency Accuracy Test:
(l)

Carrier Frequency Adjust:
Using

a frequency counter, check the

frequency at J-301 or T-301, ter
Naval Commands are encouraging Fleet

utilize
500 kHz)

does not read 450

frequency (MF) (300 to

transmitters

quency), adjust controls "A"

and

"B" on the electrical frequency

teletype (FSK) circuits in an attempt to

control drawer until it i s obtained

quency (HF) spectrum.

(2)

high fre-

�

The AN/WRT-1( ) is the primary ship
MF spectrum.

The fu.'ii/WRT-1( ) pos sesses

severa l inherent characteristics which limits
its

within ±10
(a)

Turn emission selector switch

(b)

Turn FSK test switch

(c)

Adjust Mark adjust potentio
450,100 Hz on the frequency

mitter unless the characteristics are under

counter.

stood and dealt with accordingly.

�3)

article is to de

scribe improved alignment procedures as
sociated with the FSK circuitry and to dis

Space Frequency Adjust
(a)

Turn FSK test switch to

(b)

Adjust space adjust

cuss methods of improving the operational

449,900 Hz on the frequency
counter

the FSK mode.

distortion at the receiver site

is 15 percent

The transmitter may contribute

or less.

significantly to this distortion level un
less

the following parameters are maintained:
a.

Carrier Frequency Error, ±100

b.

Mark Frequency Error,

c.

Space Frequency Error,

Hz

-35 to +50 Hz

AN/WRT-1 FSK Wave Shaping Adjustment:
(This adjustment is not required during
each frequency change,

it

a high distortion level at the receiving
st ation.)
(l)

the operating frequency is changed and re

Oscilloscope

(2)

The following instructions describe

the

Loop Bat.

to the tolerances required:
Control Settings
WRT-1)

(2)

(a)

Filament power switch to "ON"

(b)

Press plate power "ON" but ton

(c)

Power selector switch to "Tune"

(d)

Emission selector switch to

(3)

(b)
(3)

Wave shaping switch to "400
Set shift dial

@ to

(4)

Stdy M ark

Oscilloscope Setup:
AC

.1 volt/em
+ up

Trigger Source

Internal

Trigger Slope

-(negative)

Sweep Mode

Preset

Sweep Time

5 NS/cm

Sweep Magnified

X2

Patch the Test Set AN/UGM-8 low

Z

output to the loop of the AN/WRT-1

"200"

quency (example frequency 450

Neut.

7
P attern

Polarity

with a teletype patch cord and adjust

Tune transmitter to assigned fre

rna

the loop Adjust on the AN/UGM-8

kHz)

up to but excluding the power am
plifier controls.

0

Input

"CW"

WPM"

Distortion(%)

Sensitivity

R adio Frequency Oscillator (0-621/
(a)

75

Sig.

WRT-1)

:I

Ext.

Speed (bauds)
Code

Amplifier Power Supply (AN-2198/

counter

Fully

clockwise

frequency and the mark and space frequencies

(l)

- AN/UGM-8

Set, Telegraph Setup:

Test

Loop Adjust

method for properly adjusting the carrier

a.

- AN/USN-140

Telegraph

Test Set,

required.

adjust as

Test equipment (or equivalent) to
be used:

is de-

sirable to monitor the frequency each time

but incorrect

setting of R-483 will contribute most to

-35 to +50 Hz

To achieve these tolerances,

Return .FSK switch to "Line"

(c)
c.

circuit performs satisfactorily when the

"Space"

potentiom
eter R-460 for a reading of

capability of the transmitter when use d in
The narrow shift FSK communication

to "Mark"

meter R-462 for a reading of

operational capability as a FSK trans

The purpose of this

Ht.

Mark Frequency Adjust:
to "FSK"

board transmitter capable of covering the

1

(example fre

for ship/ship and ship/shore narrow shif t

for frequencies in the 2 to 30 MHz

I

kHz

medium

partially eliminate the excessive demand

(

If the frequency counter

minal 3.

and Shore Activities to

a reading of 50
(5)

Place the Sig.
AN/UGM-8

.

for

on the meter.

Pattern switch on the

to REVSL

{,
ORIGINAL
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Connect the AN/USM-140 to TB-450
terminal 14 and ground and adjust
the s cope trigger level control until
a stable sweep is present.
Adjust
the scope horizontal position control
so that the beginning of the_sweep
is at the left edge of the graticule.
Refine the trigger level control to
display a negative going transition
at the beginning of the sweep.
Under
this condition the first portion of
the sweep will display a space sig
nal.
Measure in centimeters the duration
of the space signal (such as 3 em)
which represents one space b aud.
Set the scope trigger slope to +
(positive).
Adjust the trigger level
control to display a positive going
transition at the beginning of the
sweep.
A mark signal will now be
displayed at the beginning of the
sweep.
Measure in centimeters the duration
of the mark time (such as 2 em) which
represents one mark baud.
Add the durations for Mark and Space
times and divide by 2 .
Example:

(7)
(8)

(9)
(10)

TM + TS

(11 )

2

2 em + 3 em

5 em
2 .5 em
2
2
With the scope trigger slope set
to + (positive) and the trigger
=

=

level control adjusted to display the

positive going transition at the be
ginning of the sweep, adjust R-483,

(12)

(13)

FSK waveshaping, for a signal of
2.5 em (example) time duration.
Set the scope trigger slope to (negative) and adjust the trigger
level control to display the nega
tive going transition at the begin
ning of the sweep.
The signal dis
played should have a time duration
of 2.5 em (example), if not, a
slight re-adjustment of R-483 is
necessary and repeat step 10.
Remove all test equipment and tune
the transmitter for the assigned
ope rating frequency using operating
instructions outlined in the Tech
nical Manual for AN/WR T-1, with
the following exceptions:
(a) Set waveshaping switch to
"400 WPM"
in accordance
(b) Set shift dial
with the overall frequency
shift as outlined by the ships
frequency plan.

@
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(c)

SERVICE NOTES

Set deviation calibrate for
minimum deviation as indicated
by mete r M-601 on the electri
cal frequency control drawer
while being keyed with a tele
type signal.
1820)

AN/WRT-1 ( ) Radio Transmitting Sets, Tone Modulated
Continuous Wave (MOD CW) Operation-Information
Concerning; also Correction to Field Change 10-AN/
WRT-1, NAVSHJPS 0967-050-5110

The purpose of this article is to de
scribe the proper operation of the trans
mitter when adjusted for MOD CW operation
( A2 emission), clarify the effect on nomen
clature when Field Change 10-AN/WRT-1 is
installed, describe the procedure for cor
rectly wiring the transmitter for MOD CW
operation and publish a procedure for de
termining if the transmitter operates in
the MOD CW mode as described.
1.
OPERATION--The MOD CW mode of
emission is intended to adapt the AN/WRT-1
for medium frequency (MF) Aircraft ijoming
Beacon operation.
The transmitters carrier
frequency is keyed continuously when the
EMISSION SELECTOR switch, S-508, is positioned to MOD CW and the 1000 Hz tone,
produced by the tone generator, modulates
the carrier with a predetermined code programed on the code wheel of the KY-122/U
L-�·�·�
1:\.t:::yt:::L

�)'
,'

•

2.
NOMENCLATURE--The MOD CW mode was
installed in all serial numbered AN/WRT-lA,
AN/WRT-lB transmitters by the manufacturers.
Installation of Field Change 10-AN/WRT-1
modified all designated serial numbered
Instal
transmitters for MOD CW operation.
lation of Field Change 10-AN/WRT-1 does not
change the nomenclature of the equipment to
A new nameplate was not supplied
AN/WRT-lA.
with the field change kit and the statement
under ROUTINE INSTRUCTIONS, paragraph 1 of
Field Change Bulletin, NAVSHIPS 0967-050SllO( a), indicating that the nomenclature
was changed, is in error.
3.
WIRING CHANGES--The originally de
signed method for keying the tone oscillator
was not compatible with the keyline configu
ration of the shipboard remote system and
required a wiring change within the AN/WRT1( ).
Field Change 1-AN/WRT-lA, NAVSHIPS
0967-972-0050, published in EIB 688 and
697, and an errata sheet, NAVSHIPS 0967-0505111 to the field change bulletin for Field
Change 10-AN/WRT-1 contained the wiring
change information.
Recent ship visits indicate all equipments with the tone generator installed do not have the required
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Activities with the tone
wiring changes.
generator installed should inspect their
equipment to see if a jumper is installed
beLween terminals 19 and 26 of TB-501C,
cated in the Amplifier Power Supply
2198( )/WRT-1.
stalled,

AN/WRT-1() Radio Transmitting Set, AM-2197/WRT-1
Radio Frequency Amplifier Standoff Insulators

lo

AMThe purpose of

change has not been made and the following

identify a replacement insulator for several

Remove primary power from the

equipment and observe all safety precautions.
Locate and remove the jumper

between S-508A-5 and S-508A-3 in the
2198( )/WRT-1.

AM-

The "A" section of S-508 is

500

watts output in the CW mode.
Set emission selector switch to

MOD CW.
(c)

Adjust DRIVE ADJUST control for

125 watts indication on the RF OUTPUT meter.

(

the PA tube compartment and support

the

leads from V-805 thru V-808 plate tube
clamps.

None of these insulators have a

FSN or circuit symbol number assigned.

MOD CW OPERATIONAL TEST

(b)

The other two in

sulators are located in the right side of

cal manual.
Adjust the transmitter for

One insulator is

the right rear vertical wall of

the main cable harness.

Return equipment to normal

in the next permanent change to the techni

(a)

the Power Amplifier (PA) tube compartment

L -813 and the red high voltage lead from

These wiring changes will be reflected

4.

Two insula

the main chassis and supports one lead of

Connect a jumper between

operation.

t

drawer.

tors are located on the left rear wall of

located on

terminals 19 and 26 of TB-501C.
(e)

The standoff insulators are located

and supports R-839.

Connect a jumper between

S-508A-l and S-508A-5.
(d)

insulators not identified by the AN/WRT-1(
technical manuals or APL.
in the AM-2197/WRT-1,

nearest the front panel.
(c)

this article is to pro

vide a Fe deral Stock Number (FSN) and

procedure should be followed:

(b)

Information Concerning

If the jumper is not in

it may be assumed that the wiring

(a)
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(d)

Set OUTPUT METER control to RF

(e)

Adjust RF SET FOR MOD control

SET.
until RF OUTPUT meter indicates full scale,

RF SET.
%

(f)

Set OUTPUT METER control to

(g)

Adjust LOCAL/REMOTE switch to

(h)

Patch fu'/WRT-1( ) to a CW

MOD.

An adequate replacement for these in
sulators is the insulator used in the
Power Supply,

PP-2222/WRT and identified by

circuit symbol number E-210 thru E-215.

The

FSN for this insulator is 9G5970-151-8012.
When an activity requisitions a re
placement insulator for the ones that sup
port R-839 or the red high voltage lead,
they should also requisition a 8-32X 3/8
inch flat head screw using FSN 925305-95854 73.
Technical manual and APL corrections
will be accomplished during planned per
manent change s .

(EIB

88'.i)

REMOTE.

AN/WRT-1( ), AN/WRT-2 Radio Transmitting Sets, High

operator position.
(i)

Intermittently key the AN/WRT-

Voltage Power Supply PP-2222/WRT, Relays K-201,

1( ) from the CW position and verify that

K-202, K-203, K-204-Maintenance Information

the RF OUTPUT meter indicates

Concerning

90 to 100% mod

ulation.
(j)

Return AN/WRT-1( ) to normal

operation.
This procedure is being incorporated

The purpose of this article is to p rovide

��

a procedure for modifying the contact arrange

the applicable Maintenance Requirement Card

ment of K-201 so that it may b e used in the

(MRC) and will be available in the near

circuit of K-203.

future.

(EIB 879)

The normal contact arran ge

ment of K-201 is three normally open sets of
contacts and one normally closed set,
K-203 has

whi le

four normally open sets of contact s .

The Defense Electronics Supply Center
(DESC),

Dayton,

Ohio has advise d Naval Ship

Engineering Center, Norfolk Division
NORDIV) that relays K-203,

and K-204,

9N5945-708-9690 and K-201,

K-202,

(NAVSEC
FSN

FSN 9N5945-

789-7932 are no longer being manufactured.
DESC reports a zero balance for FSN 9N5945708-9690 and a limited quantity of FSN
9N5945-789-7932.

I
"
/
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Reference to the relays circuit symbol
number will be limited �o K-201 and K-203 for
however,

the following infor

mation is also applicable to K-202 and K-204.
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Install the spring loaded contact

removed in step 4 on the contact assembly re
moved in step 2.

The contact a ssembly should

appear as shown in figure 3.

Activities requiring a replacement for

K-203 should use FSN 9N5945-789-7932 and when
the relay is received,

perform the following

modification to the contact assembly:

1.

Refer to figure 1,

rem:>ve screws "A"

and "B" that secure the contact assembly to
the relay.

1·
"

Figure 3. Contact Assembly Modified

B

Reinstall the fixed contact removed

6.

in step 3.

7.

Carefully reinstall the contact as

sembly removed in step 2.
Due to the scarcity of relays in the
supply system, activities that replace a re

Figure 1. Unmodified Relay
2.

lay should retain the defective relay for
parts.

Carefully withdraw the assembly.

The assembly should appear as shown in fig
ure

Contacts and the coil are inter

changeable between K-201, K-202, K-203,

and

J)

K-204.

2.

(EIB 887)

Figure 2. Contact Assembly Unmodified
3.

Refer to figure 1,

remove screw "C"

which retains the forward fixed contact.

Re

move the contact.

4.
relay,

Remove screw "D",

located on top of

not shown in figure 1,

w hich retains

the spring loaded contact.

,J
,/
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PROGRAM TO ELIMINATE BAND-SWITCH CORROSION
IN TRANSMITTERS AN/WRT-1 AND AN/WRT-2

(

SHOCK VIBRATION MOUNT INSTALLATION AN/URC-32,
AN/WRT-1, AND AH/WRT-2
See article in AN/URC-32 section under the some title.

AN/WRT-2 TRANSMITTING SET; VOICE LEVEL SETTINGS
FOR ISS EMISSION
The procedure f or settinq voice levels of the AN/WRT-2
for ISB emission is given in Technical Manual NAVSHIPS
93319a. This procedure was basec on the premise that all
voice peaks will be kept within the 1000 watts peak
envelope power rCJting of the transmitter and the IM distor
tion will be heLi to -40db. The level of voice to develop
this peak power ·,·:cs deten,ined by the followinq:
When two or more tones of equal amplitude are combined,
the probable distributiOn of the resultant instantaneous

�

amplitude con be used to calculate a peak factor (PF).
The peak foetor (PF) is the ratio of the instantaneous
peak voltage to the r.m.s. voltaqe that is not exceeded
some small percenta.�e of t�.,o time. A commonly used per
centage is .003 percent.
The PF for a two-tone s1qnal is 2/l or 6 db.
The equivalent PF for voice, although not as well de
fined, is generally conceded to be 16 to 20 db.
The average power output for voice transmission under
these conditions would be 50 to 80 watts but the peak power
would reach the

1000 watt

ratinq of the transmitter and the

-40db limit on distortion would be maintained.
Under certain operating conditions, it may be very

ovemJe power output on voice (ISB)
transmission�; tram 4 to b 010 to 300 watts overage) hiqher
desirable to use

an

than obtained with the CJbave procedure. This would gen
erally be true in any situation in which the radiated power
is more important than adjacent channel interference. For
example, if the AN/WRT-2 were beinq used on a single
voice channel (ISB Emission) to make a lonq distance con
tact, it .vould be desirable

opecote at the higher average

power. However, in a situCJtion in which there is a voice
channel on each sideband on a medium distance contact,
it may be desirable to operate with the lower average power
to mmirnize adjacent channel interference.
Setting the voice lev ls 4 to 6 db hiqher than the

e

"voice" mark on the modulation level meter causes the
following conditions in the transmitter:

I. The PEP increases slightly to approximately 1100
watts. Peaks above this level are flattened because of
grid current in the final tubes.

2. The averaqe pov1er increases 4 to 6 db.
3. The intermodulation distortion increases. Measure

ments are difficult to make on voice transmissions, but, on
similar tests on two-tone sqnals, the distortion products
(3rd order) increase from --10 db to -20 db.

ORIGINAL
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4. There is no discernible audio distortion in the

received signal.
Since the PEP only rises slightly, it is safe to operate

See Article in AN/WRT-1 section under the same title.

(

.. ..-

the transmitter and antenna tuner under these conditions.
In cases of extreme need, the averoqe power on voice
(ISB emission) could be increased to 500 watts averaqe

power. Intermodulotion distortion will aqoin be increased
but there will be no discernible increase in audio distor

tion. In some cases, the maximum average power may be
limited by the maximum audio that is available.

AH/WRT-2 RADIO TRAHSMITTIHG SET-REPLACEMENT
OF 1 MC OSCILLATORS IN ELECTRICAL FREQUENCY
CONTROL C-2764/WRT -2
Confusion has arisen on several occasions in the field
when it has

een necessary to replace one or more units of

b

the Electrical Frequency Control C-2764/WRT-2.

This

confusion sterns from the fact that there have been two
types of 1-mc oscillators used in this transmitter.
The oscillator used in sets carrying serial numbers l
through 294 consists of three units:

El304, 1-mc oscilla

tor board; Zl30l, proportional oven; and Zl302, oven control
unit. This oscillator is known as the "Manson Oscillator/'
Any one of these three units 1s replaced independently.

NOTE
When replocinq either El304 or Zl3Jl, it
may be necessary to change the value of
Cll316 in parallel with the ]oq dial trimmer
capacitor to the next higher or next lower
standard capacitor size in order to pull the
the oscillator to exactly 1-mc.
The oscillator used in sets carrying serial numbers 295
and up consists of three units:

El304 Alt. A., ]-me oscil

lator board; Zl30l Alt. A., proportional oven; and Zl302
Alt. A., oven control unit. This oscillator is known as the
"Reeves-Hoffman Oscillator. 11

The 1-mc oscillator board,

El304 Alt. A., may be replaced independently.

The pro

portional oven, Zl30! Alt. A., and oven control unit, Zl 302

AL T, A., ore manufactured as a matched set and should b e
replaced in pairs when either one fails. I n the process o f
manufacturing, these units ore adjusted i n matched sets to
obtain maximum frequency stabihty versus temperature.
Therefore, if they were not replaced in pairs, the stability
of the 1-mc. oscillator would suffer.

NOTE
It is not possible to interchange units
of the two sytles of 1-mc oscillators.
To assist those in the field in obtaining the correct
replacement unit when servicing this portion of the AN/
WRT-2, the listings are included to prcnde
nation, Westinghouse Drawing Number, Federal Stock Num
ber, and description for both stvles of oscillators.
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294

Old Style 1-MC Oscillator (Manson OSC) Used in Sets, SN 1 through

Westinghouse
Symbol

Description

El304
Zl30l
Zl302

Mfgr.

Drawing No.

l-mc board

Westinghouse

336C762GOl

lN5820-70l-0070

Proporti onal Oven

Manson

!52A919H01

1N5820-7!5-4032

Oven Control Unit

Manson

l52A919H02

1N5820-668-3419

New Style 1-MC Oscillator (Reeves-Hoffman) Used in Sets, SN

FSN

295 and up

Westinghouse
Symbol

Description

Mfgr.

Zl30l

Proportional Oven

Reeves

E!304

1-mc board

Reeves

Zl302

Oven Control Unit

Reeves

Matched Set

Reeves Hoffman

Drawing No.

FSN

Hoffman

378A349HO!

*N5955-446-0069

Hoffman

378A349H03

1N5820-856-053 4

Hoffman

378A349H02

Alt. A.
Alt. A.

*N5955-446-657 2

Alt. A.
A

l3 0 l

IN5820-855-9412

378A349 GO!

(Froportional Oven and
Oven Control Unit)

*

These Federal Stock Numbers were originally assigned

to

the individual

units but they are stocked

only as

matched sets under FSN INS820-855-9412.

AN/WRT -2 RADIO TRANSMITTER -HIGH VOLTAGE
GROUNDING CIRCUITS

Figure I

)

This article c!Jscusses a little known but very important
port of the

AN /WF1T-2

.

Transmitter-the high voltage

qroundinrJ circui
Two circuits ore provided for high-voltage grounding in
The first is a mechanical shorting bar

this transmitter.

T

which ]rounds the high-voltage supply whenever the Power

1V
-5�0�
��---K
3�A

Supply (PP-222 2/,',RT) :!ro::er is withdrawn from the cabinet.

This

bar is shown sc hematically on the high-

voltage pmvc·r

NAVSHIPS 93319(A).

sche rr; o tic , Figure 6-29 (Change 3) in

The "Plate Power On" button

CAUTION:

should not be energized while the power sup
ply drawer i�; '.'Jithdrawn from the cabinet.

l

K503A
- �

f

(1._[• K 1018

�

It can be seen from Figure l that, upon start up, relay
K503A is energized from 115 VAC through the Equipment
Cabinet and Tuner interlocks. Contact K503B then closes

tv1o or

to energize Kl02A from the -24-volt power supply. The

of the ri',ain fuses F20!, F202, or

F203.

of KlOl onrl Kl02.

\lull

WRT-2)

O:t(�

arc ,.;hoi.n only on the cabinet wiring diagram;

used in �t,rr).cur.J
nel who

me

These relays ore mounted on the

tf,e Eiectrical l:::quipmcnt Cabinet (CY-2558/

Fiqure 6-!J7 (Chor,.y l ) .

This wiring diogrom is seldom

rr,c'r:l'-!iO:Ke.

not

It is possible that person

fir:;ilior v1ith the AN/WRT-2 may

not be m·:orcc of tr:c c:<istence of KlOl and Kl02 or of their
intended k:1ction.

A

--------(CA:A8BINET AND
TUNER INTERLOCKS

�

� - � KI028r

Any ott."r::pt to do so will result in blowing

The �''cow! hi Jh voltuJe qrounding circuit consists of
rear

COMMON 0

TO HVPS
__..__
E217
E804

sin.plified schematic of this high voltage grounding

circuit is sho�Nn

!!I

F'i

_i,J:-e

1.

normally open contact of Kl02E3 then is closed, completing
the circuit from -24 volts through KlOlA coil to ground.
When KlOlA is energized, one of the normally closed con
tacts on this relay removes the ground from the high-voltage
lead which runs between E217 in the Power Supply drawer
and E804 in the Radio Frequency Amplifier dwwer through
the cabinet harness.
If any drawer is withdrawn from the Equipment Cabinet,
or if the Filament Power switch is turned off, K503 is de

energized, which in turn de-energizes K 102. Capacitor

C l02, across the coil of Kl02, provides a sufficient amount

of time delay to prevent the operation of KIOJ (the high

·:

I
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voltage grounding relay) until the high voltage power con

should not be effected unless dictated by the exigencies

tactors in the high voltage power supply have d�opped out.

of operations.

This prevents the application of the short on the cabinet
high voltage lead before power is removed from the hiqh

AH/WRT-1, AN/WRT-2 -MAINTENANCE HINT
See article under AN/WRT-1 with the same title

voltage power supply.
Note that relays KID! and K!02 are operated from the

(EIB 717)

-24-volt supply. The loss of this supply voltage either
from failure of F504 (-24-volt control fuse) or any other
reason will result in the cabinet high voltage bus being
grounded continuously. This could lead to an erroneous

conclusion that the high voltage lead in the cabinet harness

AH/WRT-1 AND AN/WRT-2 SERIES TRANSMITTERS·
MAINTENANCE HINT

See article under AN/WRT-1 with the same title

(EIB 727)

had arced or otherwise acquired on Unwanted ground.
Again, any attempt to energize the high-voltage power sup
ply with the transmitter in this condition will result in blow
ing two or more of the main-line fuses F20!, F202, or F203.
On AN/WRT-2 Transmitters, Serial I through 263 an

AH/WRT-2 TRANSMITTER-TONE MULTIPLEXIHG

Whenever the AN/WRT -2 transmitter is modulated with

tone multiplex equipment, such as the AN/UCC-1, care
must be exercised to insure that the transmitter peak

If

indicating type fuse is used at F504. It i:o important that

envelope power rating is not exceeded.

exact replacement fuses be used and that they be installed

power rating is exceeded in multilane operation, the level

in the fuseholder properly (red plunger visible through the

of the intermodulatian distortion will become excessive

clear plastic cap). On AN/WRT-2, serials Bl throuqh 8151

and result in a deterioration of radiated signal.

and serials C l through C458, a fusehalder with a built-in

the peak envelope

The peak envelope power rating of the AN/WRT-2 is

neon indicator lamp is used. These indicators should

1 KW, but its average power rating is 500 watts. It must be

largely eliminate the possibility of overlooking a blown

noted that the output power meter on the AN/WRT-2 indicates

F504 fuse. (656)

average power and not peak envelope power.

With multitone modulation, the averaqe power output will

AH/WRT-2 RF TUNERS-RECOMMENDED PROCEDURE
FOR MAINTENANCE OF BLOWER MOTORS IN "C" SERIES

be much !esc� than the peak envelope power; for example,
with two tone modulation, the average power output will

be equal to one half the peak envelope power. To under
Unreliable bearmgs were furnished with the "C" series
TN-342/WRT-2 blower motors, 83302. It is recommended
that, upon failure, these blower motors be replaced rather

(

than repaired.

and peak envelope power.
Peak envelope power is defined as the rms power
developed at the crest of the modulation envelope when the

Reports received from Forces Afloat during the past
year indicated an excessively high failure rote of the TN342/WRT-2 blower motor, 83302.

transmitter

rs

modulated with multiple audio frequencies.

If an SSB transrmtter is modulated with two audio tones
of equal amplitude, and an oscilloscope is connected to the

A statistical analysis of these failures and physical
examination of many cf the failed rrotois sho-wed con

output load, lets say a 50-ohrn r esistive load, a two tone
test pattern may be observed. (See figure !.) The peak enve

clusively that the failures were predominant in the RF

lope power of this transmitter may be computed by measur

tuners serially numbered Cl through C458. The blower

mg the rrns

motor in the "C" series production run shows a Mean Time

Oividinq lt by the 50-ohm resistance (P=E2/R).

Between Failure (MTBF) of 11,374 hours vice the 150,000

to 200,000 hours required for this type of application.
The primary cause of failure in the "C" series pro

(.707 of peak), squaring this value, and

A transmitter must divide its power amana the tones
modulating it. The accompanying spectrum diaqrams will
clarify this and also illustrate the difference between aver

duction run is attributed to a less reliable bearing than was

age and peak envelope power. To calculate the averaqe

used in previou" runs. A neqligible number of 83302 fail

power of the transmitter or the averaqe power per tone for n

ures hove occurred in those TN-342 RF tuners manufactured

nur:1ber of tones input, the followinq formulas may be used:
PEP
PEP

prior to the C l-C458 series.
The smaller type bearings installed in the "C" series
blower motors can be identified by the dimensions, 5/8"
diameter x 3/16" thickness. The beanng in the previous
production series are 3/4" diameter x l/4" thickness.
For increased equipment reliability and long range
economy, the Naval Ship

Center, Norfolk

Avg. Pwr =

-n

; Pwr per Tone=

---.
n2

Refer to figure 2. Assume that a transmitter is
modulated �nth twa tones of equal amplitude and its output is
termmated into a rec;Jstive loaci of 50 ohms. The voltage
in each output frequency is measured and found to be 112

Division (NAVSEC NORDIV) recommends that defective blower

volts rrns. (See fqure 2a.) Squorinq the voltaqe in each

motors 83302 in the "C" series RF tuners be replaced with

output frequency and dividinq that by 50 reveals the power

item FSN 9G4140-709-0762. These replacement motors are

in each output frequency to be 250 watts. TI1e sum of these

furnished with the larger, more reliable bearings. Replace

twa is 500 watts, which is the average output power of the

ment of the smaller bearings in the "C11 series B3302's

transmitter. When these two output frequencies fall in

ORIGINAL
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phase with each other, the crest of the modulation envelope
is reached and the voltages add to 224 volts. Square 224
and divide by 50 to obtain the PEP of l KW. (See fiqure 2c.)
From this illustration, we see that averaqe power is equal
to one half PE P with tone modulation. Make the same
comparison with 4, 8, and 16 tone modulation. (Study !iqures

SERVICE HOTES

practice will ensme that the transmitter Power will be
distributed to each rntelligence frequency. Transmitter

>

damage components in the AM-2121/WRT.
Refer to Table I lor average power limits when using
multiple tone modulation.

sixteen tones would hove a theoretical average power out

Table I. Average Power Output Limits for Multiple Tones

put of only 64 watts with peak envelope power output of l
KW. In practice however, it has been found that this

Number of

Mox. Averate Output

Modulating Tones

Power (Read on M805)

twice this value without realizing an appreciable amount

2

500

4

250

of distortion.

8

Over driving a linear amplifier generates intermodulation

·�

output power should never exceed the level required to
maintain communication. Excessive power levels will

3, 4, and 5).
In figure 5, we see that a transmitter modulated with

theoretical average limit can be exceeded by approximately

.

..-

.,

..-

16

125-175
64-100

distortion. These distortion products result from harmonics of
the desired frequencies mixing with fundamentals and other
harmonics, as illustrated in figure 6. The power usurped by
these undersirable products is taken from the desired intel
ligence frequencies and decreases the effective radiated
intelligence. Figure 6 illustrates the output spectrum of an
SSB transmitter at 2 MHz. The USB is modulated with audio
tones of 2000 and 2500 Hertz. Intermodulotion products
are marked.
When tuning the power amplifier, AM-2121/WRT-2, the
operator should pay particular attention to the PA screen
current meter to insure that the PA screen current is zero
or negative. Positive screen current indicates non-linear
operation which results in distortion. These distortion
products will increase when tones ore applied.

:>

When using the AN/WRT-2 in conjunction with the AN/
UCC-l or other tone multiplex equipment, it is recommended
that the transmitter be tuned in the prescribed manner for
CW operation and then switched to the ISB mode of operation
with carrier completely suppressed. Set DRIVE ADJUST
control on RFA to "0", adjust the appropriate MOD LEVEL
AMP control to "6", and use the associated INPUT LEVEL
AMP control to set the VU level meter to the number of
tones being used. If 16 channels ore used, there will be
16 tones modulating the transmitter and the IN PUT LEVEL
AMP control should be set for a reading of 16 on the VU meter.
NOTE
If the channels are being keyed, a vari
ation or fluctuation may be noted in the
audio level.
If the audio signal fluctuates, set the center of the
fluctuation to the 16 tone mark. Key the transmitter and
adjust thP DRIVE ADJUST control on the RFA for

CJ

power

output ir.dication of between 64 and 125 watts. (64 watts
is the theoreticolcverage pmver output limit for 16 tone
modulation and 125 is the practical overage power output
level that should be used for 16 tone modulation.) If the
output power fluctuates, set the DRIVE ADJUST control so
that the center of fluctuations occur at the selected averaae
pcwer output limit.
Tone channels applied to the transmitter should contain
intelligence; idle tone channels must be turned off. This
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AH/WRT-2, AH/URC-32, AN/URC-35, ANIWRC-1, AN/

were distorted to various degrees by over-modulation.

URT-23-THECAREAND FEEDIHGOFSSB TRANS.

was more

so

This

the case when single sidel::on d transmitters

were used in the amplitude modulation mode than rt wo s

MITTERS

when they were used in single sideband modulation mode.

The introduction of single sideband to the fleet has

p litude modulation net were overmodulating to the point

Examples of this equipment are AN/WRT-2, AN/URC-32,

where their voice quality was seriously degraded. Nearly

AN/URCf35,

AN/WRCfl, and AN/URT-23.

SiwJle srdeband

all the transmitters on this net were identified as SSB type

transmitters use what is termed a linear amplifier for

by the characteristic absence of one sideoond on the

developing power vice the Closs "C" amplifiers which

spectrum analyzer display.

were oommon to older equipment. The linear amplifier is

What effect does overmodulation hove on the performance

what p laces a special requirement on "Core and Feeding"

of voice circuits in the fleet? You con bet, with on almost

of SSB transmitters.

perfect degree of accuracy, that, when you hear o trans

Linear power generatrng devices are limited by their

mitter on a voice circuit that sounds like the operator is

peak power handling capability. The average undistorted

::peaking with a mouthful of mush, the sound is because of

power output of a single sideband transmitter is lrmited by

overmodulation and not because the o perator in f act has

the type of signal that it is amplifying and by characteris

mouthful mush. The overmodulation con be due to many

a

tics of the antenna with which it is being used. In

causes; the main one is the inability of the transmitter to

technical terms, It is limited by the peak-to-overage power

oompensote for differences in voice levels ani ving at the

ratio of the modulation envelope and by the voltage stand

trmsmitters because of differences in voice handsets or

ing wave ratio of the antenna. The transmr tter is physi

speech levels used by operators.

cally capable of putting out up to one half the peak power

Now that we hove hung black crepe on all single side

for which it is rated, based on rts heat dissipation capa

band equipment we should confirm the obvious; and that is,

bilities. Old transmitters that we hod in the Navy used

despite the problems involved in the "care and feeding" of

wha t are called Class' 'C" amplifiers and were limited rn

sing le sideband equipment, the performance of single side

power outp ut by how well an operator muld "tweak" them

band circuits is much better than amplitude modulated voice

up. If you try "tweaking" a srngle sideband transmitter to

circuits. The reasons are Many:

get maximum indicated power output, you get some drscon

power advantage; second, the problem of feedback squeels

certing results.

first, there is a defim te

is virtually eliminated; third, single sideband voice must be

sideband transmitter is modulated the to the lrmr t of its peak

within narrow frequency tolerance to be useable and
therefore the receivers con be built with superwr noise
e liminating features; and fourth, if somel::ody accidentally

power capability, the signal will be at least 35 ciecrbels

keys a single sideband transmitter, there is no carrier fre

over the noise that the transmitter is also generating.

quency transmitted that would disrupt the entire net.

Let us observe what happens to the transmitter output

(

Thirty percent of the stations on one BASE LINE II am

brought out a new generation of transmitter equipment.

when modulated by a multiplex teletype srgnal. If a sing] e

This

coodition corresponds to the transmitter putting out about

When you are using an AN/WRT-2 transmitter, the

120 watts of average power. !f the transm!lter outprrt 1 s

following should be consider to be the MAXIMUM power

doubled, the signal spectrum power is increased by 3 deci

ccpabilities of the transmitter as indicated by the power

bels.

The noise power is mcreased by 25 decibels or by

a power ratio of 32.

increased

to

output meter:

When the transmitter power output is

its maximum capability of 3XJ

watts, we

have

CW-:DO watts

a situation where the noise power again is increased by an

FSK-4JO w atts

additional factor of al::out 32 and there rs no notJceoble

SSB Voice-:DO watts

change in the power of the signal.

AM Phone-300 watts

This increase of norse output means that the transmitter
is not putting out a narrow signal of 3khz with some small
additional noise within !0 khz of the assigned frequency.
The transmitter is now putting out stgnificont norse withrn

16 Channel Multiplex-140 watts
8 Channel Multiplex-180 watts
For ANIURC-32 transmitters, the maximum power output
is somewhere around one-half of those lrsted in the previous

hundreds of kilohertz of the assigned frequency. That

paragraph. In virtually all cases, the tuning procedure in

tran::mitter also putting out very lanJe srgnals

the Technical Manual should be followed and the previously

at

its har

rmnics. If several transmr tters ore berng keyed simul
tanrously, then intermodulollon products ore showing up as

specified l imits used os a check. Because of the VSWR of
the antenna and aging of transmitter output tubes, hov.ever,

large signals throughout the spectrum and the ship no longer

the oorrect tuning procedures may result in substantially

has a chance of receJving anything but

less power output than those prevwusly stated.

o

strong signal.

(734)

The same considerations apply to voice circuits as to
multiplex teletype circurts because the trans mitter sees the
same peak to overage power ratios wr th multiplex teletype
signals as with voice signals. During BASE LINE II, it
was the rule and not the exception that voice tran::missions

(
/'
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Field Change 17-AN/WRT-2, NAVSHIPS 0967-0733180-lnstollotion Note Concerning TN-342/WRT2 Coil Form
The following installation information was sub
mitted by the Puget Sound Naval Shipyard, BREM.
A limited number of field change kits have been
shipped with an excessive length of wire extending
from the stop ball inside the L3302 coil form. When
RF power is applied to the coil it creates an arc from

the excess wire to the RF cable that is clamped to
the center board mounted in the coil from. Personnel
installing this field change are directed to inspect the
coil and cut off excess wire flush with the stop ball

and smooth with a fine file or sandpaper. (749)

,

.

all three stages have to be working properly
to get any single stage to produce an output.

,

It is very easy to remove the feedback loops
making it possible to troubleshoot each stage
independently of the other stages.

To remove the feedback loops, unsolder the
wires connected to terminals 1 and 2 on cir
cuit board E 1301.

Install a jumper from

terminal 1 to 5 on the same board.

This will

cause the divider to be wired as shown in
figure 1.

Using a 10:1 oscilloscope probe, the collect
ors of -each transistor may then be viewed on
an oscilloscope.

The waveform should be a

square wave of 6 to 8 volts amplitude at the
frequenqy as shown on the diagram.

AN/WRT-2 Radio Transmitting Set-Troubleshooting Hint

AQy stage

that has an input and does not have an output
The purpose of this article is to simplify
troubleshooting the 10:1 frequenqy divider
circuit in the Electrical Frequenqy Control

l

C-2764/WRT-2.
Most technicians find troubleshooting the
10:1 frequenqy divider very difficult.

This

circuit is composed of two circuit boards
These boards each con
(E 1301 and E 1303).
tain two transistor multivibrator circuits.
In addition, the E 1301 board has a trans
istorized 100 Khz amplifier circuit.

in the counter circuits that are necessary to
make the divider count 10:1 instead of 16:1
that would normally be obtained from a four
The problem with this

feedback arrangement is that a casualty in
any of the last three stages (the feedback
counter, Q 1315 and Q 1316; Binary No. 2,
Q 1307 and Q 1308; or Binary No. 3, Q 1313 and
Q 1314) will generally lock up all three
stages and produce no output.
In other words,

I MHz IN

500Khz

stage.

After repairing the faulty circuit,

the E 1301 circuit board should have the
jumper from terminals 1 to 5 removed and the
previously unsoldered �res should be resold
ered to terminals·l and 2.

E 1301 terminal 10

should now be checked to insure that the out
put of the 10:1 divider is a 100 Khz sine wave
with a minimum amplitude of 22 VPP.

nician from extra work.

The difficultly in troubleshooting the

OUTPUT FREQ.

resistance checks should be made on that

A note of caution, when troubleshooting the
10:1 divider, the following may save the tech

circuit board is caused by the feedback loops

stage binary divider.

is defective and conventional voltage and

Always use a 10:1

oscilloscope probe so that transistors will
not be damaged by circuit loading.
Be ver-J
careful that the probe doesn't slip and short
something out when taking measurements in
close quarters.
Use a small pencil type sold
ering iron when repairing circuit boards.
If
a high wattage soldering iron must be adapted
for circuit board repairs, refer to NAVSHIPS
0967-000-0160, General Handbook, page 6-45 and
insure that the tip of the soldering iron is
grounded. 17541

250Khz

250Khz

I r-1
�
� i

-----1

Ql307

BINARY
NO. I

FEEDBACK
COUNTER

BINARY
N0.2

125Khz
Ql313

Ql314

BINARY
NO. 3

Figure 1. Divider Wiring Diagram.
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AN/WRT-2 Radio Transmitting Set,
1 nformation Concerning

The purpose of this article is to inform
technicians of a method of repairing broken
a djustment shafts on tunable R.F. Trans
formers T-1205 through T-1215 in the 0-581/
WRT-2 drawer of the AN/WRT-2.
If the slot in the end of the shaft is
broken off, there is no means of adjustment
except by using pliers which will destroy
the threads on the shaft, render the trans
former useless and require replacement.
The shaft may be repaired by soldering a
4-40, quarter inch (.25) brass nut to the
broken end of the shaft.
This may be done
witho�t removal of any transformer from the
circuit. (787)

�

. . ..-

....-

Transformer T-1206-

T wo different physical shapes of
transformer T-1206 were used during the
production of the AN / WRT-2.
bered equipments 1 thru

Serial num

444 contain a

cylindrical shaped transformer

while all

other serial numbered equipments contain
a squar e shaped transformer.
The cylindrical shaped transformer
is identified by Westinghouse part number
223B057-l-l.

The square shaped transformer
is identified by Westinghouse part number
377A709H01 or Cosmos Industries, Inc. part

number

279B4599.

(EIB 885)

AN/WRT-1, AN/WRT-2 RF Tuners- Procurement In
formation for Nylon Ball used in S-3306 of the Blower
Motor.

See Article under AN/WRT-l with same title.
(EIB

AN/WRT-2 Radio Transmitter-Maintenance Hint

(

The purpose of this article is to inform
technicians of a method to eliminate the
p ossibility of heat damage to the wiring
routed along the side of R-218 in the Power
Supply PP-2222 / WRT .

( 10

The current flow through resistor R-218
ohm 25

watt potentiometer )

causes enough

heat dissipation to damage the insulation on
the wiring from relay K-203 which is routed
between R-218 and K-203.
This p roblem may be eliminated by re
routing the affected wiring to the front

of

relay K-203 and tie in place with l acing

cord.

(80 5)

A N/WRT( ), AN/WRT -2 Radio Transmitting Sets, High
Voltage P ower Supply PP -2222/WRT, Relays K-201,
K-202, K-203, K-204-Maintenance Information
Concerning

See article in AN/WRT-1 section
under the same title.
(EIB 887)
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AN/WSC-3 Minimum Output Problem

cover plate.
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Replace

After installation, power cali

bration should be conducted in coordination
This article is applicable only to single
AN/WSC-3 installations that are unable to re
duce effective isotropic radiated power
below 13 dBW.

(EIRP)

The purpose of this article is

with the area NAVCAMS.
The replaced W-8 cable shall be retained
and secured inside the switching unit for re
installation when the attenuation is removed

to identify a problem in minimum power output

for full FLTSAT operation.

from the RT-1107/WSC-3 and to provide the

period where GAPSAT and FLTSAT are both

During the overlap

recommended corrective action to compensate

operational, computation for minimum FLTSAT

for this situation.

EIRP as promulgated in NTP-2, Section liB

The problem arises during SATCOM operation
with GAPSAT where EIRP must be maintained at

should include allowance for this attenuation
in the line.

(EIB 964/970)

13 dBW or below for proper power balancing of
the satellite system.

Due to antenna system

gain, required transmitter output level may
be below the adjustable range of the unit.

AN/WSC-3 Minimum Output ProblemCorrection to EIB 964

This problem is not present in multiple AN/
WSC-3 installations and in ships where inher
ent losses in the antenna systems will allow

--.

the AN/WSC-3 to operate at a higher output
level.

This problem will also not be present

during FLTSAT operation which requires a
For those ships that have this problem,
insertion of approximately 6 dB of attenua
tion into the transmit line will allow for the
transmitter to operate at a higher level.
This can be achieved by use of a high power
UHF in-line attenuator (NARDA Model 766-6 or

(

Refer to EIB 964, dated 12 December 1977,
page 3, and make the following revisions to
the article entitled "AN/WSC-3 Minimum Output

higher transmitter output level.

equivalent).

This article provides information to
revise the subject article published in EIB 964.

If an attenuator is not available

aboard ship, it is recommended that a fixed
length of RG-58A/U, RG-58B/U, or RG-58C/U
coaxial cable be used in accordance with the
following:

Problem."
1.
2.

Approximate Loss, "85 ft" under Length Required.
3.

RG-58/U or RG-58B/U
RG-58A/U or RG-58C/U

at 300 MHz

Length
Required

9.6 dB

63 ft

ll. 5 dB

52 ft

The connectors required for one cable are
UG-536B/U, N Type male, quantity 2;

Add the following information:

"Cable type RG-142B/U cable is preferred;

or

how

ever, RG-58A/U, RG-58B/U or RG-58C/U will be
acceptable provided that the power output meter
on the AN/HSC-3 indicates less than 17 dBW

(SO

The approximate EIRP should be the

wattmeter reading plus

Approximate Loss
Per 100 ft

Add the following in the first table:

"RG-142B/U" under Cable Type, "7.0 dB" under

watts).

Cable Type

Third paragraph, last sentence:

Insert "RG-142B/U," before "RG-58A/U,".

(5) dB."

Record this action adjacent to the pen
and ink corrections by inserting this EIB
number (970).

AN/WSC-3 Satellite Communication Set-Mod
ule Damage Assessment

UG-88B/U, BNC Type male, quantity 2 with
UG-20lB/U, N to BNC adaptor, quantity 2.

Stock

number and costs are listed below:
Connector Type

NSN

Cost

UG-536B/U

9N 5935-00-660-4296

$1.06

UG-29B/U

9N 5935-00-643-q875

1.14

UG-88B/U

9N 5935-00-823-0487

0.36

So that line of sight

This article describes

mechanical damage

which has been found c;m "whiskey three"

(LOS) operation is

not affected, this attenuation must be placed
in the SA-2000 or SA-2000A antenna switching
unit of the OE-82B/WSC-l or OE-82C/WSC-l

Power

Supply and Transmitter MODULES received at the
repair depot.

Mounting ears are bent down at

crazy angles for
ure 1).

Packing

no

apparent reason (see Fig

containers

show no signs of

mishandling and packaging methods appear to be
sufficient to protect the MODULES

in transit.

Most damage can be corrected with minimum cost,
but, some damage is so severe that
case must be

replaced.

Severe

the

entire

damage has

antenna in the transmit line (cable No. W8).
To install attenuator cable, remove cover
plate to the antenna switching unit.

Discon

nect W8 and replace with neatly coiled and

(
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Examples of the damage are bent

castings, cracked printed circuit boards,

and

other types of damage that would not have
occurred if the spare modules had been retained
in the plastic bubble wrap bags inside the
cardboard boxes as shipped from the factory.
2. CAUTION - Do not remove the spare

modules from the plastic bags and boxes until
they are needed for replacement in the AN/WSC-3.
When defective modules are to be sent to the

depot for repair, they should be shipped in
the packaging and packing material received
with the module or equivalently cushioned
boxes, not envelopes.

These modules are

expensive and typically cost over

3.

$ 1,000

each.

The modules,

packed in plastic bags

and cardboard boxes,

should be stowed in an

area that is protected from the weather and
salt spray.

Even though the modules have a

corrosion-resistant finish, extended exposure
to salt spray will result in corrosion.

4.

The modules should not be removed from

the plastic bags and cardboard boxes and
placed in bins for stowage.
modules are stowed in bins,

If the unprotected
damage and mis

alignment can result.

5.

This notice is being published because

of the high monetary value of AN/WSC-3 modules

and the requirement for high operational
availability for satellite communications.

(EIB 982)

«')•
'

Figure 1. AN/WSC-3 Module PN 03-03246-001.
high

impact in labor charges because of

cost

many solder connections.
Fleet

users

of the

"whiskey three"

are

requested to be on the alert for any conditions
which could cause such damage and to advise the
NAVELEX FLTSATCOM ILS Manager of any recommen
dations to keep this from happening.

All formal

or informal correspondence should be addressed
to:

Department of the Navy,

Naval Electronic

Systems Command, Washington, D.C.
PME 106-lBL.

20360, Attn:

All ideas are welcome.

(EIB 976)
Proper Storage and Packaging of Modules for
AN/WSC-3

1.
ules,

A substantial number of defective mod

which show evidence of physical damage

due to improper storage or packaging,

;J

have

been returned to the factory repair depot for

AN/WSC-3:2
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